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Funding runs low
for the homeless
By Lisa Miller

Staff Writer

As the fall semester begins at the
University, students are moving into
residence halls, apartments, houses and
trailers throughout Carbondale.
But not everyone is so lucky.
The homeless problem is growing in
Southern I1Jinois, but the growth of
funding to aid the homeless has not
matched its pac,., said Elsie Speck,
director of the Good Samaritan House in
Carbondale.
While I':-iva.e contributors from the
community have been very supportive of
the homeless plight, funding from local
organizations "has been very miniscule,"
Speck:;aid.
The Good Samaritan House survives on
540,000 a year from the. IlIil"ois
Deparunent of Public Aid and $ 16,000
from Housing and Urban Development,
Sped said.
"We r<!Ceived a five year grant from
HUD for $16,000 a year," Speck said.
"We're now in the second year. At the end
of the five years we'll hopefully get
another grant, maybe larger."
In addition to state and federal funding,
local churches, the United Way and
recycling provide extra money, Speck said.
Despite the various sources of income

tbe Good Samaritan House has, the
money must be stretched to the limit each
month to provide the residents with bare
living necessities, Speck said.
There are now 16 adults and four
children living in the basement, or the
transitional quar1el'S, of the House. These
people are allowed to stay for three to four
weeks, but exceptions can b~ made if
necessary, ~ peck. said.
The upper levels of the House provide
residenlB with a stable home for 18 months
in exchange for 30 percent of his or her
income.
Speck said students corne to the House
from time to time.
Sea HOt.'El.ESS, Page 5

Gus Bode

Helping hand
Gus says students are used to
cramming.

Studenfshappy to see· ..

new condom machines
By Stephanie Wood
StaffWriler
StlidenlS agree that the
install:llion of condom vending
machines in the Student Center,
the Recreation Center and the
residence halls is beneficial to the
University cummWlity.
The machines were installed
Aug. 1 after a survey conducted
bv the Student Health Program
}~avis.."lry Board in 19&8 showed
tl13t 86 percent of the students
were i.\ favor of having the
machines.
"1 think it's great," Dave
McCann, senior in electrical
engineering technology, said. "It's
an excellent idea because :;tudents
really need to be aware of the
diseases that can be spread now.
"Maybe making it (condoms)
available will make them think a
little bit about it," he said.
The machines can be found in
the men's and women's restrooms
on the second, third and fourth
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Student life adviser Todd Thomas,
sophomore in racflO and lV, helps Amy

Landros and Dave Pruener move into
Schneidel HaJJ Wednesday afternoon.
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Materiats, center gets grant
By Theresa Llvlngston
Staff Writer

University's College of
Engineering and T-xhnology
to strengthen toe department's
research capabilities, Wright
said.
"This is the first lime
research of this level hal: been
done at the University," he
said.
Structural carbons are used
for a variety of technological
and medical purposes, Wright
said. Since the heat-resistant
carbon resists (;ven the most

extreme temperatures, it is
being considered for such
high-temperature applications
as rocket nozzles, disc brakes

and gas tuIbine engines.
Wrigul said since the
carbons resist bodily fluids,
the material can be used for
organ transp~ants and oth.er
operations,. Smce the material
resists corrosion, it could
eliminate the need for repeat
transplants; he said
.
However, since the carbon
materials . are
highly
susceptible to oT.idation.

current structural uses are
limited. The IlUiterial also is
extremely expensive. to
produce, with American
companies supplying half of
the carbon needed in this
country.
Because the United States
Department of Defense had
severely res U'ic ted the
publication of research results,
academic involvmenl in
carbon research prior to this
time has been almost
nonexistant, Wright said.
Sea MTC, Page 5

Hostages threatened with ,death
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) _ A
terrorist group threatened Sunday
to kill two American hostages if
the French use military force to
back Lebanese Christians against
Syrian-backed Moslem forces in
the country's civil war.
The Revolutionary Justice
Organization, believed to be an

offshoot of the Iranian-inspired
Hezbollah, made the threat in a
Slatelll(:nt authenticated by a new
black-and-white
close-up
photograph of U.S. hostage
Ed'''ard A. Tracy.
The group charged that the
Un'ted States was implicitly
su:,porting the deployment of

French warships off the Lebanese
coast to back the Christians in
their conflict against Syrianbacked Moslem groups.
The French aircraft carrier
Foeh and the frigate Cassard left
the southern French port of

See MActlNES, Page 5

Condom machine located In
the women's washroom on
the first floor In the Student
Center.
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Speech Communication to offer new course
By TIm Crosby
StaffWriler

A new course offered by the
Department
of
Speech
Communication will teach
students how to tap an inner
resource they might not know
they possess.
William S. Minor. professor
of philosophy of creativity, will
teach Introouction to Philosophy
of CrC<lLi':ity this semester. The
course is 0i~!1 to all students and
may be us....d to satisfy a number
of cleelive options.
"The course centers on the new
lL'dH\o!o~y for the creative, rather

than destructive, treatment of
human conflict," MiDOI said "It
transforms confrontation and
argumentation into friendly
linderstanding even though
conflict may still exist."
Minor, who founded the
Foundation for Philosophy of
Creativity Inc. in 1952, said the
course will demonstrate the
innate creativity found in every
person.
"Crea!ivity is rooted in
biology," Minor, 88, said. "It is
the source of health and
creativity. The course will ~trive
to make students aware of this
resource and how to release iL"

Minor, who now serves as
retired director emeritus of the
foundati(\n, said research
sponsoTl'A by the foundation has
shown the notion of creativity to
be quite different than the popular
WllCept of "mere innovation."
"This popular notion was
disproven by the hippies in the
1960s," Minor said. "They were
all doing novel behavior with no
organization and they became
more and more chaOl;':."
"We've found that creativity is
also the systematic organization
of human behavior," Minor
added. "We will study the
creative correlation of Ilovelty

Sea GROUP, Page 5

and ooIer in human life. n
Minor used the analogy of the
living organism to demonstrate

this correlation.
"In the body, cells have
;pecific, novel functions they
perforru as well as organized
functions in conjunction with
tissues, organs and so forth. This
is the basis of health in an
organism."
Minor said he warns student~
who take the course not to neglc..:t
their other courses.
"They get so interested on,e we
gel started that (ncglc.cI;Il!! ulher
See COURSE. Page 5
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'89 Close-Out
SALE

'

ALL YOU CAN EAT'
LUNCH BuFFET $3.95*

Irh ':Idl"" l';~ht m,lIn di~hl''''J 111nt' .1PPl'tl/l.'r:-., ~.)l<ld hH, .1IKi fn. :~h :nllt

on
ZENITH TV's &
KENWOOD STEREOS

RENT

TODAYS.lUNCH SPECIAL - KAO PAE

Color TV $25/1110,

DINNER

SPECL~1.__ .~5;i~

Inl.-Iudc~ ~lJUp,

appdil. .. 'r, and

PAO- THAI
'Bring in thb

CllUPOll

~

lTl.Jin

AI- TELEVISION

Ji:-.h

(across from 710)

$2.45,'

715 S. ILLINOIS

for free soft drink.

457-7009

1206 S. Wall 457-45101

T-BIRDS
U-Gotla Love Cheap Beer

SOc

120z

Miller Genuine
Draft Bottles

50(

90z

Drafts

Guess What's
Going on at T-Birds?

111 N. Washington
529-3808

INTER-

FRATERNITY
COUNCil
Welcomes You To
Southern Illinois University
At Carbondale

world/nation

4 wounded in Lebanon
'security zone' bombing
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) _ At least four people were wounded
Sunday when Moslem guerrillas affilialcd with the pro-Iranian
Hczbollah organization attacked military targets inside Israel's
self-{jcclared "security zone" in southern Lebanon. The An Nour radio
station, mouthpiece of the Hezbollah organiZJItion. said two explosions
killed or wounded 15 "enemy troops."

Pope: Marxist societies failing
OVIEDO, Spain (UPI) _ Pope Juhn Paul II said Sunday that Marxist
societies are failing bcczuse of an erroneous atheistic concept of won:,
but at the same time was critical of growing materialism in capitalist
natic--. On th~ second day of his Spanish trip. the 43rd he has made
outside Italy, John Paul also issued a fresh call for a halt to the
"indiscriminate bombardment" in Lebanon.

Thousands boycott Israeli jobs
EREZ CHECKPOINT. Israel-occupied Gaza Strip (UPI) _
Thousands of Palestinians heeded a call by the uprising's underground
leadership Sunday to boycott their jobs in Israel to protest new
military-imposed enlrance restrictions. Palestinian sources estimated
only about 800 Gaza residents left the strip for work. and another
4.000 were believed to have stayed at their Israeli woricpJaces since last
week to avoid ltOuble with activists enforcing the two-week boycott.

Hungary: United States is No.1
LONDON (UPI) _ Hungarians rated the United States as their
favorite country and the Soviet Union as their least favorite in an
unprecedented Gallup survey tlf the Er..t Bloc nation, a British
newspaper said Sunday. The nationwide survey also showed most
Hungarians are dubious about the future of communism.

Coast Guard to block protesters
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI) _ The Coast Guard established a
100-yard security zone around a conttoversial Exxon incinerator 10
stop protesters from blocking it with their fIShing boalS. but opponents
said Sunday they would not give up flgbting Exxoo. Mh's going 10 take
more than 100 yards to keep us away." Port Lions Mayor Peter
SquansoiJ said

11 wounded in Detroit shootings
DETROIT (UPI) _ At1east 11 people. including two police officers.
were wounded from gunfue in two separate shooing incidents early
Sunday in Metro DettoiL In one of the incident, police said seven
people wc:rc wounded in a shooting spree that followed a figbt at a
banquet ball in the Detroit enclave of Hamtramck.

state

Researchers: Numbers
make decisions quicker
CHAMPAIGN (UPI) _ Complex decisions can be made more than 20
percent faster when the same information is presented in numbers
rather than words, a University of Illinois professor of accountanCy
said Sunday. While there was little difference in the fmal choices the
students made, the study found significant differences in how the
decisions were reached.

MEETING

TONIGHT!
All Men Interested In
Joining A Fraternity Call

453-5714
OR

Register At 5:00 pIn In l'he
Student Center AuditoriuI11

I
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The Daily Egyptian has established an accwacy desk. If readers spot
an error. they can call 536-3311. extension 233 or 229.
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Student government members attend seminar
GPSC president elected to national seat,
committee at meeting in Berkeley, Calif.
By Jeanne Bickler
SlaffWriter

Two members of SIU-C's
student government attended the
United States Student Association
meetihg Aug. 4 through 10 at 'JI~
University of Californta Berkeley.
Tim Hildebrand, Undergraduate Student Government
president, and Trudy Hale,
president of the Graduate and
Professional Student Coun::il,
were the first representatives
from SIU-C ever to attend the
annual meeting.

Issues discussed at
the meeting ranged
from strategies for
dealing with
administrations to
abortion_
"We're excited to have SIU
involved, .. Julianne Marley,
USSA president, said. She saitf
the Berkeley meeting was well
auended by over 70 schools from
across the nation.
"USSA is a gathering of many
different student governmem
representatives from allover the
United States, .. Hildebrand said.
"We really learned a lot from the
other student governments."
SIU-C is a member of the
USSA through the IIIinois
Student Association, a political
lobbying group for higher

education. It has been an acLivc
member of ISA for three years,
Hale said.
Both HildebranC and Hale said
one great advantage of student
goveruments at SIU-C is the
responsibility the administration
allows the student governments to
have.
"We get to alloeate the student
fee money here.
At other
universities the administration
takes control of all that money so
the students don't have much of a
say in where it goes," Hildebrand
said.
Issues discussed at the meeting
ranged from abortion to strategies
for dealing with disagreements
with the admiaistration.
Hildebrand said he felt some of
the issues discussed were
presented somewhat one-sided.
For example, he said, the abonion
presentation discussed only the
viewpoint of those against
abortion.
At the meeting, Hale was
elected to serve on the board of
directors for the USSA.
"I wa~ elected to be an at-large
member," Hale said. This means
she deals with the US SA group as
a whole, not just a specific regi'ln
or interest group.
Hale also was elected to the
executive committee_ "That is
basically an administrative,
overseeing committee," she sal(1
Hale also has plans to organize
the Midwest region of the US SA
so the area can be better
represented to the USSA in the
future.

USG encourages student invotv"ement
through voter registration at Satukj Fair
By Jeanne Bickler
Staff Writer

The Undergraduate Student
Government challenged new
and returning students to get
involved by offering a voter
registration
table,
an
information table, and an
informal meeting at Friday's
Saluki Fair.
The fair, held at the Student
Center, attracted many
students to the offerings of the
USG.
Dina Harris, USG secretary,
said most of the students
st.:lpping at the USG
inicrmation table were
freshman.
"We're handing out forms to
sh<lw students how to get
in·.olved with USG, " Harris
said. They also handed out
copies of the landlord-tenant
handbook and the University
Club Cards, which offer

discounts at area restaurants
and SlOres.
Donna Huminsky was one
of the freshman who SlOpped
at the table to get information.

Students do not
have to wait to run
for a senate seat to
get involV(~d in
student government.
"I want 10 try gelling into
government at SIU, "
Huminsky said. "Our resident
assistants told us about it."
She said she was interested in
city ;:{fairs because she feels it
is important to do her part in
her new community.
The Introduction to Student
Government meeting was held

at 2 p.m. in the Stutf~nt
Center's Ohio Room. Mike
Hull, USG chief-of-staff,
conducted the meeting for the
20 interested students.
Hull explained USG's main
funcLions, including approving
consLitutions from registered
student organizations and
approving funding.
Hull said students do not
have to wait to run foc a SCIIate
scat to get involved. Students
were encouraged to fill out
interest forms to aid usa in
placing them on commiuecs.
U~;G also sel up a voter
rej!istration table all day for
new and returning students.
''This talJlc is for CVo2)'one:
undergraduate and graduate
students," Cheryl Santner,
USG secretary, said.. "Also, if
you've moved you need to reregistec to vote," she said.

Death penalty not sought in Rita Nitz' trial
By Douglas Powell
Staff Writer

The death penalty will nOI be
sought in the upcoming murder
trial of Rita Nitz, accused with
her ex-husband, Richard, of the
April
1988 murder and
decapitat.'1n of Michael Miley of
Murphysboro.
Richard Nitz was convicted of
the Miley murder and sentenced
to death in September 1988 by a
Williamson County jury. He is

now on death row at Menard
Penitentiary.
Williamson County State's
Attorney Charles Garnati cited
legal reasons and consultaticn
with the victim's family as a
motive for not seeking the death
penalty.
Miley's body was found in the
trunk of a car on University
property in Union County in
April 1988.

The car, owned by Miley, was
found on Rocky Comfort Road,
about seven miles southwest of
Devil's Kitchen Lake near the
Williamson-Jackson county line.
Circuit Judge Donald Lowery
said he will not grant another
change of venue in the casc.
Lowery moved the uial recently
from Williamson to Massac
County to help negate pre-trial
publicity.
The trial is set for Aug. 28.
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Student Edltar.moChlef Beth Clavin; editorial Page Edltor Jctui Walblay;
~~=~~~Iortal Page Edllor Kimberly Clarke; ActIng Ilenegln; editor

Dateline: Beirut.
Christian Militia1nen
!told.Ia~l"'-rtofcjty.

Changes at SIU-C
positive in direction
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN would like to take this
opportunity to welcome new and returning stt!dents to the
University. Many important issues have been addressed by
the campus and University community, and we would like
to bring everyone up-to-date with what to expect this fall
semester.
WE ENCOURAGE students and faculty to look to the
future with a positive attitude because most of the events
will make SW-C a better place to get an education as well
as to live.
mE CULPRIT of many problems - money - has been
the issue with education for many years. This summer, the
Madigan-Rock plan was passed giving a two-year
temporary tax increase. The $363 million to be raised will
be given to the state education system and hopefully will
ease the rising cost of education. We do not believe that a
temporary increase is the answer because it doesn't provide
for long-term planning and doesn't assure a secure future
for the institutions. We do appreciate the relief. However,
we encourage the legislato~ to use L'lese next twO years to
get their priorities straight and find a long-term solution to
a long-term problem.
FOR THOSE of you who came to the University with
grand visions of a wiJd and happening Halloween
celebration - forget it. President John C. Guyon has
declared a fall break for the week preceding Halloween for
1990. However, this year's celebration will continue with
one minor alteration. No alcohol will be allowed on the
streets during the two-day event Carbondale used to have
a city ordinance called F ... ir Days where alcohol was
pennitted for those of legal drinking age. This meant open
consumption on the blocked off streets of Grand and South
Illinois avenues. We agree with putting an end to a rowdy
and potentially dangerous celebration. Unfortunately a fall
br~iik will be an added expense for those students who
must leave their dormitories. The fall break will force
students to return home an additional time instead of just
once for Thanksgiving and once for Christmas. This year's
Halloween has the potential to be a fun and safe
celebration. Let's show the community and the rest of the
state that SIU-C is much more than a "party school."
CONDOM VENDING machines have been placed in
24 places, including male and female restrooms. These
machines will be placed in Lentz, Trueblood and Grinnell
Halls as wdl as Neely Hall, Mae Smith Tower and
Schneider Tower. The Recreation Center and the Student
Center also will have the machines in several restrooms.
We believe this encourages safe sex. A survey by the
Student Health Program Advisory Board found that 86
percent of the students asked were in favor of placing the
machines on campus.
uN THE ATHLETIC side of things, Athletic Director
Jim Hart and his department have been working toward a
goal called "Stadium Sellout Day," which is scheduled for
Sept. 9. Last spring semester was a trying one for Saluki
football with Anthropology Professor Jerome ':-landler
citing figures that allege the football program was losing
large sums of money for the University. Handler and his
advocates wanted to see the football program abolished.
However, the supporters of the program kept the faith and
are now trying to prove the program can be a winner. We
support the effort and wish Jim Hart luck in mling up the
stadium not only on Sept 9 bui lvT all the home football
games.
THE COMMUNITY will see two new parking lots that
are to be constructed. One will be installed behind the
Wham Education Building and will be an expansion of Lot
29 which will add 200 red spaces and 88 blue spaces. The
second lot will be placed behind the Recreation Center and
will add 200 :;paces.
WE HAVE tried to give our audience an idea of what is
to come this fall semester. We encourage more money for
higher education, an end to a reckless Halloween, safe sex,
a sellout stadium, and all the other things which will make
this University better. We also welcome the students to
better themselves and to continue to make SIU-C 8. better
University.
·,P'lI'eA. Daily iEgyptian, ~~): ~}'..as
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Skateboarders cite harassment, believe rules
should be drawn up by officials and skaters
'1
'J
Harassmen! is a dirty word I asked if that ~'~Iuded even
Most skaters agree with non- r.
filled with the anger and skati!lg for tI3~on, and he
a mOlD!nt,
no,
skaters that there is a need for
connotations associated with said,
backs.

~

South Africa, Kent State, the
McCarthy wilChhunt. and 011 this
campus. skateboarding.
I'm not trying to magnify the

sJcateboardJDg problem by
including it in a list of nationshaking injustices, nor am I
trying to convince you tbat I
believe it is a critically serious
problem ... yet What I'm trying to
show is that all of these issues
involve, or have involved,
violations of people''! rights.
As a skaIc£. 1 would be happy
to comply with regulations fot'
proper skating ~dUCl, but there
aren't any ex worse. the rules I
hear are cOnslanlly changing and
in some cases contradictory. A
rule contradiction and the events
that followed prompted this letter.
On July 31 at about 6:30 p.m.,
two friends and I were skating
home from the Student Center.
We were near the Delyte Morris
statue in the Old Main Mall.

~ae:~i:;~ ~~e ~J~ea~d7w~
Saluki patrol officers. They were
near the fountain by the statue
and shouted for us to stop. As we
slow~ to a stop, two of us did
what I guess would be called a
180 degree tum-stop. I'm just
guessing, because that is not a
trick, just a safe and effective
way to quit moving.
The officers proceeded to tell
us skating on campus was illegal.

tJat

was allowed,
but '*tel'which
ibe saidwas
we
were
trick skating',
illegal. He lOOk our names do\\n
and threaten~d to take our
s1cateboards if we were caught
again.
This is where the problems
start. First, only two of us did
something !hat they thought was
a dangerous aick. Why did they
ask for all of our names'! Second,
we were plainly told our
skateboards would be taken if
wltatever we did happened again.
My skaleboard

COSIS

~;

that

as much as

or more than most people'sbikes
bere on campus. It's not legal In
take it It's not even legal to ticket
us. Yet what happens instead is
harassment and 1hreaIs.

I've been told by other officers
that deciding how to hand I.e
skateboarders doing more than
normal riding procedures or

rules and safety
regulatio,!s
concernin~
sLateboarding.

J':".';. ~.'

Skating qwcld)' through crowds
or trick-skaung in crowded
places isn't too sde, althout:h to
my knowledge no serious injuries
have occurred from skaterpedestrian collisions. Skater- ('.,
concrete and skater-skater
'
collisions are common and do
.'
result in some injuries, but those
.
are the risks we take to play.
...d
. Regardless, common sense ~..,
dictates that sooner or laler, *"".",:. j
serious accident will bappen, - . '.' 'f
some restrictions should be
applied In campus skating during
crowded times.
i .. . ..
Some skaIe aicks can damage ~
property, mainly concrete steps. "',.:'..
blocks, and ledges, so rules
"
concerning where we can skate
1O
allS'SOnotneedall!habetneedsfonnulatoted.dThoneis,
be
but it would be a good start.

1
!.

·t

ili~~~thiswasu:fu: O:~=f;~~

harassment of confiscating
properly? Do the police
confiscate a person's car who is
guilty of speeding or reckless
driving? No, and that's not even
an adequate comparison, because
skateboarders, even ones who
trick-skate on a sidewalk in the
middle of Old Main when it's
desened, are guilty of no crime.
Until rules are set by the
campus or the city, the dog
patrols lIeed to stay off skaters'

the skateboarding problems here;
that will only make things worse.
Let's come up with some
intelligent rules about soung.
Every skater I know would even
help writing the rules. It would be
better to have responsible rules
than no place to skate. - Vincent
Heard, sophomore, pre-maJor;
Andrea Brinkman, junaor,
cinema and photOgrAphy; and
Michael Aimone, senior,

science.

"No longer are we Ihreatened by somebody wearing -rbc demand for high-quality red oak is up because
a sheet We are not threatened by somebody who yuppies want furniture made from light-colored
wears a hood, but who is a hood." - Rev. Jesse. wood." - Terry Helbig, a district forester with the
Jackson on the threats to black Americans.
Minnesota Department or Natural Resources.
"We've got black judges, black this, black thaL
Th.at's bait to suck you in. h doesn't work for the
black man and any black man who tells you mat,
he's a damn liar." - Louis Farrakhan, black
'~asliru leader.

"Drug dealers resist enforcement with violence and
corruption. The more enforcement there is. the
better violence and corruption pay." - Mark A. R.
Kleiman, author of a Harvard study on
government efforts to stop marijuana traffICking.

Editorial Policies
Signed articles, R:iuding letters, vIewpoinlS and other commentaries, reIIect the

opinions of their IlUIhors only. Unsigned editorials rapresent a oonsensus of the
Dally Egyptian Board, whose members _the ......1 editor.ft.chief, fie editorial
page editor, the associate edilorial page editor, II _
IIIaII nanber, the faculty
managing editor and a School of Journalism faculty member.
leiters \0 the editor must be submitted directly to the editorial page editor, Room
1247, Communications Building. LeIlI!fS should be typewriUen and double
spaced. AI leiters are subject \0 editing and wll be limited \0 500
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fewer than 250 words will .be given preference for publication. Students must
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HOMELESS, from Page 1 - - "Some students come to in Chicago, visited Southern transitional and permanent
Carbond&le before the beginning Dlinnis' homeless areas last week housing, emergency food and
shelter, services for the mentally
of the semester expecting to move to evaluate the situation.
into their apartment or house, but
"It didn't :ake very much for ill, job training, substance abuse
find they taII't for awhile," Spe.·k me to see that there are some real and f'l1ucation to the homeless.
In addition to the McKinney
said. "When that happens, we live problems," Willis said.
Willis is on special assignment Act, there are other programs
take them in until they can move
into their own place."
with the Interagency Council on which aid the homeless, Willis
Speck said she has never turned the Homeless. The Council said. The total amoum of money
anyone away bec:mse of lack of coordinates federal programs for from these funds totals about $1.2
billion.
space and sometimes the shelter the homeless.
"There is money out there for
gets crowded.
Willis said one problem was
the
homeless," Willis said. "It".;
Overcrowding
and thai. area shelters were not geuing
underfunding is not a problem timely information about aid ior just a rrattei of Jelling people
know how to gel it."
that is exclu.>i\'e to Carbondale.
the homeless.
One drawback is that some
These shelters must be made
Thc Williamson County Family
Crisis Center,local.cd in Hcrrin. is aware of the different types p[ funding progr.lms'rl.Xiuirc. Ihal the
completely full of homeless funding !hat are available, Willis organization n:cciving the money
musl [11ltLCh the ft.nding.
families, pregnant teenagers and said.
Speck said the Housc was
domestic violence victims.
Beverly Hoover. president of
The center is so crowded that the Illinois Coalition for the .recenlly lurned down for a large
grant
from HUD bc,cause Ihey
47 people h!;Jf' l:een forced l0 . Homeless, said !he availability of
seck shelter eisewhere in the past funding is practically kept secret. could not match the fundinl!.
we get so litlle ~Urp0n
"Since
mon!h.PalParson,directorofthe ,.By the .lime the. money is
Ccntl'T, said.
discovered, !he deadline to apply from the local organizations. it's
difficult to match the funds and
~ •. "'rhe chitd developmei1t rooms
has already passed.
and the sun porch have been
Willis said that approximately we wind up gelling no money at
transformed into sleeping rooms, $760 million could be made all," Speck said.
Willis said he will take ail the
Parson said.
available to the homeless during
In response to the growing the 1990 fiscal year if President complaints back to the
Interagency
Council on the
homeless problem in Southern Bush approves the McKinney
Homeless and positive solutions
Illinois, Kay Willis, regional Act
may
be
fount.!
f~r the homeless
coordinator for U.S. Urban and
Adopted in 1987, the
Housing Development Region V McKinney
Act
provides problem.

MACHINES,-from Page 1
floors of the Student Center; the
restrooms ill Neely Hall, Mae
Smith Tower and Schneider
Tower, and the reslwoms in the
old activity area and near the new
fitness forum in the Rec Centec.
The condoms, Protex with
nonoxynol-9 lubricant for double
protection. cost 50 cents each.
Horacio Gutierrez, senior in
~oreig~
language
and
~n~onal ""<le. said. "1 think
It will help prevent unwanted
teenage pregnancies. I don't feel
like it's inunOJ3l."
Amy Van Patten, sophomore in
radio and televi!".ion, :;aid making
it available is a t,'Xldway to stop
the spread of dise&CS.
"It's a good idea just becauo;e
people don't always have that
protection with them," she said.
"It will certainly prevent a lot of
diseases. I'm certainly for it."
Tim Hayden, freshman in
liberal arts, said it's a good idea
to offer the condom vending
machines but it is not .the
responsibility of the University.
"It's probably safer, but I don't
think it's necessary," he said.
"They can always get them
themselves."
Brent Moormann, freshman
undecided
major,
said,
"Somewhat it is the responsibility
of the University. They have to
make it available and people have
10 be aware of it."

COUR~E,

from Page1courses) sometimes happens," be
said. '1t is a whole new direction
in educatioo and living.~
Minor, who received his
doctDraIC from the UnivCl'Stiy of
Chicago> in 1971, did DOl inteIId 10
teach the class. which be calls
"the crowning eonrse" of his

career.

. "We looked for someone who
would be qualified 10 teach it but
we failed, so I c:nde(I up teaching
it," be said.
The course is still open and
may be added to students'
schedules.

MTC, from Page 1--=-1
Wright said he views the
program not only as an
expansion of resources and
educational opportunities
available to University
students, but as a regional
economic boost as well
"This
program
has
interested 10 worldwide
companies (to Southern
Illinois). 'Eventl!ally, more
companies could gel involved,
which ~oul~ not only benefit
the Umvers.ly, but me enure
region as well," he said., . '
The University's Mateiials'
and Tech!lology Center has
coordinated a new industrial
affiliates program this semesteJ
that will provide an additional
$300,000 for research on
structural carbons
and
composites, thr director .of Ihe
center said.
. "The creation of an MTC
affiliates program has been
discussed since 1984. but we
wanted 10 wait until the center
bad established its credibility
in the reasearch community,"
Maurice A.Wright said.
The research program is Ihe
first university-based research
center dealing with structural
carbons in the United States,
although there are similar
centers in Germany, Japan and
England. Wright said.
.
Through the program, 10
international companies have
pledged 10 support the cenaer's

rescar..h for a two-year period.
The group of affiliates, which
is comprised of five American,
two English, two Japanese and
one French company, deal with
structural
carbons
in
manufacturing and research.
The companies will directly
benefit from the research,
Wright
said,
and
representatives
of
the
companies will form an
advisory board that will help
derme the urgency of research
topics and review research
ptOpOSaIs."

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
NEED STORAGE SPACE?

111*111&11'
U ..STOKB Mini-Warehouse

10 Minutes From Carbondale
1/2 Mile N. of Rt.13 on Rt.148 • Herrin. 942-3332
~,....

-...,...~

~AI~~
~Ne~
~I
cP

All Day, All Night Happy Hour
3 Beers for A Buck I for I Mixed Drinks
Hanr~ar

Hotline 549-1233

Monday, Tuesday, wednesday'

Spczcial
12" Pepperoni
At Your Door Service

.

$5.00

"~OS3~~~\
,,,

~

S

C\q~

I

Sun thm Thurs llam-lam Friday & Sat llam-3am

""'''';

"We'JJ lettbemsee tbe
results of the research first,
then publish it in professional
journals and papers. Anybody
will be able to call us up and
have access 10 what we're
doing," he said.
The program will be
administered by the cenler and
will involve faculty, staff and
students from the physics and
chemistry departments in the
College of Science and all
engineering departments.
"This will enable the
departments 10 expand. It will
support research assistants,
student research and generally
stimulate learning alllOgedia,"
Wright said.
The program is a major
extension of the center, which
..-as created in 1983 on the
recommendation of the
Governor's Commision on
Science and Technol~gy.
.

GROUp, from Page 1 - Toulon Saturday bound for the that the deployment of the U\-a1
Lebanese coast, and a French force was a prelude to Frencb
hospital ship left the Atlantic port military ass,stance to the
of Brest. A fuel ship and another Christian forces, and there has
frigate already are in Ihe eastem been mounting speculation in
Meditmanean.
.
Beirlt that the French navy migill
. French President Francois by to break a Syrian blockade of
Mitterrand said Sunday the Lebanese Christian pons..
warships were OD a purely
.. America, which masterminds
humanilBrian mission 10 protect French actions, should bear iD
French nationals in LebanoIl and mincl that any SIupid action by the
adde4 the' armad_ has "no French Heel wiD endanger the
military signific:ana: ..
lives of the captives," the
"The missiOD of the ships is a st.atemeDt from Ihc Revolutionary
mission
of
protection.'. Justice Organization said. "This
Mitterrand said_ uThere are factor (the captives' lives) should
thousands of French in Lebanon be Iakcn into ClODSideration."
who, if there is no cease-fire,
'Iiacy, held by !!Ie ~ along
could find themselves in peril of with IIIIlAher U.s. citi1eo, Joseph
death. We therefore have taken Cicippio, appeared in a picture
pmcautions by sending means for attached to the statement with a
aid and protectioo.".
. long beard and clad in black
Moslem leaders have charged clothes.

SALES
Authorized 'Warranty Service

,7:'!ffl'

Panasonic
')\D
~--r J~
OfIJce AUlomm,onq'-.

data
systems
Full line 01

• Microcomputers
• Monitors
• Laptops

3M

The New 1100
Series now in
stock!!!

42-rr:,,~,~st

Diskettes & Cleaning kits

Computer Furniture

Dust Covers, Surge Suppressors,
Ribbons, Cables, Modems, Disk
Files, Co-Processors, Software,
& Mouse Mats
Located to serve all your
Computer Needs at
726 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute,lndiana
(!H2) 232-1061
Open 8-5 Mon-Fri

I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •~

DE installs
new system
of computers

Exclusiv~ly

By BrI" Parrott

Staff Photo by Heidi DIedrich

HotDog
Bret Hartung, sophomore from libertyville In accounting,
cooks hot dogs at a picnic forfJeshnan and transfer studentS
sponsored by Inter~ Councl at the Clmpus Lake boat

docks Friday.

local police arrest juveniles
•

'..

".

-

.

Editors and reporters at the
Daily Egyptian were greeted by a
new Macintosh compUIer SYSIelll
upon returning to the newsroom
this fall. The new system was a
welcome change compared 10 the
old one, but some frustration
arose over getting familiar with
the SYSlelll a few days prior to the
first deadline.
"It's going to be a tough
transition gelling ~e reporters
used to a new system," Beth
Clavin, student editor, said.
Research for the new computer
system began a couple of years
ago and the purchase order went
out at the end of June, Cathy
Hagler, business manager for the
DE,said.
The decision to buy a MacinlOsh
system instead of updating the
old, NEC system was made by
Walter B. Jaehnig, director for til.;
School of Journalism.
"1 feh we should look for a new
system instead of sticking with .
the old one," Jaehnig said. He
said his decision was backed up
by the repeated failures of the old
system.
The cos. for the system was
$134,000, Hagler said.
Hagler said there are plans to
update the system in the future,
but she wasn't sure what the time
frame for that would be.
The system includes 22
Macintosh SE's in the newsroom
and revolves around one
Macintosh SE with a hard drive

- .

syboug PoweH
Staff Writer

.

Carbondaie
~1"
led 10
.
~ tee 'alTeS

Juvemles T~es~ay on alle.ge,d
~es o! VIOlation of the CIty s
liquor~

. Pohce responde.d to a
disturbance call at 11.~ .p.m. at
611 B~ B~! 611 S. Dlinois Ave.
~ne JUv~es were released. to
~ Jl8!'CDt s custody aft.er being
CIted With ~~w VIOlatiOns and
undaaged drinking.
Other arrests inel uded the

-.
restaurant owner, Lin Thang. 33•.
and a restaurant employee,
Jamison Comean, 19. Both were
charged with allowing youths '
under 18 into a liquor
~lishment

Andrew Gillman, 20, of·
Carbondale, was charged with
using a false identification and
obstruction of justice; Paul D.
Cox, 23, of Carterville, was
charged with unlawful delivery of
a1cobollo minors; and Troy Cox,
20, of Carterville, was charged
wilh illegal possession of alcohol.

Pizza • Subs • Salads
317 N.lllinois Ave

Hrs. SUII-Thurs:llam-lam hi & Sat 11am-3am

Family Special
;11" Exrr:' Lg. 2 Topping Pizza w/4 bottles ofRC

99
$9
additional toppings $1.25 ea.

No Obligation Visit
-Aerobics -Body Shaping ·Tanning
-Jacuzzi -Sauna -Massages
-Babysitting -Kids Dance

-New Equipment
529-4404 1 mile S. of SID on Hwy 5'

Ctt ECI(EitS
DANCE CI.JUB
-760 E_ Grand-

Monday

FREE
BEER

~:!~ :~.e managing

D;:,' r d' \ nd' C ..
~~'!.,~_
~. . i.•:l"" ~.~.:~g~£:.£.';fl: ... ~ . ,9~'l!.I:,r. ,::;~.;~~;

"It's going 10 take a few weeks

ior .~.,o. 'a.liOn 01'.lq~O.r.ru.J_e... .~:.·.·;~~.·.the
....
S,

for Women

Special SIU Student Rate

Staff Writer

pae.·:m.ence.,.

..··.Jiilf-7.. :00':·'~-"

HamsS81d, bUf>ui7papei,WlU
.-:. -~7'·D.
'iJo."rs~·~
ilnJ>rove in content and in Joob '-.
'-'~
because the writers and editors
'"
will have more time to do their
. ,·~.:457.;2·

. 259

jobs."

~!i!!!!!iii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~·.

.

r------~"....,.;.....,.,..-..--_>._-

~\)l\\lNISTRA 1'1~~
ASSISTANTS

~

Both Harris and Clavin s a i d ,
that once the staff gets
a'7uslOm~ to the new system. it
will find It much easier than the
old one. This, in tum, will boost
morale among the staff and
produce a better product for the
readers" they said.
I
'

I
f

Student Special
t->.1ed. 2 Topping Pizza w/2 bottles of RC

$5. 95

additio;1al toppings 75¢ ea.

Double Calzone Special
Two 4 Topping Calzones ";'/2 bottles of RC
99

$7.

Call 549-6150 Offer good til: 12·23-89
We deliver food and video movies.
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Anti-apartheid activists defy
We'Vel Movvd!!
crackdown on civil defiance
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(UPI) _ Thousands of antiapartheid activists filled Cape
Town's central cathedral Sunday,
defying a government crackdown
on
a
nationwide
c:vil
disobedience campaign and
declaring a "major victory" over
minority whiLe rule.
Cape Town's Supreme Coun
granted an urgent interdict to the
A'lglican church ordering police
to dismantle roadblocks erected
earlier in the day in an attempt to
halt busloads of activists from
attending the service led by
Anglican Archbishop Desmond
TuUL
Two major ami-apartheid
demonstrations scheduled for

Sunday in Johannesburg and
Cape Town were ba.."lOed by the
government over the weekend
under sweeping regulations of a
3-year-old state of emergency.
prompting Tutu to call the
alternative church meeting.
The three-hour service attended
by some 5,000 people came a day
aflU police used attack dogs and
whips to break up crowds of
black and mixed-race activists
descending on whites-only
beaches in the western Cape
Province in an escalation of the
defl80CC campaign.
The tough police response.
including the arrest Friday of a
principal architect of the
campaign. came at the end of the

Crowded pleasure boat
crashes, kills at least 26
LONDON (UPJ) _ A barge
slammed into a pleasure bO!>1
crowded with people celebrating
a birthday pany on tile River
Thames early Sunday. sinking the
vessel within minntes and
drowning at least 26 people,
police said.
The collision between the
pleasure boat Marchionesl> and
the
sand-dredging
barge
BowLelle. which occurred about
I :40 a.m. on the Thames in
central London. split the smaller
vessel in two and sank it with
between 120 and 150 passengers
on board, police said.
Rescue workers lifted the two
pieces of the pleasure craft from
the Thames nearly 18 hours after
the incident. At a news
conference late Sunday, 'Police
revised an earlier death \OU of 29
and said only 26 bodies had been
recovered From the wreckage.

"We are srill searching the
bUges and engine room and we

believe more bodies will be
found. but we do nOI know yet
how many," a police spokesman
said.
Authorities had accounted for
89
survivors
from
the
Marchionr.:ss.wbich went down in
swift-moving murky water in
sight of ?arliamenL
A police spokesman said 120
people were thought to be aboard
the pleasure boat at the time of
the aecident. but because it was
licensed to carry up to 150
people, the craft was assumed to

be carrying a full complement of
passengers.
Navy divers went into tht;
polluted waters to attach lines In
the wreck in a painstakingly slow
and dangerous operation so it
couId be brought to the surface.
The two pieces of the boat were
raised about 6
p.m.
"We fear many who were
dancing below deck at the time
may have been trapped in the
wreckage." a police spokesman
said before the wreck was lifted.
"It will be some days before we
have a fina) death toll because we
fear some people may have been
washed far downstream in the
swift r..urrenL"
Prime Minister Margaret
i\ul\cbet. wbo bad been.
vacationing in Austria. rushed
home after receiving word of the
accident, calling it '"8 tragedy of
the first order" and offering
condolences to families of the
victims. Queen Elizabeth II also
sent a message of condolence to
the families.

first week in office of acting
President Frederik de Klerk '" ho
warned of "strong steps" should
black activists disrupt next
month's election.
The defiance campaign was
declared by the loosely c:xganized
Mass Democratic Movement in
the run-up to the Sept. 6
parliamentary polls for Ii
tricameral racially segregated
parliament from which the
country's 28 million black
majority is excluded.
"We have won a very great
victory." TuIU declared. "We are
saying to the world that if we
don't get to the beaches we will
have been stopped by dogs from
being on God's bear,ht'.8."

Now Open in our New
Larger Store.

SHOP EARLY FOR
BEST SELECTION ••••

Kenwood
Carver
Polk Audio
Harmon Kardon

· Join the chorus!
CHOIt"-L UNION (. n>gional ~munily dxJrus): 1:30-9:45 p.m./M..,..ay eveninpll acdil (M", 020)
CONCERI' CHOIR (touring c:boir): 2:00 ·3:3O{MWFn or 2 m:diII (t.tu. (22)
CHAMBER CHOIR (modtipl sing...): 2:00 - 3:3M7b11 cmdil (Mus 021)
MEN'SGLEECUJB: 12f:OO-l2:5!V11'b11 acdil(Mus 3651)

Partygoers
ab"ard
the
Marchioness were dancing the
night away celebrating the
birthday of a friend when the
Bowbelle, one of the city's largest
sand-dredging barges. rammed
the smaller boat from behind and
split it in two near Southwark
Bridge. Police said
tb~
Marcbioness went down within
minutes.
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·Colombia's step against drug trafficking praised
WASHINGTON (UPI) _
Attorney General Richard
Thornburgh praised Colombia
Sunday for vowing stronger steps
against illegal drug traffIC, but he
ducked several questions about
anti-narcotics decisions by
President Bush's administration.
Thornburgh was asked in a
television interview about
domestic drug policies as well as
the move by Colombian President
Virgilio Barco to crack down on a
booming business in his SI1uth
American nation through the
revival of a treaty allowing
indicted drug kingpins to be
extradited to the United States.
"I'm very pleased (Barco) is
now willing to undertake the
extnidition of major drug
traffickers who are facing
criminal charges here in the
United States," Thornburgh told

NBC's "Meet the Press."
"What the major kingpins

presidential candidate in next
year's election was assassinated

Colombian President Virgilio Barco revived a
treaty allowing indicted drug kingpins to be
extradicted to the United States.
really fear is coming to the
United States, being prosecuted
and jailed ... for life with no
possibility of returning to their
country or being bact on the
street," he said. "The effort to
deal with the Colombian menace
...
means
seizing
and
incapacitating the drug cartel
leaders and it mean:5 hitting them
in the pocketbook whQ~ it really
hurts."
Barco outlined specific steps in
his crackdown after the leading

at a politi'"lll rally Friday night
apparently by cartel hitmen and
after more than 4,600 judges
resigned in protest Thursday
because of the similar murder of
one of their colleagues.
Thornburgh was asked whether
U.S. military intervention might
be requested vy Colombia and
whether that would be a good
idea.
He said he shared Pentagon
concerns about the ris!: to
American soldiers and about any

move from national security
responsibilities to "a law
enforcement function" but
argued, "That's an option that
cenainly has to be considered."
In his words, "An aura of
terrorism (has) really brought that
country to I.S knees as far as
enforcing its own laws, and we
stand ready to help. "
Administration sources have
said Bush, as pan of his national
drug strategy to be announced
Sept. 5, plans to offer certain
nations increased military and
economic aid to battle drug
smugglers _ but military help
would be in the form of advisers
and equipment, not combat

troops.
Thornburgh ducked several
questions about Bush's planned
assault on the drug problem at

home, questions ranging from
mandatory narcotics testing for
gun buyers to pressure on states
to lift !he driving licenses of drug
abu.o;ers.
On other issues Thornburgh:
.Brushed aside qu~.)tions
about his success in office so far
in light of some derailed
nominations for senior Justice
Department posts.
.Denied speculation that the
department is 100 busy probing
scandals from former President
Ronald Reagan's administration
to tackle its fresh workload.
.Skirted a complaint that his
department has not followed up
on congressional hearings into
fraud and abuse at the Housing
and
Urban
Development
Departmenl

Blacks used by whites, Jackson: Drugs, killings threatening blacks
Muslim leader warns
DETROIT (UPI) _ Birth
('ontrol, AIDS, can~r, drugs and
the appointment of blacb to key
government positions have been
used by whites to control blacks
:n the United States, black
Muslim leader Louis Farrakhan
charged.
"You're gettir.g lulled into a
false sense of security with your
Uzi," Farrakhan said late
Saturday to a crowd of about
3,000 at the Little Rock Baptist
Church. "They're waiting on you.
I'm telling you, the government is
the worst enemy of black men
and women in America "
The crowd cheered virtually
o<:ve. y comment made by

Farrakhan in his 90-minute
address. "You lhinit AIDS is Iill
accident?" ~ said. "'ojU trost 1M
Caucasian'!"
The crowded yelled "No!" in
response to both questions.
Birth control is encca.'<lged by
whites, Farrakh.tn said, to keep
blacks from becoming a majority.
"White folks say teenage
pregnancy is a scourge," he said.
"I don't know what you call il"
On the recent appoinrmem of
Gen. Colin Powell as the first
black chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Farrakhan
charged that the move was a pVJY
in case federal troops are required
to control blacks.

CINCINNATI (UPI) _ The
Rev. Jesse Jackson says drugs
and killings. not lynching and
~!srn, are the biggest threat!
to .,Iad: A..'lleriear.s !Oday.
"W\!'ve lost mOle lives
through dope than we have
through the rope," Jackson
told thousands gathered
Saturday at the Midwest
Regional Black Family
Reunion.
"No longer are we
threatened by somebody
wearing a sheet," he said. "We
are not threatened by
somebody who wears a

hood.

but who is a hood. ..
Organizers said the threeday reunion would draw an
estimated 55,000 people, with

participants from Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan

and Ohio. Similar celebrations

have taken place this summer
in Atlanta. Philatlepbia and
Angeles, with a final,
national celebration set for
Sept. 8 throughlO in
WashingtOn, D.C.
In a conventiOn questioning
the forces that are weakening
the role of black families,
Jackson had strong words for
young black men who father
illegitimate children.
"You are not a man just
because you can make a
baby," he said. "Men accept
responsibility. Men have a
sense of conscience. And laen
raise the babies they make _.
LOS

when you make babies and
don't raise them, that is
wicked and wretched and

wrong."
j~n wged paren!8 to get
invoiv<!d ill their children's
education by taking them to
school during the ftrSl week of
classes to meet their children's

teachers.
"Teachers will feel better
about themselves and will be
more secure. Children will
behave differently when
parents and teachers know
each other."
He also said parents
should get involved by picking
up their child's report card
every nine weeks.
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THE ELECTRONIC FESTIVAL
August 23, 24 & 25 IN THE
BOOKSTORE AT THE srrUDENT CENTER
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Study: $1 billion to stop marijuana use backfires
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (UPI) _ available supply of the
The fedcnl goveromem pours $1 drug being grown domestically.
bill.io. a Jcar into programs
"The effort to interrupt the
designed 10 stop marijuana supply has failed, " said Kleiman,
Inlffickiog. but Ibese efforts have citing as evidence the availability
backfired, aa:onIiDg II) a Harvard of marijuana, increased violence
University study released associated with its distribution
Monday.
and what he called the staggering
According to "Marijuana: waste of law enforcement
Costs of Abuse, Costs of resources.
C,Jntrol.· Ihe federal government
The net availability of
could slash its marijuana law marijuana increased from an
enforcemeat bodget by half and estimated 9,200 metric tons in
"never miss it.· moving that 1982 to an estimated 14,400
money do local enforcement,
metric tons in 1988, the sludy
courts lmd prisous.
said.
Study author Mark A.R.
The average retail price of Ihe
KIeimaD,. • lecturer at the John F. drug increased from $58 per
Kennedy ScbooI Gf Government, ollnce for imponed marijuana in
said Ihe gowemmenI.'s SIralcgy to 1982 to $140 in 1988. Domestic
reduce marijuana importation has pot sold for about $139 per ounce
resulted in a more potent and in 1982. The average retail price

was $210 last year, the study said

strategy has actually escalated
Kleiman cited National violence in the marijuana trade,
Institute on Drug Abuse statistics said Kleiman, who was director
showing that seven of eight high of policy and management for the
school seniors say that Ihey could U.S. Department of Justice's
easily buy marijuana.
Criminal Division during the
Because growers in the United early years of the Reagan
States have access to advanced ~.
agricultural technology, their
"Drug
dealers
resist
product tends to be more potent, enforcement with violence and
explained Kleiman.
corruption," he said. "The more
The potency of imported enforcement lhere is, the better
marijuana increased from 2.94 violence and corruption pay."
percent in 1983 to 3.63 percent in
Kleiman argued that law
1988.
The
potency
of enforcement efforts mistakenly
domestically grown marijuana focus on the amount of the drug,
increased from 7.47 percent in 'ather than on the degree of
1983 to 8.43 percent in 19&1, the violence accompanying its
study said
distribution.
Beefed-up law enforcement
"There are useful Ihings to be
also is designed to
the power done in high-level marijuana
of organized crime, but this enforcement, not so much on Ihe

cum

New Polish official gives pep talk

imponiug but concentrating on
the parts of the traffic that are
mosl dangerous, n be said. "Go
after the people using the
violence almost without respect
to how much stuff is out Ihere."
The :owijuana law enforcement
budget was $968 million last
year, nearly double the amount
allocated six years earlier, the
study said, quoting statistics from
the House Appropriations
Committee, National Narcotics
Intelligence
Consumers
Committee and the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. The
1982 figures were adjusted for
inflation.
Kleiman said law enforcement
programs, no matter how
effective, will nol be able to wipe
out marijuana use.
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FREE Database Access to Intonnation
GDANSK., Polanll {UPI) _ Solidarity paved the way for road to ft· 1I democracy," be
SolidarilY Prime Minister- Mazowiecki's nomination as added.
on Instructional Software
de~ignate Tadeusz Mazowiecki
prime minister Saturday and
Mazowiecki got a thundering
urged Poles Sunday to cast aside signaled the end of the ovation when he recalled his
Dial-up OASIS with any microcomputer
weir "feeling of bopelessness" Communist Party's 44-year participation in the 1980 strike in
for concise data on over 1300 products
:>00 staDd behind him as he builds dom;nation of Polish politic.o;.
Gdansk's Lenin shipyard, which
used in higher education. Searchable
Poland's first non-c(lmmunist
In Ihe statement Sunday, pany le<lto Ihe fonnation of Solidarity.
fields
include package name, publisher.
govemmcut siu.;e World War II.
officials said ther would support "1 am glad tha~ lafter the
review citatil)ns, equipment needs, cost
Mazowiecti's pep I8Ik before Mazowiecki if he (".onsults them nomination I fll'St came here," he
and academic categol)'.
3,000 people in the pert city of on Cabinet appointments and Ihe said. "We started here."
GdansJc. Solidarity's birthplace, operation of Lhe government
When the Rev. Henryk
came as Communist Party
Mazowiecki, speaking to Jankowski, Walesa's pastor,
ILLINOIS: 800/552-8699
officials iP Warsaw issued a cheering supporters outside St. introduced Mazowiecki to the
BITNET: oasis@ecncdc
statement criticizing two minor Brigida's church in Gdansk, said crowd, a group of young people
political parties for desening a he believes Poland can overcome
... OASIS Project, 2040 Hill Meadows Dr.,
began
to
shout,
"We
want
bread
10ngstaDdiog aJliance wilh the its many problems if Poles can
I Springfield. Illinois 62702, 2171782-6392
but n011he premier'"
commuois&s..
rise above the cynicism and
despair
resulting
from
monlhs
of
"The leaders of the Democratic
and Peasant parties violated lhe economic hardship.
----- - - . - - - - . - .. ~.~
"We must get rid of Ihis feeling
agreement concern~ng ~he
alignment of forces ID Pohsh of hopelessness," Mazowiecki
Parliament."said the statement said. "This is a wonderful naLion
canied by the Polish news agency and it can arrive at better living
conditions so that young do not
PAP.
The decisiOD by \he two parties go abroad. But fmlt we must staI\
to quit the Communist-led believing we are strong.
"We must embark upon the
alliance BDd join forces wah
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Catch Cubs & Cardinal Action Here!
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Biblical. Reformed
and friendly.
:eaching and
Preaching
the Inerrant

Worship 9:30 AM
and 6:30 PM
Classes t 1:00 AM
Child care pro"ided. Prayer, Study
and Fellowship Groups.
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Regardless of your reasons, you'll be dollars ahead when Yl>U enrOll in
H & R Block's Basic lncome Tax Course and learn a money· maKing
skill. Whether you .W\lf]! th.e Inf~rmalion for yourself or for its job
potential, tax preparation ~kills always payoff.

Welcome Back Students

Learn how to zero in on the tax strategies that can save you the most
money . . . profit from the seemingly e~er-changing tax laws ...
improve your tax preparatior, skills ... and Increase the klr.ds of forms
and SChedules you can prepare confidently and competently!

Daily Drink. Specials

l\1onday Night 9-Ball Tournament
12 Professional Pool Tables
Ladies - Free Pool til 6pm

Our experienced instructors have trained thousands of tax preparers
over the paS! 23 years. They're ready now with alilhe information you
need. Classes begin Sept. 7 and continue for 13 weekS: Choose from
morning, afternoon, or e."i1ing l-Ourses offered at a locatJon near you.

Ask The Professor About Upcoming
Pool Tournaments

Su:cessful graduates r "ceive Certificates of Achievement and
continUIng education unit~ (CFU). Qua!ified graduates may be offered
lob ·r.terview for positions with H & R plock. Block is. however, under
no obligation to offer employment, .. .)1 are graduates under dny
obligation to accept employment Witll Block.
For '1).)re information, or to enroll. stop by the H [;. R Bloci<. office at
14u0 V,. Ma'n or call us al 457·0 .. 49. Do It now '
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Hours: lOam -lam
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Court ruling stuns historians ~ 1Ullll~S
".

BOSTON (UPI) _ Historians
are slunned by a coon decision
allowing the FBI to withhold
information
provided
by
informants, identified 40 years
ago, in the government's Cold
War prosecution of the nation's
leading communists.
The Freedom of Information
Act does not require the FBI to
turn over information provided by
informants in the famous Smith
Act trials, the 1st U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled last month
in a 3-2 ruling, reversing an
earlier 3-0 decision by a threejudge panel of the same court.
"Unless the Supreme Court
reverses this decision, the
Freedom of Information Act is
gone,' said Cambridge lawyer
Edward GfP...er. who represented
historian Peter Irons in the case,
and plans to appeal. "This ruling
is a giant victory for the Reagan13ush Justice . Department
anomeys."
What most concerns historians
is the July 23 ruling's protection
from disclosure, seemingly in
perpetuity, of informalion
obtained by the government
decades ago, from informants
long since identified and in many
cases deceased.
"It's clear in this case that the
FBI's concern is embarrassment.
not national security,' said Aian
Morrison, director of the Public
\
Citizen Litigation Group in
',\ - Washington, a Ralph Nader
,. group. "Unfortunately, law
. i enforcement organizations are
' ~.. ~ more concemed abc.ut pro&ecting
'to • 'their reputations than informing

the public.'
,
One of the dissenting appeals
coon judges echoed the same
sentiments.
"What this case primarily
concerns is not the protection of
witnesses but protecting a
government agency from publiC
embarrassment,' said Judge Hugh
Bownes. "The record of what
happened during the witch hunts
of the 1950s should be made
available to historians.

"Students are
learning to negotiate.
It's much less of
that 'Here's the job
offer, take it or leave
it.•"
-Richard J. Thain
"That is one of the purposes of
the Freedom of Information AcL
Under the rubric of 'security' and
'protecting government sources,'
the act is slowly being sttaDgled
to death. The majority decision
tightens the garrotte one more
notch."
Irons is researcbing the
government's prosecution ir. the
late 19405 and early 19505 under
the Smitb Act. which barred
advocacy of the violent
overthrow of the government.
Among those tried were Gus
Hall. frequent presioential
candidate of the Communist
Party.

. '

. Historian Iron~, a former

College grads more choosy
in accepting entry level jobs
CHICAGO (UPI) _ College
JUaduates. espe<:ial\y ~ -who

iioJd advanced cIegftleS. may find

mart:et,.. be said.

.

Membenl of the baby boom
wbo&e sbcu numbers

B~

dIemselves in what one observer made it a buyer'. market for
c:aUs an "orienbIl bazaar" ...ben employcra for the! past 20 years.
they enrer the job 1II8lket~
have given way to a new
Gone are the days when generation of employmentemployen "just sit bad and say, seekers, Thain said.
'You come to us and maybe we'll
He said this new generation is
give you a joo,.., said Ricbard 1. Jess crowded than the baby boom
Thain, dean for Cltremal.murs at generation and its memben are
the University of Chicago II'o:e finicky.
GnIduatc School of BusiDcss.
'~They no longer are going to
"S1udents IR wiser DOW. they
have these demands," he said. accept jest standard.. mass jobs."
be
said.
"Each person will want a
"To use an old-fashioned
job tailored to what their ,values
'" American tenD. they're more in
the calbinl scal than they used to are."
Today's job-seekers are
'be. It's no longer a ~ase of
harvesting. It's a case of inter~ted in location and many
want
a guarante.AI permanent
marketing _1OtaI maikcting. ..
After observing the job madret locaIion. said Thain. They want to
for 25 years, Thain said be sees a how about fringe benefits.
daycare and ~ty leave.
newtrend.
"'1 think we're gradually
Because the nation's young
turning a corner here and the
job-seekers DO longer are in the
• demographics tell ns we're baby boom generation. abe pool
having increasing shortages of of qualified college graduates is
students coming into the job shrinking, Thain said.

Massachusetts resident now
teaching at the University of
California at San Diego. is imown
for his revelatory research on
internment
of
JapaneseAmericans during World War IL
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"The informant files in the
Smith Act cases are really the raw
material of history," Irons said.
"As it turned out, many of these
informants were found to be
totally unreliable, manufar,turing
cMrges, so checlcing the !aw data
provides great historical
perspective."
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Carbondale, IL 62901

OFF
Silk Ficus & Aralia Trees
Reg. Price $79.95.

Now $10.95
457-5554

The FBI refused Irons' request
for information provided by
informants. The agency relied on
FOIA exemption 7(d), which
allows the government to
withhold records compiled for
law enforcement that ~could
reasonably be expected to
disclose the identity of a
confidential source ... (and)
information furnished by a
confidential sowcc."

Glik's
Bugle Boy'
Pants and Jeans

20% Off

A U.S. district judge ruled that
much of the requested
information was no longer
exempted because the informants
had testified about the same
matters in a public trial. The
three-judge appeals panel agreed,
ruling Irons was entitled to all
information
within
the
"hypothetical scope of cross
examination."
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The government then asked for

a rehearing by the full appeaJSD
court. which reversed the earlier

~

rulings;

Spend Your Labor Day Weekend in Memphis, Tennessee, with the Srudent Programming
Council and Experience Southern Hospitality at its BCSl!

Adventure awaits you in

MeUlphis
September 2:4
Your rrip includes coaclJ mwsponation to and from Memphis, two nights at the ki "c::r
Place • ,located in the heart of Downtown Memphis, arid a tour of
Graceland - Home of Elvis Presley

$65.00
For Students

$70.00
For Faculty and Staff

Other attractions in Memphis:
Beale Street -- Home of !he Blues, Mud Island. Mississippi River Boat Cruises;
Greyhound Dog Races and the Blues Festival.

Sign up by Wed.. flagod 30th•.
For more irJonnation coruact the SPC Office at 536-3393.
Sponsored by SPC Travel 8nd Recreation Committee.
*Rates based on quad occupancy'

Depend on Kinko IS.
-No Cost To
Departments
-Low Cost
To Students
-Fast Thrnaround

-Free Assistance
In Acquiring
Permission To
Reprint Materials
•Binding Service

549-0788 Open 24 Hours
71 5 S. University

Pick-up Delive .. y

STUDENT CONDUCT CODE FOR .SOUTHERN I
I. INTRODUCTION
A.Purpose
Southern IlIiDois University at Carbondale is dedicated not ollly to iearniDg.
research. and the advancement of
Imowledge, but also to the development of
ethically sensitive and responsible
pt.·SODS. The University seeks to achieve
these goals through sound educatiooa'
programs and policies governing individual conduct, that encourage independence aDd maturity. By accepting
membership in thiF UDiversity, an individual joins a community cbarac-

=~l~~';ec~~~:

and participation in coostrudive change.
All rights and responsibilil.es exercised
within this academic envirooment sball
be compatible with theseprinciplelO.
B. Rights and Responsibilities
Students sball be free to examine all
questions of interest to them and to express opinjons. They sbaIl be guaranteed
all COIIStitutionai rights including free
inquiry, expressioo and. assembly. All
regulations sball seek the best possible

=7~:::'tio:ca-:em~ce fr=!~esa:c{
necessary order.
C. Title-Authority-Enforcement
These regulaticms shall be known as the
Student Conduct Code for Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale. The
regulations contained berein are
estabJisbed under the authority granted
by law to the Soan: of Trustees 10
establish rules and. regulations for

:u=~~:n:y;:troars::

=~~~=~.:

::=:

rights and conduct. All students of the
University community have tbe
responsibility to comply with these
regulaticms. The respoosibility for the
enforcement of the Code rests with the
President of Southern Illinois Universi!y
at CarbondaJeor that officer's designees
The effec;''o>e date for this Code is
.June9,lll86.

~~::ty

.
community bas a
respoosibility to provide its members
those privileges. opportunities and
protections wblch encourag' and.
maintain an envirooment cond.uclve to

10. "inforllla'" d;.aelplinary
procedureaUMd
are
urocedur'eI
__di8ciplinary
~

~

of guilt is not contested and the
student prefers to have an immediate decisioo made 00 the
sanctioo.
11. "Instructor" means any '.eaching
assio;taot or member of the faculty.
12. "Members of the University
Community" means the members of
the Board of Trustees. emp:oyees,
and registered students of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.
13. "President" means that individual appointed by the Board as
the chief exec.ative. administrative
and academic officer of Southern
IlIiDois University at .:arbondale
and any person authorized or
directed by the President to act 00
that officer's behalf.
14. "S!mctioo" meaDS a measure
imposed 00 account of violatioo(s)
of too Code.

l~~t';or~e:03ed ~

. auditing one or more classes.
16. ''University'' means Southern

1~=~cZ~~8nY
individual authorized or directed by

the Presidert or that officer's
designee to perform any delegated
functioo.
16. "Violation" meaDS a breach of
conduct governed by the Code. The
standard of proof used shall t.e a
prepond.eraDce of the evidence.
D. VlOlA110NS

A. Acts of AcademicDlsbonesty
. .
.
1. Plagumsm: Representing the work
of another as one's own WO!"L,
2. Preparing work for another that IS
tob<;usedasthatpersoo'sOWDwori<..
S. Cheating by any method or means.
4. Knowingly or willfully falsifying or
manufacturing scientific or

=~~~ta~l~~~

5.~':'i'!~in-

formatioo to a University official
relative to academie matters.
•. Solicltating, aiding, abetting •.
concealing Ol" attempting conduct m

~::Wsha~:~.I)~~
violation of this Code.
curring 00 property owned or ~trolIed B. Acts of Soci8I Misconduct
by the University, and. (2) to conduct
1. Violence
"CCUrTiDg elsewhere, but ..-Aly if the
a Rape

~=:~~
~ ~e~~~t~
eGucalional functions. including, but not

limited to, interference with the
educatiODMJ purswrs of students, (aallty,
or staff <If" conduct having its ori8ilIB in
theeducatiooal process.
When a student bas been apprehended
for vioiatiOll of a law. the University will
notrequestspeciaJCOIISideratioo because
of the individual's status as a student
The University will cooperate fully willi
law enf.,...,anent aDd other agencies
administering a corrective or
rehabilitative program for the student
The University reserves the right to
initiate concurrent disciplinary actioo.

~:=~~vioklDce

• d. Harassment
e. Intimidation
t. Intentional obslrUcOOD <If" subslantial iDterfereooe with any j>S'
, ...·s right to attend. or participate in
any University function
g. ParticipatiOll in any activity to
disl"lijJtany fWICtion of the University
byforceorviolence
b. Reckless behavior representing
adangertoperson(s).
2. Property Damage
a. Arson
. .
b. WiIl¥ or maliCIOUS damage or

~~c~~ :-la:~di~= ~~~esentiDga
~A~~tl~~=~::;~ 3~':.;:~ possessIoa

the School of Medicine will be adiudicated through that unit's Student
Progress System. Law students and
Medical students on the Carbondale

~~edbewi~~:~~~

ancI-ol" use)
a. Firearms
b .. Explosives and-or explo&ive
deVIces

:e.~~a:~~nu:m

dergraduate and graduate student In
addition, law studenls charged wilt
violations of social misconduct may alse

RevisedStatutes
cI. Pellet gUllS and B-B guDS
e. Fireworks

students 00 the Cat"bondale C8mpue
charged witb violations of social
misconduct may also be charged und.e1
the School of Medicine's Student
Progless System.
E. Definitions
1. ··Academic officer" means allY
Instructor.
Departmental
Executive Officer, Dean. Director
orCoordinatol".
2. "Adjudication" mcsns the
resolution of disciplinary charges.

Interference..
~is~nce, or fa~ure .~ com~ly ~th
direc:tioos ~ l1;li Identified UDlver5lty
official ac~ m the line of duty.
b. Trespassmg
S. ~~~~entry
a. Furnishing false information to
the Universitvwith intent to deceive
b. Forgery. alteration or misuse of
University documents, records, and
identificatioocards
c. Forgery or isswng a bad check
with intent to defraud

~!:'s~ ~~tt;o~nd.ofM~~ 4·~ience,

3.i~.~:~?!n~P':'!!':S~;.iOO.

readmission, ~try, registratioo
and re-registration as a student in
any educationsl program at the

4.U~=;

[LP.ans a process for

reviewing an earlier decision.

5·T:~~" ofes':.~n ~re,o?!

6·~~ppropriatinn or conversion

of University funds. supplies,
eqwpmenl, labor, material, space or

~~~iOOofstolenproperty

7. Safety
a. Intentionally entering false fire

~~mbthreats

University.
6. "Charge" means an accusation of a
violation of the Student Conduct
Code of Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale.
7. "Code"' means the Student Conduct
Code for Southern Illinois
University at CarMndale.

c. Tampering witb fire extinguishers, alarms or safety
equipment
cI. Tampering with elevato: CODtrols and-or equipment
e. Failure to evacuate during a fire.
fu-edrill,Ol"falsealann
8. Cannabis or ControUed Substances

days when
9. '"Formal"' disciplinary procedures
are disiciplinary p"OCedures used
when the questioo of guilt is coo-

a. Manufacture
b. Sale or delivery
c. Unaulhoriz.ed possessioo and-or

8.c~'~:::=iO!1l

==,,'t;~: ~s~e~~:c~~y

"harges prefers to have a full
,.~ on the sallCUon.

~I1!~~~:-tu~~

9."::azing (as defined in Chapter 144
of the Illinois Revised Statutes)
10. Abusive or diso.-derly conduct
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the preliminary bearing. the student
will be provided a statement of the
rea&0dS for Interim Separation aDd
will be afforded Itn opJ!lOl1U.niIy to
rebut Interim Sepano.tiOO IS tem·
porary and shall be enfurced ooly
until the completion of a full
disciplin ....y bearing. A !uU
disciplinary hea..ringshall be proVIded
within a reasonable period of time.

11. VioiatiOllS of University Housing
regulatioos
12. Violations of other duly
promulgated l'niversity policies or
regulations. including but not limited

~~cic:::s~n:~der:s

for access to data and programs
stored 00 the computer, will be adjudicated under this Code.
13. Acts Against the Administratioo of
this Code
IV POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
a. lnitiatioo of a complaint or
APPLICABLE
TO
ACADEMIC
charge koowiDg that the charge was
false or with reckless disregard of its
truth
b. Interference with or attempt to
1.~rtmentLev~ c:bairpersoII sball
interfere with the enforcement of this
Code. including but not limited. to
have
over comintimidatioo or bribery of beanng
ptaiDts of academic ~ty and.
participants. accepta~ of. bribes.
may adjudicate the case if the student
accepts responsibility f"r the
vioiatiOll(S).
.
this Code
c. Knowing violation of the terms of
2·~~the responsibility
any disciplinary sanctioo or attached
fof. the formal I esoIution or charges
conditioos imposed in l!cconIance
with this Code
14. Solicitating. aidinJ. abeWng•.
School Dean shall operate at the level
:!n~:::isa=ting conduct m

~~~STRUCTURE

~urisdictioa

=~*' ~r~uC!ld~

:C~~~~:

~.~= falsif/~ ~ormatiCIII

• Charges of sexual harassment .maY.be
on applicatioos fOl" admisslOll sball be
adjudicated under the Umver5lty
~;.:~b~~~~
Sexual Harassment Policy.
of Ad.miss.Ions and Records. for the
w. SANCTONS
purpose oi administering this Code,
The following are sanctioos which may
shall operate at the level of otber
be imposed for a violatioo of this
Deans.
Code. Also, a condition may acCo When soclal miscCIIIduct is also
company a sanctioo. Conditions ininvolved in an incident(s) of
elude, but are not limited to.
academic dishonesty. the Dean shan
restitution of damages, work
charge the student with all violaticms.
All cbarges sbaIl be adjudicated
projects, required counseling or
therapy, required a~~c ~
under the provisiC1118
academic
fonnance, etc. A cond.itioo may UIdisllonesty.
elude 1055 of certain university 3. Presidential Level
privileges. If a cond.itioo accompanies
This level bas jurisdiction to hear
a sanctioo. the conditioa must be
appeals.
related toCievioiatioo.
B. INFORMAL DISCIPLINARY
A. Failure of an assignment, quiz, test,
PROCEDURES
examination, or paper
1. Informal Hearing
A failing grade (F) may be assigned
In caaes where the student admila to
for the work in CODDeCtion with wbicb
a violation of the Code relating to
the vioIationoccurrecl.
aeademic difobonesty. the matter may

for

BI~~:::'= may be assigned

for the course in which the violation
oecurred.

c. DiscipIinat')' Reprimand

In cases of minor violations and
wben the
ion is aclmowl~
of
Swdcn! Judicial Affairs· that officer's
designee UJK!!1 rccommcndaIi.on of a
Umvemty official.

vi"'·
~~~ s~~:d\~ ~~OI"

~

3. Formal adjudication
a. Tile student bas the right to:
(1) Be appri&ed of all evidence.
(2) Hear and. question available
witnesses. Sworn statements will I;"
:c:cepted from those persons unable
toattend. the hearing.
(3) Not be compelled to offer
evidence whicb may be self.
iDc:riminating.

~~udicl;a~~

b. The8~t bas tooptioo to have:
U)

AOVlSOl"y

assistance. Tbe

~=:~or~m.::i!~~
adVtsor may be any !ndividual euept

a principal in the 1-3aring. The ad.
visor sbf.ll be limited to advising the
~~~~.:1 participate
(2) An open or closed bearing.
(3) llave witnesses testify in hisIIer beba\f. Sworn statements sball be
accepted from tlIo&e persons unable

~l~=~~~c=

~~~td==

the instructor and. thestudenlsbaU be
beicI. If the student admitr. 1m writing
to a violation of the code, the l0-

==c:

structorsballrccommeDdinwritinga

~..:

TO MEMBERS OF THE UNlYEI

'1.the...:w.:=.~t.~ci:t:: .. Saoeti:dladpllnary blstGry of !be

The provisiaD5 of
eoa."~
ordc:rlyllllll<l5pherc~faJt
mi.sSian and for emuring the due p
dte ~ ofeach membet at

la a writteri

University community and. that
further misconduct may result in

This revised Student Ccndua I
llllnoi.o UDiliaoity 8rCarbcndale.

:=~appria;ethestudeD1~·

mis

s1:d.!t shalf be· COIlIIiciered in
deIerminiDg the sanction. Sanctioos

~~=~=:: =t~==ili~=
conductare:

viol.._ti.aII but may not appeal the

E~~=~

Disciplinary Prohatioo ~ a

::::i~. ~~nton=':!s~
: :~oflf~::

~ met. A;J,v !:IiscoOdIIc:t during the
probational'Y
will bring ~
disciplinary awoo ~ may resu1t m

= for
grade

the work

The student may appeal the severity

:~~=:n:~~

00
C 8. A student may not appeal the
question of guilt
the student's transcript for the
durationofthesuspensioo.
C.
FORMAL
DISCIPLINARY
G.lndefiniteSuspension
PROCEDURES
l.lnitiatiooof a Complaint
Indefinite Suspension is an in·
volunlary separation of the student
a. Any member of the Univermty
from the Univen;ity for aD un·
community may initiate disciplinary

~':f~~ifof~is~:ef.

~ bla~C:;P;~!

~fe
~:nDis~?v~ :r;!i
before readmission will be con-

~~~tb
~':=~:~=
attached. Thecomplaint shall be filed

sidered. The Indefinite Suspensioo is
entered 00 the student's transcript for
the duration of thesuspensioo.
H. Interim Separation
If the President or that officer's
designoe bas reasonable C8~ to
believe that a senous and direct
threat to the safety and well-being of
the JDeIAbers and-or property of the

~:=~=~~
~=
active member of the community,

Interim Separation may be im-

~!;~~';i~~

::I:l be afforded. If it is impossible or

~~y ~t ~:1oUC~

Interim Separation, tile mdividual

=::e ~ =:n.:r::!
eariies! practical time. The purpose
of the preliminary bearing is to
determine if there is justification to
invoke an Interim Separation. DuriDg

vice

.= ~~~~

=~ ~=: O:or~ ~ 4.~~tructorand.theStudent.

AnV consideration for readmission

Studenr Judicial Affain. Banad: 1

~p:;':== be plaeed OIl

sancticm(s) to the student. Such
notiflClltioo will normally be seDt
within five days of the meeting with

=:a~=:ili~;:nu=
Disciplinary Suspension is entered

",view. Any questions concerning

aa..~

fiDancial assistance.
F. Disciplinary Suspensi~.
•
Disciplinary Suspensioo ts an m-

period of time and until a stated

I1!COIJlIII<:Dd thar fa<:ultv a...d srude

b. The student may be assigned •

cI. Any combiDationof the above.
e. Tbe department cba.irpersoD
may recunmend to the Dean that the
student be suspended from the
Univereity.
3. Notificatioo

=t~c:v:::e a~maJ

The entire academic communiJ

,..:n~cJ!.~teIt;: removed

suspensior.. Probationary status
prevents tbe atudent from
representiDg the Univenity 1m some

Period

aD
aD

decision

to~)C~ the decision, pursuant

with the iDStructor aDd the student;
rEceive the /Idmo1II'ledgement of
responsibility from the student;
receive the recomJIIti.'ldatioo from the

D.==~
~

formal bearing. The Dean shall notifv
the student in writing regarding the
charge(s) as well as the date. time
and place of the bearing. The
notification will becoosidered to have
~ delivered if the notice is sent to
the current local address of the
student as providec. to the Office or
Admissions and Records by the
r.tudenl. Thus, failure to notify the
University in changes tL address
coukI result !II a bearing being beldlll

alleged vi!r.tiOll of the Student

with the Department chairperson iu
the unit in which ...... alleged violatioo
occurred.

b. The department chairperson shall
make a preliminary review of the
complaint. If there are DO grounds for
disciplinary charges the complitinant
shall be notified. If the complainant
wishes to proceed with a discipliDary

~~rtt!t wrtotteDth':'U:S~P~=-\.t;:

academic dean within ten days of the
receipt of the notificatioo. The Dean
shaU review the request, the com·

-ntles bsve been dump 10 reliC(
mgonizational- 8/89
bearing agent
e. Hearing agent
The charged student may submit a
~erence for a bearing bef~ a
JUdicial board or the Dean or bis-her
designee. The Dean shtIll decide the

4.~r"~Agents

a. Judicial Board Directives
(J)Size

A judicial board shall be comprised
of seven members. A quorum
required to conduct a hearing shall be
five members. A decisiOli sbaIl be
reached by majority vote.
(2) Membership
(al Student ~mbers sbaIl meet
the follOWing standa~:
I.i) Fulltime .u; defined by the
Director of Admissions and Records.
Hi) Good disciplinar"$ slandiDg
since matriculation.
(iii) MiJ1jmum grade point
average of 2.5 (undergraduate); 3.0
(graduate); or professional student in

good standing.
NOTE: Fulltime University
employees who are enrolled in cJau;!s
may not s«ve as student members.
Graduate assis1ants and. student
workers in the department in which
the iDcid<mt occurred sball be exeluded from judicial boards.

=.~:d!s~ :~=~= incluJ~)an~a~~:~~nn:.~~~:?a:u'I~~
to=~lcharges.

bas ~ a recommendation from the

appointment exc~ding adminislIawrs.
(cl AU appQinuncn ... shall be
reviewed by the Offi~ of Student
Judicial Affairs 10 insure that
car...iidatcs meel the minimal

department chairperson f"r
SUSpensillll. the case will be adjudicated at the Dean'!; level with a

Boaro Operaling
-"Eac:' judicial board m~y develop

2.

fn

cass 01esalleged academic

:~~t~etf~~~:'~

(3't'ru~r~ial

I

ILLINOIS UNIVERSIT1· AT CARBONDALE
~s r~w"n ~;~as~~f J'~~i~~ab~
tiFe offt<:e of Student Judicial
Affairs.

(~~~~:Ift!.r!h~ve an
administrative advisor from the
Office of Student Judicial Affain;.
(S)Terms
Each judicial board shall be in
session fOf twelve weeks during the
~~~~rS~l~~ t:n!~
=~rst tn:~ ~'1astr t~:'!~~~
:d~ca~isciC~'ii ~:fnr~'l:!lti~

bearing officer when a board IS Dot in
session or is tiefunct.
(6) Powers
A judicial board shan nlllke a
dl!C~ion of guilt or innocence and
shall make a recommendation 011 the
sanction 10 the Dean.
b. Administrativ!! Hearing Officer
The adminislrative hearing officer
slulll be the academic dean or that
officer's desiguee.

5.;~=1~~
(l)

A student electing formal ad-

~ca~;, ~'::tfce~w::, c:
bearing.

34/ ~de!lt ~~:''':O:v:,daJ:

decisionin~losubmitaDappeal.
b.~~~~

=~

h£ld in absentia w/x,o UIe
student fails 10 aj)pP!lr. An appeal
shall be d.smissecf when tbe st.udeut

c.~:~rigs.

AllJonna! j)1dicial beariru!s shall be
tape recoriled. After tile a~
period baa expired, tbe tape may be

~~~~n 0f:,iC!~ s~~~r~~t

2. ~~~~udicial Affain;.

l~::'~~~t d~sb!fr~~c~~!i~r~~ t~~
~~~~j~i~tfi~~ ~yc=m."!~~
a Disciplinary repriman!'

UlSize
A judicial board shall be comprised

~ Pn:ir~~=:on

~UDiyea:.~ t'DGII.nY-.aiDCJd~

,.-........ and penc;cal COI~ necesaary for
the UniYel>ity~.
IJf is enc:owaged ro read the Code. We
:nB oave this copy for fururc reference and
: the Code may be directed 10 the Office of

r-iO.536-2338.

President

~~r

Student Affairs

ct cunoDt Universily

failure

to

~!ne~~ll~!~~/of°ft~~~~:

~~!ir ~~~tif;Jd.licrt :l::

review the request. the
c:cmplaint, and the Coordinator nf
Srudi:nt Judicial Affairs' decision and
decide whelher 10 pursue formal
~es.
2.. In casesC:;r:u~ ed social misconduct
when guiJl is :'FlSpulCd by student, the
case wiil be adjudicated at the
approprialc level with a formal
bearing. The Coordinator of Student
JUdiCial Affai" shall notify th"

maintain confidentiality may result in
removal of judiCial bOard meotbers

byth"dean.
6. Sanctions

A >ludent·, disciplinary hi.tory
shall have no bearing on the
'1uestion of guilt or innocencc, If,
liowe,'er, a siudent is found 10 be
in violation of Ihe Code, Ihe 1ull
disci.plinary history shall be
conslden:d in determining the
sanction. The acadc.nu<.;. dean
shall request ;he sludent',
di scipJinary record fr"m the
Office of Student Judicial
Affairs. T:.e academic dean and
the Coordinator of Siudent
judicial Affair •.
Sanctions which may be imposed
are:

f~~n~~~ro: :g:~::k ~:1t:

course.
(2) .'rlte student may be placed on

~~~~~:::y

be suspended
fror.l the University.
7. N~M~fi~ombination of the above
The Dean shall send wfitten

n~i~~og~s;'t~ 'ln~~'Wte~f.'~ll~

notificatioo will normally be sent

~~?:X"cIJ.\~~ge!~~IoI~t
revi~c~e~I~:~h~iO~fi~;~lg::!~e~~

Judicial Affairs to insure that
candidale. meet the minimal
, requirements. A Iisl of judicial board
members will be available upon
t~ the Office of Student

iua;.ciiJ

(3) Judicial Board Operatinl; Papas
Each Board may develop its own

operati~ c:pers. Each ~rating

~ISrudentJudiZ1e~a!>:

place of the

bearing.
The
JlorificatioJl will be eooEidercd to
have been delivered of die notia: is
sent to the current local address of
the Studenl provided to the Office of

e Office

(4) Administrative Advisors
Each judicial board shall have an
adminislralive advisor from tbe
Office of Studem Judicial Affairs
(5) Terms
Eacb iudicial board shall he in
sessior.
twelve weeks du.ftng the
.fall and spring terms and for four
weeks during the summer lerm. A
board is DOl cxpccled to meet during
the first two nor the last IWO weekS
of l' ~ Disciplinary casCo'! shall De
adJ~lcated by an ",ltrumstralive
heiu:ing officer Wilen a board is not in
session 01" is defuncL
(6)Powen
A judicial board shall make a
decision of guilt or innocence and
shall make 8 recommendation 011 the
san",t~oD
to the appropriate

for

adnulUSIra/Or.

b. Adminislrative Hearing Officer
".n administrati ve heanng officer
appointed by the CooTdinatoT of

S\u.den\ Juchcia\ AUairs snall be
available at oil I"...,.is lo iU1)udicate

=~t;'n~i!n&.:~~dj~ ~~

disciplinary cases.

6.~.~J!,;~
(U A student

~

formal ad-

:.w:, '!

~~; ~g::.~IDIIUpn·••

~~~~~iT~5u~nf~~c~dnso~~ ~~~

bearing.

~~A ~t ~~~,:veofdaJ:

UnivcrsilY of changes of adaress
~uld ~ult in a hearing being Io...ld

decisioo iD w~ 10 subuatan appeal

b·r:~~011 bearingf shaD

3. ,,!~i'?j~di~a. Conference

Coo~nator of Student J ..diciaJ

be

beid ..iL.absenI.ia when tbe charged

5tuden~ ajlpe8r. An appeal
shan be dismis&ecf when the stUdent

~~r:r~~~~'hl~~us~JI ~~Ir:kd~~

failsloa~.

c1uuged student and may include llie
complainant and/or witnesses.
Matters to he examined at the factfinding conference are:
a. The charge(s) med againsl the

c:.. Tap-! reCOrdings

All fonna! j)1djcial beariJw shall be
recoriIed. After tile a~l
period baa expired, tbe tape may be
erased.
tape

:l':~vidence

d. Challl!S!8efarcause
A student may chaDenge .JI8nel

:rVle provisions of the Studenl
Conducl Code.

e."I.:::n~J:~~·

.gainst the studenL
c. The witnesses. if any, that shall

A student

~~I~~t~i~~Wafl~~

who are enrolled in cJasSes may not
serve as student members.
.
(bi Faculty members ma)' include

violalion of the !tudenl Cun!uel
Code. The complaint must be in
:~willi all available "vidence

may ciCCI 10
acknowledge the violallon(s) at the
faci-finding conference and have a

aUlomaticill.ly'hooored by the chair of
the panel.
f. Coruidentiality
All evidence. t:.~ commer~ and

(graduate); or professlOll8l student in

~fd~~~ ::~~a::-:e;,th~f :.e~lledald

e. Whether to continue disciplinary

e.~==rcl:1m~bers.
A student may ~enge (HIe panel
~~~~0111~~~ean~llf~

aver!.~ of~~~i::.~~a:ter~~:

DOtappeaJ

C. FORMAL DISCIPLINARY
PROCEDUReS
1. Initiation of a Complaint
a. Any membe. of the University
community may ini08le disciplinary

standing

Nofu~~e University employees

follow prescribed
C=cioAJ::w~t may

erasea.

d. Challengelor~use
may challenge jlanel
members for cause. The decisloo 10
l'el:Iove a par.eJ member will be made

by

~~~g~

A~tud:r!:um.:l =D~ ~ep~ :::

The

~~;C~\9

thef'lPt~~~~~efmed tbe
Director of Admissions and Records.

n:commendation.

~h,.JI

June 9, 1986.

five members. A decision sba1l be
~c~orityvote.
(a) Stud,,,t ~embers shall meet

3. Notificalion

=~ru:J~~e ~ ~t~~~
~r::tn~ti8~ti':n~t ,¥::nD~~~rr

_ .. the IOundacian for mainlllining the

~=foc:~~:t~~u~

3. Notification
The Coordinalor of Student judicial
Affain; shall send wriu.:n verification
of the sanction to the srudent within
fivt' days of Ihe recipient of the
The Coordinstor of Student Judicial
Affain; shall send wriuen verification
of the sanction to the stullent within
five days of Ihe recipient of the
recommendation.
4-Appeals

nembers for cause. The decislOO 10
remove a panel member will be made

A student may chaDenge one panel
member without asstbning aDY cause.

r.oTt:~·ludent

t'';:'~drn~: ~i' ttCu=~~.\'rcf!i
~~~~':'i~:;'i. ~p~~~aI~ ~~::~

the studenl may appeal only the
scventy of the sanction.

'~r-:::l s~~~~i~gmalc:~~c;!~~ ~~v~h~

future.
'
h. If Ihe student fails to make an
appointment lor or fatls to keep a
scheduled aepoinlmelll for .. factfinking conference the case may

:~~~~;~~~~Ihe~~i~~i~~=~t tfo~h:

bearing.
4. Jo'ormal Adjudication
a. The student has the!igbt 10:
(l) Be apprised of all evidence.
(2) I'''IIr and questioo available
.~. Sworn statements will -be
t.,~Je~ J;:-ea~ pen;ons unable
(S) Not be cc,mpelled 10 offer
=~w:g~iCb may be seU·
(4) Receive a written decision

s~=iu8:e~~~:Pursuant 10
VC9.
b. The student has the option 10 have:
(1)
AdvisDPo assistance. The
::S~b~tii:eor.=:.::t:~~1"i;::

alvisor ma? be any individual exceJ!l

~~~~:~~"'~~

student and shall not partictpate

~i~in~b=earing.
(3) W~es tesllfy in his.Jter

behalf. Sworn statements shall be
accepted from those persons unable

~;; a~~catffi~!~o~~ inS~~~
Development or the Vice President
lor Stuae~t Affairs, as appropriatc,
within t;ve days afler receiving

t~~~~~~ ~~~~ta~~d~~~~i

~~t;! ~~ iine:ad:~e~:~:n~
a full rehearing of the case. An

In

, f. Interim suspension

colllJ'laint wishes to proceed with a

GIl

bearing agent.

5·;~j~~;!\~Mr~~ves

b, DISciplinary CCl'SUJe
c. Disciplinary probation

=i=

Code became oII'ic.ial policy for Southem

Uni~ityof!!&rci.al ~y a&e:T~

to the' Coordinator of Student

!:~~~ru;~ain; ar.y of the following

b. The Coordinator of Siudent Judicial
Affwu shall make a preliminary
review of the COntplainL If there are
no ~ounds for disciplinary charges
or If the complaInt sliould be

RSIlY COMMUNITY:

~tn~S~be~~(;haracler
c. Heari!tg agent
The charged student may submit a
preference for a bearinl! before ..
~cia1 board or an adlDinislrat;~e

:u~~~~~ine:!ir~
theDlinel.
'

f.

Confidenti~lily

All cvif;er.::e. faclS, comments and
di~on at ii closed hearing and all
executi ve sessIOns shall be held in
stria C'.)Ofidencc. Failure to maintain
confidentiality may result in
administrative removal of judicial
~~n~~~i:t Xff~:::()(>r<linalOr of
7. Sanctions
Att!~~d~~t'bc~~~it~~~eh~s~~!~~~~lguilt or i'inoccncc. If. however, a
studenl is found 10 be in violation of
the Code, the rU:I disc.iplinary hislory

~~~at>;:c~;,:},::.. ~{~~dC~o~d\e;~~~I~t
Student Judicial Allain shall n:qucst
the siudenl'. <!iscipllnllfY records
from Ihe acaJemic dean. The
academic dean and the Coordinalor
of Student Judicial Affairs sball
devclop line. of commu";catioll.
~anclions which may be imposed

~i

Disciplinary reprimand
2 Disciplinary censure
Disciplinary probation
4 Disci linary suspension
5) Indeifrutc sumension
6) Intcrim separit.ion
H. Notification
The Coordinator of Student
JUdICial Affairs shall send wrinen
nOllfication of Ihe decision of the
he an ng and sanction(s) 10 the
SludcnL
'
9. Appeals
Any disciplinary determination or
sanction involving • .::"~I misconduci

:hcYj~~~~c~~;~tb~:'J~~

dfrr:;~
~l:l; i:~u=~ ~
below.
a. The' student may submit a

tr::e~Tn~!. ~

~~~:V~~~~
t,C~~",=\t tbe initial
i~Ctia=el:"~ ~:!~e:-s~

student bears tbe burden of demonstrating error as defiDed in the
follotmig item (;:).
c. 'l'hree ~ constitute possible
grounds for an a~:
(}) Were Judicial procedures
~UOi~oll~~deoce· . y a
decision apinst tbe studen~

~::aswiu:::~ti~~iWT~·

viofatloo? PreviOUS1ll0latloo(s) of tbe

~&~~=~J:~

mining " P!'opeI" saoctioo for a
current 1Ilollitioo.
d. TIle aJlllTllPfiate committee of the
judi«;ial OOard or tbe administrative
Dearing officer will review the appel!l
tc l!.5certain whether there are sufficient groundIj for a bearing.
e. If an appeal ~ is gt:anted, the

=r':.:~.~a=J1f~'ft

its revie\": 10 the specifIC poiJ)ts of the
appeal. that :were accepted at tbe
ew.

scr

f·Iff

.~=:r~

ini~lj

~

decisioD(s)

and

reduce the saOCtiOll.

vi~ti.:~n!tce~:n!:~~ tbe

(4) Reverse tbe decision(s) of
violation.. and remove tbe aanction,
and dismtsS tbe case.

1ec!a:tucrtLe~cetisfi~ir~ Vt::
~tJ:rbym:~~~bi

I'I!QlIeSt In writilli within five days
after rec:elving notification OIl the

~den~~nD..,a~\T:1I31o ~

Isaues apecilied in Subparagrapb

C.

above.

!lie
~J~=)'byberE"dea~
plicatioo for aDDelll in a : n e e

.
',-, with Article VI section 2 of the Board
• 'llylewa. The Board of 1'nIItees will
, rivIew only thoae administrative
eleciaiona wbich meet the
requirementa tar review e:totabUabed
bylbe Baud'. Ry\a.....
JO. "¥I:!ementation of SaOCtion(lI)
.:eimp!::=~~(.) aIJaJl
U) The lItudent _
waived the
right of appeal, or
(2)Tbea~l~odhas~.

b. As spelcified by tbe fuiaI adjudicating agent.
c. A studiot !JI!P8!':8ted from tbe
University for disdplinary reasons is
subject to the nornlal gwdelines for
tuition and fee refundS, grades and
financial penalties for teriniDating a
housing contract.
d. Any type of disciplinary ~ration

=

~ ~yniav~ti:aJ'hi~~;;

thes':dent from Univerzitv nrooertv.

11. Exceptions

The above frocedures shall be
followed un '. ess an e"ceplion is
aUlhorized ID writing DY the
Coordinator of SlUdent Judicial
Affairs. All requ.sts for tcmporary
e"ceptions shall be submitted in
writing to the Coordinator of Student
Judicial Affairs.
VI AMF:-'I)ING PROCEDURF.s
A. Review and/or Revisions

~~~til~~~~~s~ro{h:n~::p~~~~~en~

f~. ·\cadenuc Affairs ane' Research
or the Vice Pre.ident for Sludent
Affairs, the President or thai officers
desiJnee shaJl appoinl a comminee
to consider amenamcnls 10 this Code,
The committee shall consisl of Iwo
undccgraduatc .Iudents, one graduate
studenl, two faculty members, one
academIC dt?3f1. one reprcsenlati \'e

~~e~~~':'~ti~~trr~~~~nb~~~f

StudclIl Judicial Affairs. The student
and faculty members shall he

~~!TI~~~~;e~: ·1!~~i~i~~IPr~~ij~~~

for Student Affairs shall appoint a
chairperson for the commiuee, who
may be one of the member lisled
alx,,'e.
8. Amendments
The President may propose 10 the
Chancellor amendinents 10 tbe Code.
Whenever the circumstances allow
due consideration shall be given to t~
recommendations of the committee
provided for in the p'receding

~~~r:~b~U:~!g~\'!rw;.u~
foramendmentofUmvers~Policy.

C.Notification
Any amendment 01 the code shall
become effective only after general

footi~ :=t~~ef~~n~i~~

minislrative stafP. General notice

~¥icinc!~~'i::li~ :;r I~p~v~

amendments

twice successively

li'!.~~re~y ~a~';;~;~:'t:;

cC:

said amendments by the
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tAssasination spurs
Colombian action
BOGOTA, Colombia. (UPI) _
President Virgilio Barco,
attending the funeral of a top
politician slain by assassins
believed linked to a cocaine
smuggling ring, appealed Sunday
for "imemational solidarity with
Colombia" in its struggle against
drug tmfflCkers.
Meanwhile, police armed with
the presidential state of siege
decree aUowing them to makes
raids without a judicial order
arrested 3,838 suspects over the
weekend in a massive crackdown
on druglords. authorities said.
Luis Carlos Galan, 47, a
presidential candidate and one of
the most c!larismatic Colombian
political leaders in the last 20
years, was slain Friday night at a
political rally. Police said they
suspected the assassins were
linked to drug traffickers.
Galan was a sworn enemy of
tbe cocaine cartels and an
outspoken
proponent
of
extradition of drug traffickers. He
bad been threatened by drug
dealers frequently, he often said,
and survived an assasination plot
in Medellin two weeks ago.
Barto 8IIDOIDlCed the revival of
the U.S.-Colombia
1980

Extradition Treaty just after
Galan died in a Bogola hospital
late Fri('ay of wounds in the
aorta, the abdomen and the neck.
Barco also decreed a slate of
siege tbat vlOUld allow p-e-trial
exprooriation of the properties oi
suspected traffickers as well.
broadec police powers.

Sunday, thousands of mourners
formed a 2-mile-long funeral
procession that accompanied
Galan to a tomb in the
presidential section 0( the Central
Cemetery of bogota.
"Once again, this time in
sadness, I demand international
solidarity in the stn1ggle against
these ogn.nizations with criminals
from many nations in order to
defend the values of civilization
and democracy," Barco said.
President Bush and Pope John
Paul n also sent messages of
condolence.
Bush expressed "solidarity with
the Galan family and with the
Colombian government in this
time of traged)'" and promised
U.S. suppon on Barco's battle
against narcotics traffickers.
"Honest people we have to help
anywhere in the world,.. the Bush
message said.

Waiting
WalIng to be admired Into an ovel'ClO'Nded
Neely Hal111ursday. family and friends help

The pontiff's message urged
Galan's assassins to "desist in the
violence that bas cost and
continues to cost so many blood
and tears to
families in Colombia and all over
the world."
At the time of Galan's
assassination attempt two weeks
ago, Colombia's police director
said the Medellin cocair..: cartel

supposedly he&ded by alleged

studenlS move Into their residence hal at the
start ofa new semester.

cocaine king Pablo Escobar had
paid $500,000 for Galan's death.
The U~ted States has officially
asked Colombia since 1984 to
exlradite Escobar to stand trial fIX"
cocaine smuggling dating back to
1980, according to government

sources.

.

Bul the Colombia ·Supreme
Court in 1987 vetoed the
CJttradition on technical gnjunds
that it bad been signed by the

wrong person.
Galan's killing followed
assassinations last week of a
Superior Court judge and the
police chief of the provincial
capital, Medellin. All three
killings were believed to have
been eDgineered by <;Olombia's
powerful drug carteL
Superi(llr Court magistrate
Carlos Valencia was the 10th
judge killed.

Jfyou caI1 find aMaciQtosh in this room,
we might put one myours. Free. .

In what will surely ~ the easiest test of your intella1 this term, Apple invites )'Ou
to. try wi[~ng a free Apple" Madntosh" Plus personal computer merely b)' finding it in
this drJWJng.
.
•.
.
~'n even gh'e you a hint: It's fl{)( the table, the lamp, or the chair
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, aU ~~ht, \\e'n give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it reaiIy, reaII}' fast. Because only one Macintosh is being gi\'en 3l\':I\' on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon .
•.
Soon, as in right a\\'a)~ Pronto. Quick·like.
But he)~ you can take a hint

ti.
Somebodys going to win afree Macintosh
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DuQuoin Fair starts
Saturday

t
t
t

OflEU\J]

1989 Du Quoin State Fair

CLASSES

Aug. 2 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
U. S. A. Ballet
1 p.m. $3

SIaffWritec

The 67th annual Du Quoin
Sta~ Fair. kicking off Saturday.
has something to offer almost
everyone. whether it be rides.
agriculture shows or grandstand
enlf'rtainmenl
The IO-day grandstand
entertainment includes ballet, pop
and country music.
Fair Manager Mike DuBois said.
TIffany and The New Kids on
the Block was the first sellout
performance of the fair.
Highlights of the grandstand
performances will in~lude W~ld
Wrestling Federal10n actlo~.
country singers George StraIt.
Reba McEntire. Ricky Van
Shellon. Sawyer Brown ~r.d
Shenandoah. comedians RIch
Little and Judy Tenuta and rock

AMA Motorcycle Race 11:30 a.m. $5 or $8
Georae Strait,
speciai guest Baillie & The Boys
Aug. 28

8 p.m. $12

featuring J. D. Sumner & The Stamps.
8 p.m. Free
The Kingsmen and Gold City
Aug. 29
Grand Circuit Harness Racing 1 p.m. Free

Reba McEntire,
8 p.m.

special guest Garth Brooks
Aug. 30

$12

Grand Circuit Harness Racing 1 p.m. Free
Ricky Van Shelton,
8 p.m.

• Classroom & pool
• Four open water
ctrtitication dives
.r"'rtiltcal8
• Patch

• Certiticetion card
• Mask, sr.orkel,
tins & wet suit
it needed

• Log book
• Textbook
• Diva Tablas
• Air fills
• equipment us•
tor pool
sessions and
openwatef
certification
divas

Advanced. Rescue Divemaster &
Specially courses also offered

Gospel Show with emce~ Jerry Clower

special guest Riders In The Sky
Aug. 31

Tiffany and The New
Kids on the Block was
the first performance to
sellout this year.

Offer Includes:

8 p.m. $12

special guest Judy Tenuta
Aug. 27

ONE COST INCLUDES

ALL!

Paul Shaffer & The World's Most
Most Dangerous Band,

By Cbristine Broda

,¥\4Alr~[~

SCQj~A

$8

Grand Circuit Harness Racing 1 p.m. Free
Sawyer Brown & Shenandoah 8 p.m. $8

Ct....ea aarting monthly at

Oeha Health Club
New classes starting
Aug 22 & Sept 19
Class size limited
For further inlorrr.ation
Call Delta 997·3377
Jim Hufnag';,l 964·1982
InstruClorwitt:
Mid·AmenC8 Scuba If

618-624-8881

r-..........--~-------------.---,

FREt:

..

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR I
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank ot over 200.000 listings 01 scholarships.
fellowships. grants. and ~oens. representingover$10 billion,n private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are ii:iven to students based on their academic
interests. career plans. femily heritage and place of residence.
• Tilere's money available lor students who have been newspaper car·
riers. grocery clerl<s. cheerleaders, non·smokers ... etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

Sept. 1
bands Greal White, Tesla and
Bad\and~

t

ether entertainment will
include Grand Circuit Harness
Racing AMA motorcycle racing.
USAC dirt car racing and the
World Trotting Derby.
The agricultural exhibits, one
of the main features of the fair,
will receive additional space for
the expanded AgriLand and
AgWorid displays.
Mark
Randai.
of
the

Department of Agriculture. said

Uintcrc.sl exploded on us. ll·s \he

first show of this type in the
season,"

"It's a sneak peak of sorts,"
Randal said.
Also, farmers aren't in the
fields yet so they are able to
attend the show which. Randal
SId is about 1.5 times bigger this

year.
AgriLand field demonstrations
are scheduled and will present
new conservation demonstrations
and expanded seed and chemical
plot$.
Additional activities include

World Trotting Filly Division
Great White & Tesla,

1 p.m. Free

special guest Badlands
Sept. 2

8 p.m.

World Trotting Derby
Rich Little,

$8

Noon $5 or $8

The Nashville Pops Orchestra
Sept. 3

8 p.m.

$12

ARCA Stock Car Race

11 a.m. $5, $8
Kids On The B\ock,
special guest Tommy Page
8 p.m.
$12

Tiffany and New

Sept. 4

USAC Dirt Car Race
11 p.m. $5, $f
World Wrestling Federation feature match - Andre The Giant versus
The Ultimate Warrior
8 p.m. $12, $15
home, lumberjack and livestock
Trams will be available for the
shows.
first time this year to provide
An 18th century encampment transportation from the main
rendezvous also is scheduled.
parking lot to the fair grounds.

Film
$1.39

Moonlight canoeing to be held on Aug. 30
By Christine Broda
Staff Writer

The first· moonlight canoe of
the year will be held on
Wednesday, Aug. 30 at the
campus boat dock. Canoes will be
rented from 8 to 10 p.m. for 50
cents an hour. Valid student !D's
are required.
The evening canoeing,
sponsored by the aquatics
program in the Office of
Intramural Recreational Sports. is
offered only when the moon is
full.
Greg Burdette, aquatics
. graduate assistant. said that the
evening hours will provide an
opportunity for students to see a
different view of the lake.

.11IIllIllllllIIllllllIlllllIIlllllll:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB
==
Gh'e Your Metal
==
Patio
5
Furniture

= _~ R~~~~ ~_=I
Handri1;ls·Fl~nccs

;;;;;;

--Gales--

E

illllllII!lllllIlllllllllllllilllllllJlllllllIIlllllllllllllli

The dock will be open until
Oct. 27 with the regularl::
scheduled of hours of 12 10 4 p.m.
on weekdays and 12 to 5 p.m. on
weekends.
Paddle boats, sailboats and
canoes can be rented and sail

boards are available. providing
that the renter has a sailing
certificate.
Campus Beach will be o;Jen
from 1 I to ~ p.m. daily until
September 4.

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS
,

~

4;::~c[

"ifSFootball

The Air Force is bOOng ilr
)Dis ... navigators .••
missileeJs ... mgineers ...

manages and ... noe. Our positioos are inlportam. ~ om ~ one
th"-Xlgh Air Force ROTC.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, )001\ be trained
in Jeademip and rnanawnx:nt rractices- 'lOu may
also apply ilr our sddar.ittip program thai helps pay
t'tlIII# exptmeS. ~us $\00 per academic DU1Ih, tax free.
After gradualioo, )0011 ~ aU the ~ and respoo.
sitility d an Air lUre diicec 'lOu11 disaM2- a new \\Uk!
wtee)OOl1 be ~ to eaI ... and rewa.IdetI ilr)OOr
success. let us give )00 the details today
CAPT DOUGLAS

618-453-2481
COLLECT

Big Monday
2 for 1 Cocktails

$1.75 Pitchers
99( Tin Can Party

~ BF.~~_~~l~Z~~H !ln~W.~~EH!

I

'!fl:i
. SI11E ..r

't

SliiBV'

thee
·PREFERRED SEA TlNG
-GUARANTEED RENEWAL
-TICKET INSURANCE
-ADVANCE SHOW NOTICES
·SERIES DEFERRlm PAYMENT PLAN

;"1

the CHOICE is yours
Choose a (;RAND SERIES: Buy ,,1/ !J Cddu'illl Sai,'"
,,/tu/,'x and receive a 30% discounL A-priced ,;ealing (a $119
value) is only $!!:t B-price(j sealin)!, (a $101 value) is only
$71-

ChOOlle a CUSTOM SER1ES, RUJ; UN" 5 ,Iiif"""'" c.~
kbritj/ &r;'" Hhu" ... and deduct $111. Unlike Ia.~l Yl'ar·,.
Sampler &or;,"". the Custom Series aJlo",~ mmplpt(' n..,,;bilily in ,Iesigning your "ery own entertainment ...·ason.

CHILDREN'S DISCOUNTS: For children 12 and under.
deduct $4 for each individual ticket purchased 'n Theatre
Fantastique and Amahl and the Night Vi~ilo.....

TiHoalno ....n1uUqUf'
Tht....r Uhi'lU\' u,...·

ur \.....tutnt"S,

mlmro. NOUn.!. atRI ullra\',,",",-

.'ri.
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~III.U"

"lI'u

.1:),.1111

$IUJU

Stn".13

"I'M

t·,;.

'_.'

... PM

.,:!.uo

SuIL

J ..... :J<

.r~

$I~.
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)'-
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"I'M

'#15.00
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'Ioiud
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-

141-&1

~'JIL
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'r'UUrtd UM'

-

So'",;$

bachl t'n"Ml(':> nM.~I'k"'lZing iniOl./ll'li ('IT ;&II HJ!l"::>..
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I '"...",

NmrnitUr~

FI",,"\ 1t.'ln",Ut' Ct, dl:\ll·land..........Iftll ut lhbo AlItrnt"an ....1·
i:- ""tu.aJ In 1ll&IJ~' ",!-'mphun.\' c"..-bt~f'aIo,

~'mtlk·

W .... Sld.~

ItA·lnt' (hl)oo ,...ubnK ....ijrhbl. alMl !ll1U'Kho.
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lhl~ ~1·'''''''''''''..J

",..... Afraid or \'I .....nia WoolI'!
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Apr.:!1

KI'M
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Order NOW For Better Seat&!
Season subscription deadline is Friday. SeIJtember 1. 1989.
Mail and Visa/MasterCard phone orders are being accepted. Remaining individual show tickets will go Oil sale
Tuesday, September 6..

-.

IIop.I1

MI'M

'11.111

"'01

lIIit.

Ort,14

HPM

$I:t.OO

t·rI.

n ••. ".,

HI'M

..

,10.811

Send your order 1.0: SHRYOCK AUDITORIUM, SIUC.
CARBONDALE, IL 62001-4326
Or Phone: 618-463-3378. weekdays.

Use SDPP for your fDIal entertainment purchase.
The s.""'H IJlf"rnvl PoIJI7IRIiI Piall may be u:;ed for GRAND
and CUSTOM SERIES plus additional tickets for Celebrity
Series and Shryock Special Events. Make your ,;election~
and incude a check or c. dit card information for 11;1 of
your Iotal purchase. Round the amount of your do... n
payment to even dollars. You will receive the tickets to
your first show. remaining tickets will be sent as you make
the additional 2 payments which will be due on !.he Friday's
of September 29 and October 27. SDPP has no interest
chargl!. There is a $6 service charge for law payment, and
if you discontinue. any amount paid will be forfeited.

l~'

x,"\\. rurk·,.lanMIUJoo AIle)' ThNln·.

"''''"\'fI)'~.''i'''ff •

.,'''''IIJi""J,.,'i.I__.

IIbIoBallot

Tulhealeclaneen..~~it n~n")"."'ft')',p"jc.

Joy.

fMI[nt""

l~--ard-"'innjna musieat is about quick ~ ilf\all\'l'L.
and furtunes made from the muU: of the titfFo. ....'.",,.'nd
U','114.4A(lfltfl/lmlfd.

},.

IIHRYOCK SPECIAl, EVENTS

qlroD~:

____________________

SHRYOCK SPECIAL t,-VENTS
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Doonesbury

by Garry Trudeau
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42 Edlbl. 'ubor

1 Turt. tl'le.
5 S'yle

43 Yemen city
"" Taperea

10 Hit noisUy

14 Pueblo lribe
15 Oahu t-:ACh

16 Big cat

22
U
25
26
29
31

53
56
110
61

Oe$cribe
Skilled
Interrupt
Brimless ha.

Behave
Doe. penance

38 Nibble

by BiD Watterson
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m.lie'
47 Tumaown

. , P·aywright
Clillord

36 Shee.
37 -L. Coq -"

Calvin and Hobbes
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41 Auss. che ••

11 Retired
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20 ProlUe
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by Garry Trudeau
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1 Triumph
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2 Arid HClIon
~ lmltaled
4Soconc1aryjob
6 Tltlo

.Bemoa_

70ve,
I - Mateo
9 MuttonchOp'
10 Mallee
11 Ct.,.
80,1110 12 USA word:
abbr.

13 Peter. Paul
and 21 CUmbor

23 On th. . . . .
aida
25 81uioh
11__

211 Henry-

Z7~1y

2IIEnI1reIy

-51

51

51

:10 Think
31 A _
32 Halley'a 33 loci< 01
hllr
35 DI..rt
4Ct As.."

41 lak. one',

43~;"

moll.,

45 Cpanlng
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50
52
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D<lacllIr....
Calm fe,,..
Conctlpl'
Gauche I
W••po1

5' Au..... river
55 Lankf

56 Certain
67 sauoan
p<1t
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Puzzle Answets on Page 21
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Mother Goose and Grimm

Walt Kelly's pogo

by Doyle & Sternecky

Students!

cathy
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Voyager 2 reveals Neptune's stormy weather
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) _
Even as the Voyager 2 probe
races towardNeptunc, NASA is
gearing up to fire a rob .. ,
spacecraft to Jupiter, and officials
said Sunday preparations were on
schedule for an OcL 12 launch by
the crew of the shuttle Atlantis.
"It's son ofOcen scary, things
have been g{\ing so well," project
mana.ger Richard Spehalski said.
"Wc've becn very pleased, the

team's worked very hard."
If all goes well. the S1.4 billion
Galileo Jupitcr probc will be
transported to launch pad 398 at
the Kcnnedy Spacc Center
Thursday for installation in a
special "clcan room" where it
wili be readied for installation
into Atlantis's payload bay.
"It is the Rolls-Royce of
spacecraft, likely never to be
matched for its complexity and

capability," said Clayne Yeates,
Galilee's science manager.
Atlamis was scheduled to be
towed from its hangar to the
Florida shuttleport's Vehicle
Assembly Building late Sunday
for attachment to its external fuel
tank and solid-fuel boosters.
The assembled shuttle vehicle
is set to be hauled to the laun.:h
pad around Aug. 28, with blastoff
on the sixth post-Challenger

mission on !lip for OcL 12.
"We have completed our
spacecraft
'stand
alone'
operations," Spehalski said at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where
scientists are gearing up for the
Voyager 2 flyby of Neptune
Thursday. "There's a lot of
pressure on us all to get {Galileo)
launched during this period.
Launch processing is in its fmal
stages and enginecrs still have

about a week of "contingency
time" at the launch pad _ shifts in
which no work is scheduled _ to
handle any unexpected problems.
Engineers now are debating
what to do about two potential
glitches: one involving small
explosive devices used by
Galileo's solid-fuel booster and
the other involving a rocket fuel
filler on Iloard the Jupiter probe.

'Rolls Royce of spacecraft' ready for launch
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) _
Pictures from NASA's Voyager 2
PH, be, streaking toward a
Thursday flyby of Neptune, show
a
remarkably
dynamic
atmosphere, with a "rogues'
gallery" of giant storm systems
racing about the planet, scientisl.
said Sunday.
With excitement at the Jct
Propulsion Labor2tory building to
a fever pitch, scientists also are
studying low-resolution pictures
that appear to show features on
the surface of Neptune's
enigmatic moon, Triton, or in its
frigid atmosphere.
"This is the first planet that
really looks like it was designed
by an artist." Torrence Johnson, a
member of the Voyager 2 image
processing team at JPL, said of
Neptune. "We're having a ball."
Launched 12 years ago to the

day, the I-ten spacecraft was

hurtling toward Neptune at

34,543 mph Sunday, stcadily
picking up speed as it race.
toward close encounter Thursday
at 9 p.m. PDT.

The assembled
shuttle vehicle is set
to be hauled to the
launch pad around
Aug_ 28, with blastoff
on the sixth postChallenger mission
on tap for Oct. 12.
Plunging over Neptune's north
polar region at a velocity of
nearly 61,000 mph, Voyager 2

will pass just 3,000 miles above
the planet's cloud tops _ the
closest l1Ie spacecraft has been to
a planet since launch from Earth
Aug. 20, 1977.
Neptune's g.-avity will bend the
spacecraft's trajectory about 48
degrees south, sending the probe
behind the planet as viewed from
Earth. Five hours later, Voyager 2
will sail past Triton, beaming
back priceless photos of the moon
and its parent planet before
sailing out of the solar system.
As of Sunday, Voyagcr 2 was
4.1 million miles from Ncptune_
2.7 billion miles from Earth and
closeup pictures of the planet
taken over the weekend by the
probe's narrow-angle television
camera showed cotton candy-like
strands of cirrus clouds _
presumably made up of melhane
ice Cl)'stals _ wafting through the

atmosphere.
"The really interesting thing
about Neptune is il'S so far from
the sun and there's so little energy
to drive the atmosphere," said
Andrew Ingersoll, an atmospheric
physicist on the Voyager 2
imaging team. "The sun is, after
qU, what powers !he weather."
Neptune is so far away that it
reeeives nearly 1,000 times less
sunlight than Earth, but Neptune
has an internal heat source of
some type that helps "drive" its
atmosphere.
Even so, Ingersoll said,
"Neptune's energy from all
sources is one-twcntieth of what
drives Jupiter's weather."
"So you really don't expect .••
as much weather activity at
Neptune," he said. "It's
surprising to see all Ibis weather
activity."

Education superintendent pledges eQuity

Full Line Bakery lSr catering

By James J. Black
Sraff Wriw

boss, Thd Sanders, left to become his selection.
U.S.
undersecrerary
for
education, was the unanimous
According to the job
After a natioowide search Ihat . choice of the Stale Board of
drew more than 80 candidates, Educatioo, according toi board description, me superintendent
acts as &be dUel executive officer
the man wbo bad served as DeWS release.
of the Slate Board of Educalioa
interim Slate luperintendent of
education since April bas been
Donald Beggs. dean of &be SlU- and is responsible for, among

'~~~!:'a::~=..~. 2~~~\i~~~~~\io::i!,:::~

CbOseD \0 (ill lbe posilion·

~y.

said Leininzer's familiarity with
Jllinois schooJs and his "exeeJJent
mcord of ..orting wilb the Sl8IC
JegisIahR- wae major faaors in

.
C. Robert Leininger, 51, who
bad
8cted
as
interim
Supc2iDtendent ~iace his former

Check cashing made easier
ccnsidrled to be two-party checks
and the maximum IU"DOOIlt for Ibis
type has been increased from $50
to $125, she said. The maximum
amount for one-party checks is

By Britt Parrott
StaffWriw
Cashing checks was never
meant to be difficult, and with the
recent changes at the University
Check Cashing Window on the
second floor of the Student
Center, cashing checks will be
easier for all students.

$50.25.
As well as an additional twoparty window, the bours for twoparty check cashing will be the
same as one-party check cashing,
Cawthon said. The window will
be open Monday through
The maximum
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
amount for these
and Sun. from II a.m. to 9 p.m.
checks has been
Cawthon said students who
receive their checks 00 Fridays at
raised from $50 to
5 p.m. will have an easier time
$125.
getting them cashcd on the
weekend because of the extended
Although the charge per check weekend hours.
has risen from 20 to 25 cents, the
Cawthon said she expects a
hours have been extended and, higher volume of two-party
according to manager Meg checks this semester.
Cawthon, a second two-party
window has been opened to meet
the increasing demand in twoparty checks.
"Band!.
"That's a whole, brand-new
program," Lawthen said. State of
Illinois and SIU checks are now

JegisJalure. aISle and fedend
agencies (and) local school
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lotto & Instant
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MARRIED OR ENGAGED COUPlES EARN $$$
fOR RESEARCH ON HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
Eligible married couples can earn $15
for one interesting session
Engaged couples get $6 for the initi~1 session,
and more money for future sessions.
Please call the SIU-C Psychology Department
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536-2301
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To Serve You
Mercedes-Benz' Buick· Oldsmobile' Pontiac' GMC Trucks
New or Used CarlS and Trucks

SELF-SERVICE AVAILABLE
Egyptian Phato & C0pies
717 S. Illinois P."e.Carbondale

Intersection New Rt. 13 Wand I-57 Marion

529-1439

(618)997-1313

529-2363

Res. 867-2552

~~~-

•
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Don't miss out! Sale Time is short!
701 S. University Ave.
549-7347
Route 13 West
Marion 997-1321

HE'S BACK
Carl E. Payne

COLLATING AT tJO CHARGE
(Auro-Fea 8 1/2K11 2C# Bond)

Save up to $160 Round Trip
on Domestic & International Travel

,

IF.L~I

457-0221

f

~.

*HAVE TWO HOURS TO SPARE"*

Giant City
Convenience
Store

Great Fall Sale!!!

"YDOU
W?::!~EV.E
YOUR EYEs"l

Veggle-Croissants

..M.......:;?~t.....---. • . . . . , . . - .

governor's office, \he • .ale

a Travel SerVice, Lt .

BEER GOGGLES

Dt~lOjall

i!.

Mur ale ShopPing C.n....

Breakfasts from:
Huevos Rancheros to
Buscuits and Gravy
Lunches From:
1/3 Lb. Burgers to .'

Carbondale
1-800-851-7505
Times Square Mall
Mt. Vernon 244-4050

ASlA
Restrictions apply

v K~ik
)iObbler,
"While You Wait"

~·'

I

~

\'

Shoe Repair

,

Master Shoemaker for 20 years!
e ShoeseB()I}tsePurseSe Orthopedic work

4
<

Hours: Mon - Fri 9am-Spm
Sat 9:00am-12pm

'.1

'ft'" 457-4639
~

~
\

,.

Located at Westside Center

'.

1400 W. Main Carbondale ...",
(next to Smith Dodge)

,
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French warships were on a purely
humanitarian mission in the
eastern Mediterranean to prou,-ct
French citizens in Lebanon and
the French armada has "no
military significance."
''The mission of the ships is a
mission
of
protection,"
Mitlerrand told a news
conference after talks in Madrid
with Spanish Prime Minister
Felipe Gonzalez.
'There are thousands of French
in Lebanon who, if there is no

have Laken precautions by
sending means for aid and
protection.
"Who would dream of reacting
militarily to these vessels, whose
mission has no military
significance?" Mitterrand asked.
The aircraft carrier Foch sailed
for Lebanese waters Saturday
from Toulon accompanied by the
anti-aircraft frigate Cassard. A
hospital ship left the Atlantic pon
of Bn-sL A fuel ship and another
frigate already are in the Eastern

\~tlefs: . . .

THE MOTORCYCLE Rider
Program will be offering flee
courses at the Safety Center
beginning Aug. 25. For
registration or information, call
453-2877.

THE INDIAN Students
Association general body meeting
wiu be held at 7 p.m. Thursday in
the Student Center video lounge.
All are welcome.

JOHN A. LOGAN College's
Adult Secondary Education
Program will offer classes for
students who have dropped uct oi
school and ..vant to get their high
school diploma. Classes will
begin Thursday. For mor.:;
information, call Elaine Parker,
counselor.

THE PHYSICAL Education
Department will ofTer Beginning
Classical Ballct, PE ISO, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1
to 2:15 p.m. The course is
designed for beginning level
students who have a basic
knowledge of ballet. For more
information, contact instructor
lAnna Wilson 31453-3120.

•

~

'1

About 600 French troops arc our resistance," Aoun said. "You
sLalioned in Lebanon, most of know thaI on the other side there
them serving with the U.N. is an influx of Iranians. Iran is
peace-keeping force UNIFIL in allying itself with Syria to fight
southern Lebanon.
directly in Lebanon."
Aoun was quoted as saying
Aoun refused to s~y if he
Sunday he hoped France would would use long-range Frog
intervene militarily on his side.
I.lissiles, reportedly delivered to
"Certainly I want French him by Iraq, to attack Syrian
military intervention," he told Le forces if necessary.
Journal du Dimanche newspaper.
"But I do not want to compromise
Aoun refused to gi ve further
France by a Lebanese requesL
confirmation ne had Frog missiles
"We have used up many of our in his arsenal.

designed to calm fears in Beirut
where the Revolutionary Jw.lice
Organization threatened to kill
two U.S. hostages it is holding if
France threw its milit.ary might
behind Christian strongman Gen.
Michel Aoun.
However, Millerrand called
Sunday for an "intensification of
diplomatic pressure" to defend
"the
sovereignty
and
independence" of Lebanon.
There are about 7,000 French
citizens in Lebanon. Some 80
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HOURS

REGISTRATION WILL
close Friday for the College Level
Examination Progranl, which will
be given Sept. 12 and 14. For
information and registration,
COl'tact Testing Services at
Woody Hall B204 or call 536·
3303.

THE LINGUISTICS 101
Proficiency Test will be given
from 5 to 7 p.m. loday and
Tuesday in the Morris Library
Auditorium. Pre-registration is
not required. Bring a student 1.0.
and a pen.

ILLINET ONLINE catalog
training sessions are availalbe in
Moms Library, Room 212, at 10
a.m. Monday through Thursday
and 2 p.m, Monday and
Wednesday for University faculty,
staff and students. For
registration, call 453-270&.

JOHN A. LOGAN'S women's
volleyball team tryouts will be on
Apg. 23 Ihrougb the 25 from g to
19 a.m. in the college
avrnnasiU(D:

Breal(fast
finytimf!
Full Service
Featuring Schwan's
Ice Cream

s;:

600 S. Illinois

549-2022

BO(jIi.~ STORE
Back-To-School Specials
c~

Drafting
Chair

Drafting Lamp
'7.99

710 Bookstore
Price
$85. 00

Drafting Table
Suggested Retail ~
710 Book Store Price
~79.99

KOH·I·~'OOR

RAPIDOGRAPH'

7 Pen Set

710 S.llIinois Ave.

.
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Hewlett·Packard leatures a full
line 01 business and technical
calculators for studp.nts Pick
out the one that's right for you.
Come in today.

(h~ ~!~K~~~

Includes Sections for
1) Telephone Numbers $
2)Quiz Recorder

2

69

lui t-:-:r-:~-: -~D-~:-~ _c~_as _e5_s-l-~-~-~-'s-l.

~-

.••

ACADEMIC PLANNERS
12 Month Calendar

~~

r-:==:::::=::::17.:!::-:I7;"--:--;---;,,--~-r=~=:~~::::~=~==--' i-;-~::
69'

advanced aJaebt.aic. aDd

SHARP 506 A '17."

Hewlett-Packard Calculators

H P-28S
-17 B
HP

70 sht. count

rht
-,..-todaYs
.....;.

=::;e..::--

HP-12C 559. 95

Plus Ink $32.95

Spiral Notebooks

Texas Instruments
Calculators
TI-10-Stat.
'10.99

\Vith 18
frequently

$1.89

called
SIU numbers

Super high
resolution

listed at the top.

for all your
music needs.

$4. 99
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
~s FOR THE ULTIMATE ROADTRIP •.•

~ r;..~
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4.~i
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FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS

\-

C,r..

fJ~
~\)~ .f ~

SHOP
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU •.•

SPECIAL
HOURS FOR RUSH

Textbooks. Shelves of them. Anj more shel.ves.
E\ierything Y0u'11 need for the coming year of
readin1 .. ~rit.l"l·., and "rithmetic.

A1.1. the_ re~

Wed-Frio
Sal:-Su.:t

quired cours~ m~t~rials 3I,d sug~ested readil1gs
:\I..:c(Junt inJ.; thrl.JuglJ .%l)ol~'gy, wit11 tile dl"lldl..H:!L
"f kJ~"wLedge

time, t"

in between.

make it

easi~r

1n one pl;:;ce, at one
011

YOII.

Supplies.
The OIH'''; ,'(',,'J expect to "find.
:\,'tebuok,.; and pell";.
Pencils and fclldel-s.
And
t I,v <,nes vou mav Ih't know about.
Like the

Aug 16-18

.

Au~

8-5:30

19-20

!'iurl-1"hur

Aug 21-24

Fri
Sat

Aug 25
Allg 26

·10-5
8-8

8-5:30
10-3

nEGULAR

~1If;illeeri;lg supplit:s.

It's all right tlu"re. so
vuu can stock up when you buy your books. No
~unnjng aroun~ to collect everything you need
to start the semester.
You're busy enough as
it is.

STORE HOURS
Mon-Fri
Sat

Employees who are there when you net:d them.
And know the answers to your questions.
They
keep the shelves stocked. Keep the line::. moving.
Help you get through book buyLg as ,!uickly as
possible •.

lh~

There's even prices that don't leave a hole
in your pocket. Used books save you 25% and we
have lots of them.
Master Charge and Visa may be used fur any purchase at the Main Office or in the Supply Dept.
"

And it's nice to know that what you pay f~t
books al University Buokstore goes back into the.
operation of the Student Center.

r

What's it all add up to? Convenience. Low
prices ~nd help when you need it. A return on
your investment. Through the door of the
University Bookstore. That's what's 1n it for
you!

WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE?
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8-5:30
10-3

hou/e lhal
Ilude-ntl
.bull'
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Deleon leads Cards over Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Jose
DeLeon pitcbed a six-hitter over
eight innings and rookie Todd
Zeile and Tom Brunansky
homered Sunday to lead the SL
Louis Cardinals to an 8-1 vicll:l'y
over the Cincinnati Reds.
DeLeon, 13-11, struck out Ihree
and walked none. Todd Worrell '
pitched the ninth. Loser Tim
Leary, 8-11, allowed six runs on
nine hilS in 3 2-3 iDDings.

Todd Zeile and Torn Brunansky homer to
power Redbirds over the injured Reds
team.
The Cardinals took a I"() lead
in the r.rst inning when Vince
Coleman led off wiIh a triple and
scored on Ozzie Smidt's single.
SL Louis scored six runs in the

fourth. Zeile led off wilh his first
major league homer. DeLeon
struck out and Coleman singled to
deep shorL Witb two out, Milt
Tbompson walked and Pedro

Puzzle answers

Guerrero singled home Coleman.
Thompson went to third and
Guerrero to second on a passed
ball.
Terry Pendleton's two-run
single gave the Cardinals a 5"()
lead. Tim Birtas repIaced Leary
and Bmnansky hit his 111h bomer.
The Reds scored in tile fifth.,
Ken Griffey singled. took sccorni
on an infield out and scored on
Rolando Roomes's single.

Commissipner, Rose share long year
perspective of a leagne omce.
Not that I'm downgrading the
commissioner's job, J wouldn't
want you to misunderstand me.
But this job I\lIIlinds you more of
bebl, a presideat of a univenity
than the otber one."
With this in mind, Giamalu did
what any fan might do wilh the
same opponunity. He decided 10
spend. Sunday afternoon
walCbing a game.
Hc picked a good onc.
Shedding bis jacket but not bis
bat, Giamatti saw the Dodgers
beat tbe Meta 5-4. He was
working 011 his bot dog when the
Dodgers' Eddie Murray cleared
the left-field bleachers in the firsL
Giamani bad barely 1aken a sip .
when Jotmson equalized for the
Mets in the botlom of the inning.
Amalfitano visilCd early, just to
say bello. From then on. the
commissioner built his Slats. An
ice cream here, a drink there. He
did DOl stand during the sevenlhinning SIreICh, and be waved at a
bouncer in the late innings.
Unless you looked closely, you
never could bave distinguished
'him from the 45,031 customers.
With the Mets leading 3·1 in
the ninth, Giamatti put on his
jacket and prepared to beat the
crowd. Then Lenny Harris hit for
som.~ ways. if you. loYe the game
Alejandro Pena wi1b two out and
of baseball. it's more fun from the Singled. Alfredo Griffin bunted

NEW YORK (UPI) _ Like
Howard Johnson, Bart Giamatti
bas put up some numbers this

commissioner in history. He
sounds as if he mt.ses the days
wben. as leagne president. be
year.
ruled 011 Jay Howell's pine tar
You sbould bave seen him insaead of OIl Pete Rlc's aIieged
,
Sunday at Sbea Stadium. gambling.
'1"hc-leape JIII;lI:ideot a:tually
BasebaU's cOllimiuioner went
niDe innings, with one bot dog, bu something to do with the
two drinks, one ice cream, and game 00 the field.·· be said. "In
one handshake from Dodgers . additioo to the fact be is the direct
Coach Joe Amalfitano.
supervisor of umpircs and
Sitting in a rail seal just dlRlC therefore bas to adjudicate all
boxes from the visitors' dugout,
kinds of disciplinary issues. the
Giamatti saw Johnson become a league is also responsible for all
30-30 man for the second time. the matters directly affecting the
Alas, be also smoked tbree clubs from the central office.
cigareues.
from field size 10 whole sets of
"Occasionally I stiD lapse,"
policies regarding the actual
Giamatti said. "I'm DOt going to
playing of the game and the
.
.
lie to you. On the other band. I try conduct of the club."
not to lapse in baUpilrlcs very
"The Commissionez,» and here
often."
be paused to laugh. perhaps at the
One week 1 'lIll DOW, Giamatti enormity
of
it.
"the
may find bim: ~lf in a different commissioner really bas ultimate
seat. His 1aW)'CI go to court wilh
responsibility obviously for the
the commissiol If'S aulhority at integrity of the game. That's the
issue.
heart of the job.
Reds Manag r Pete Rose is
That's the heart and the soul of
trying to keep Jiamatti from the job. Not that be bas it alone.
conducting a hearing into but that he bas, the ultimate
gAmbling allegations. Giamatti authority. "
will argue the case belongs DOl in
"A league president really bas
a COUrLroom '(lut in the
Commissioner's office.
much more touch with the
~f nothing else. the squabble
ongoing game and the teams than
Will build Giamaui's slats. He a commissioner does. Ergo. in
may retire someday with more

injunctions

than

. any

Fight promoter breaks contract
with 'bt)ring' middleweight champ
And still the mF mi,idleweight
cham-peeen of th~ WOrld,
Michael "Second To" Nunn ...

nnnn ... DDDD.

And then came the Ixns: "Ya
bum ya. Ya lousy pug.3elCha
c,'UI" even beat up my graJlIlma."
A hostile crowd? WeI'. the
crowd in Reno, Nev., was u~
too. But the guy really ticked ....as
Nunn's boxing promoter. 110b
Arum.
After Nunn won a 12-roLlld
majority decision over Inn
Barkley Ihis week, Arum droppec:
Nunn wilh one fight left on his
contracL The charge?
The 159-pGUnder, with a 34"()
record. bored Ihe fight fans. After
he got ahead on points. be backed
off and played matador. When it
came to pizazz. Nunn lived up to
hisname.
Can Arum do Ibis?
Never mind. The real question
here is, does Ibis change the ways
and means of running spoJtsdom'l
Who'll be the first football
team owner to dock his running
back for not dragging enough
tacklers into the end zone?
"Vsten, Herschel, stop throwing
so many fakes."
Must you show dents before
.• you can win Indy? "No
" scrapemarlcs, Bub? Then get back
;~ out there and rub along the
,., railing"
~. Aru~'s point is 'easy to
,; underslalld. He knows that fans'
;. demand eDiertainment, be it any
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PRICE & RENT ANOTHER Of
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"I'm alas. at this late date,
somewbat accustomed to

conuovcrsy. and to be in the place
wbere people are telling you on
two or three sides that you've
done something wrong or 'Why
don', you do it differently?'"
Giamani said. "That's the nature
of life for a university president..,

41. SOUTH ILUND.S
CARBONDALE

457,5125
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549-4541

* catering

* carry outs

IrA':"J'l"li-;B;-a":"b~a-;D~a~i~Iy~S~p-ec~i~a1';"1
* grocery
Fresh vegetables
cooked with meat or
chicken served on rice
with salad & bread on
the side.

Tres

HOll)tires
lIuica" K!#auraot

Monday Night Football
Washington VS. Minnesota

Giveaways
3 Pairs of SIU Tickets,
to Sept. 9th Game

-~

.......... ....,

Complimentary
Hors d'oeuvres

Drink Specials
6pm--close

G

11:451:30 3:15 (5:OOTWL)7:00

,

Have You
Been

~

9:00

...........

'FBR' D'"

C._lIleaefW_

If Nol,
Call
453.2708
...
"

Strawberry Daiquiris

PG·13
12:00 2:15 (5:00 TWL) 7:00 S:15

•

....... ".e..· . ,I1 . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • • • • • o<IhIil'\o".......

PG

$1 75

R

12:153:OO(5:3OTWL) 7:45-'0:15

~::~5:15TWL)7:309:4:-

..

~

..............

....... a ......e....

11:452:3O(4:45TWL)7:159:3O

Don't forget

Margarita Wednesday

119 N. WaShington
l~
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BACK TO·SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
. August 21-27

for a bit, putting runners or. first
and second.
RaIbtz than bring in ace closer
Randy Myers. Mets Manager
Davey Johnson stayed wilh Don
Aase, who aUowed a tbree-nm
bomer to Willie Randolpb.
Johnson's decision will DO doubt
bring some second-gUessing, •
consequence tbat Giamalti
understands.

end of April.
This happens in other sports.
In boxing, an art of self- too, but the from-office folks
defense, fans don't want either aren', as blunt as Arum. Instead
combatant to have too much of outrigbt dropping bis
success. If it was art they were mechanical second baseman, the
after, they'd pay to watch tae baseball general manager begs
kwon do class.
TV announcers to tag him "most
Recently, Dodger rigbt fielder underrated in Lite league." Then
Mike Marshall played it safe 00 a the GM can peddle old Dullo for
liner in his direction. Instead of a second baseman who may error
charging in for a belly-sliding more on the faeld, but wiu more ~,3iiJig;;rt
catch, he let the ball drop. He was than make up for it by erring a
booed in his own stadium as whole lot of: the field.
Giants pitcher Atlee Hammaker Scripps Howard News Service
stood at fll'Sl base wilh a single.
It wasn't a bad move, letting
the pitcher run bases instead of
resting up in the dugouL But the
fans didn't like Marshall's noguts attitude.
Ironically, a few pitches later,
'-_.......
PG
Hammaker slid into second,
12:30 2:45 (5:00 TWL) 7:45 9:55
wrencbed a knee and had to be
carried off the field 00 a stretcher.
--PG-13
11 :45 2:15 (4:45 TWL) 7:15 9:45
Arum said he's dropping NU1lD
because it would be too hard to
Y_.llaahloo
PG
sell tickets for another Nunn
12:152:30 7:15
fight. It matters not that Nunn
knocked out 23 of bis 34
Leek Up
opponents. He's just not box
(4:45 TWL)9:15
office.

~~~~::~!..n~ee~~aj:~~;!:
baseball, said if he had to rely
solely on baseball purists buying
tickets, he'd be bankrupt by the
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Football may not be dead in St. Louis
ST. LOUIS (UPI) _ The
backers of obtaining an NFL
expansion franchise in SL Louis
said they believe another
successful Slep has been Laken in
theirquesL
The St Louis !'.!FL Partnership
hosted an exhibition game
Saturday night between the New
England Patriots and the Seattle
Seahawks. The game, while not
an artistic success as New
England won an error-marred 1712 decision, was played before a
cheering throng of 48,746 at
Busch Stadium.
Jerry ClinlOn, president of Grey
Eagle Distributors, and Fran
Murray, a minority owner of the
Patroits. head the partnership
wanting an expansion franchise in
51. Louis, the largest U.S. city

without IIlI NFL ~
"Really, I think it was a VOle of
confidence paid 10 Fran and I by
the St. Louis football fans,"
Clinton said. "We're not going 10
let them down. Nobody is going
10 beat our application.
"All we needed to do is rekindle

the fIre. I think it's nice an warm
again. Now, we'll add more fuel
in the weeks 10 come. "
A IOtai of 53,644 tickets were
sold for the game, that was the
flTSt in St Louis since owner Bill
Bidwill took his Cardinals and
left for Phoenix. Those figures
exceeded the 37,158 that showed
up for the fIrSt Phoenix exhibition
game last weekend and was
considerably larger than the
29,623 who were on hand for the
last real game on Dec. 13, 1987,
when the Cardinals defeated the
New York Giants, 27-24.
"The fans came back," Murray
said. "They wanted to come
back. It dId a great deal to get
football back in St. Louis. I'm
pleased for the SL Louis football
fa'l. It libows SL Louis is a great
sports town. I think the spirit of
SL Louis is with us now."
Gov. John Ashcroft, who
recently signed legislation to help
build a 70,OOO-seat domed
stadium in St. Louis, sang the
National Anthem. St. Louis
Mayor Vincent Schoemehl Ir.,

Bass' bat
prolongs
Cubs skid

was on hand as Murray and
Clinton Staged a fIrst-rate evening
before the game by turning a
parking lot in!' a feslival with a
rock band, a loving Dixieland
ensem~le along with food and
beverage under a large tent for
about 600 invilCd guests.
But more than community
movers and shakers took part in
making !he game a success.
"We sold over 53,000 tickets
and it was a demonstration so
clear that St. Louis does want
football," Murray said. It should
happen. There's no reason this
town shouldn't have football. SL
Louis is a pioneer city for a
National Football League team.
With the legislation that's been
pas~ed and with this game, we
turned this event into a
tremendous success."
Murray. however, did not want
to give odds on the NFL returning
to SLLouis.
"The NFL is against the
Oregon lottery," he said. "I'm
not malcing odds on anything...
Murray said the success of the
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HOUSTON (UPI) _ Kevin
Bass clubbed two home runs,
including a one-out grand slam in
the ninth that broke a 4-4 lie, to
lift the Houston AsIrOS to an 8-4
victory over the Chicago Cubs
and a three-game sweep of the
weekend series.
Danny Darwin, 11-3, pitChed
two innings of one-run relief to
get the victory, allowing one hit
and striking out one.

exhibition game was one step in
the right direction but more arc 10
come.
"We're taking every step as it
comes," he said. "We're doing
the work of design and finance
for the stadium. That's in our
comer _ this terrific facility to
play in. We can use Busch as an
inlerim facility."
"I think two expansion teams
at a minimum will be playing in
the NFL in 1991," he said.
The effort 10 win the franchise
is three-fold, Murray said. The
first step was to get the domed
stadium and !he secol)d SlCp was
to visibly demonstrate to the NFL
SL Louis' support '>f pro foolball.
The final stage will be an
application to the league for an
expansion franchise
Other cities St. Louis will
compete against for possible
franchises are Oakland and
Baitimore, both abandoned NFL
cities, as well as such newcomers
as
Memphis,
Tenn.;
Iacksonsville, Fla.; San Antonio;
Sacramento, Calif.
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Loser Les Lancaster, 3-1,
replaced by Milch Williams, who
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By Rick Hummel
SL Louis Post-Dispatch

There seems a conception
among St. Louis Cardinals
fans now that Todd Zeile is
here that he will immediate:y
take over as the No. 1 catcher
from Tony Pena.
That is not the ease, although
manager Whitey Herzog isn't
saying that Pena will eatch the
majority of the games from
hereon.
"It's a bad situation," Herzog
said, referring to the fact that
Pena is something uf a lame
duck. He can't be traded
before the end of the year
because of a waiver claim
filed by Montreal and St.
Louis isn't ~ly to sign him
when he becomes a free agent.

Scripps Howard News Service

YOUR TIJtE.
UR PJtICE

walked Rafael Ramire1.. to open
the ninth. Lancaster then was
walked pinch hitler Craig
Reynolds and hit Gerald Young to
load the bases. After Bill Doran
struck out, Bass belled his home
run, his second of the.day.
With the Cubs trailing 4-3 in
the ninth, Ryne Sandberg tied lhe
score when he smashed Darwin's
3-1 pitch inlO the seats iii left for
his second homer of the game and
24th of the season.
Mike SCOll, bidding for a
major-league leading 18th viclOry
for the third sttaight time, worked
seven innings, allowing three runs
on eight hits while walking three
and striking out six.
Huuston lOOk a 1-0 lead in the
second. With one out, Craig
Biggio tripled and scored on a
sacrifice fiy by Rafael Ramirez.
The Astros added a run in the
third when Bass homered over the
right field fence.
Chicago drew to within 2-1 in
Ihe fourlh. Mitch Websler led off
with a sinli(le, stole second and
moven to' third on catcher
Biggio's throwing error. Websler
came home on Ioe Girardi's
double.
The Cubs tied the SCI',": 2-2 in
the fifth when Ryne Sandberg
stroked a one-out single,
advanced to second on Dwight
Smith's single and came home
when Ramirez threw away a
polential double-play grounder.
The AstTOS went ahead 3-2 in
the fifth. Gerald Young singled
and went 10 third on Bill Doran's
ground-rule double. After Bass
popped out, Glenn Davis walked
to load Ihe bases. Glenn Wilson
scored Young with a fielder's
choice.
Houston increased its lead to 42 in the sixth. Ken Caminiti led
off with a single and moved to
second on Ramirez' groundout.
After Scott struck out, Young
singled in Caminiti from second.

Zeile Cards
new catcher
for the future

WHAT YOU DRIVEl

MIDDLETON, from Page 24

Slalf Photo bV

Former Salukl basketball standout Steve
Mddlelon rec:eM"1 his playing jersey, a framed

phOtograph of hinSeIf and a stool with hiS name
on it for graclJatlng In Aupust.

games down the s!rCtch for us. He me," Middleton said. "Reality
was the best player we had [ma1\y hit me when I was later cut
coming back after his freshman from a CBA team as wel1."
year and we were fonunate 10 win MiddlelOn considered returning to
eight games. We only had five Brooklyn but he had some
minutes per game returning that unfinished business at SIU-C.
"It was tough coming back here
season."
after geuing Cul because I had
been a star on the Salukis,"
"From the minute I
Middleton said. "I wanted 10 keep
left the ghetto in
my word and get my degree
though."
Brooklyn to attend
Middleton is thankful to his
mother whom he called the most
SIU-C, I promised
influential person in his life. "My
my mom that I would mom
was always there for me and
w{'uld slam the door when I was
get the degree for
headed the wrong direction,"
her."
Middleton said. "My mom and
-Steve Middleton dad were always behind me."
Former SIU-C assistant coach,
After his last season at SIU-C. Herman Williams, also was a
Middleton had a dream 10 play pro significant person in Middleton's
ball. In April of '88 Middlel. "I life. "Coach Williams and his
was drafted by the Long Isla.... family stuck their necks out for
Knights of the United States me time and time again and were
Basketball League. In Middleton's an inspiralion in my life here,"
words, "everything thal could go Middleton said. "I am thankful 10
wrong, did go wrong" in his quest God. My family and girlfriend
Regina Banks have really been my
for £ pro basketball career.
.V! hings just dido't go well for backbone."

6-8 Nigerian stando~t highlights
Saluki basketball recruiting class
Herrin gambles on Okenwa without seeing performance
By Kevin Simpson
SIaffWriaer

The recruits have landed.
The four newest members of
tbe Saluld basketball team
appeared together at the jersey
retirement ceremony for fonner
standout guard Steve Middleton.
They are assistant coach Ron
Smith's pride and joy. Tyrunne
Bell of Evanston, Jason Hodges

of Rich East, Andrew Amaya of
~a.-.....~JPt...dc.

___

~~.

of Nigeria ~prese"t the future
nucleus of the Salulti team.
Bell and Hodges are guards
listed at an identical.6 feet 3
incbes and 185 pounds. Bell
averaged 19 points and Hodges
20 points per game for their
respective high schools. Amaya, a
6-foot-7, 210 pound center, led
his school to a 55-9 record during

time meeting coaches, players
his junior and senior years.
Okenwa, who was recruited and getting accustomed to his
without ever being seen, bas been DeW surroundings. He discovered
consideled a gamble since be was a taste for pizza, a delicacy most
initially recruited by Smith.
of us lake for granled.
Okenwa plans to major in
Okenwa was captain of Imo
State's junior national team. He owketing so he won't be limited
averaged 34.7 points, 16.3 in the future. He discovered SIUrebounds, and 5.9 blocked shots C from a MVC media guide he
per game over a 28-game received from a friend on the
natiooal team.
schedule.
Now ~ha~ Smith bas mel
Even thougb Okenwa ..tand..
Okenwa, he said \he only Ihing bead and sboulder over most
Ic:oA . . _
_eJJ hia
peopJe. he is Dot the tallest
skills match up willi Miss.,uri member of his family. His fathec,
Valley competition. "It's diffICult who died in 1975. stood 7 feet 2
to gauge the level of play. inches.
Through his bard work and effort,
he c:an make an impact. We'll just
have to wait and '!/:Je," Smith said.
Okenwa's trip to Southern
D1inois was bis farst outside of
Nigeria. He arrived in early
August and has spmt much of his
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Salukis prepare for football season
Smith's team
looks to be
,competitive'
By Daniel Wallenber~
Staff Writer

The crashing sounds of helmet
upon helmet and man against turf
have echoed through Southern
Illinois since early August as the
1989 fOOlball Salukis prepare for
the upcoming season.
First-yt>ar head coach Bob
Smith and his staff have worked
to install a new system in an
attempt to solidify a team that has
had three head coaches in as
many years.
Smith replaced Rick Rhoades
who left after one y'!ar to take an
assistant position at the
University of Alabama.
Following a full-contact
scrimmage Saturday, Smith said
be was plt>ased with the effort the
playen bad given during the two
weeks of two-a-day drills.
"I'll guarantee our kids will
play hard,» Smith said.
Smith said it Nould take time
before a championship-caliber
foolbalJ team could be builL at the

University. This bolds true at all
levels of competition. whetha it
be the Big Ten Conference or the
Gateway Conference, be saui
"Our goal is to get to a point
where we are a competitive
football team," Smith said.
Until Smith and his staff can
{p.,cruit their own players, the next
few seasons will be dedicated to
success for the veteran players.
"We need to be dedicated to
SUCLeSS with our upperclassmen,"
Smith said.
Saturday's suimmage was used
primarily to practice a variety of
specific offensive and defensivp.
situations.
The defense, which returns nine
starters from last year's team,
forced numerous fumbles and
kept the offense from making the
big play.
Smith said the defense
dominated the ~rimrnage mainly
because of thl' experience of
returning players and the depth
the Salulcis enjoy on the defensive
side of the ball.
The orfense will need time to
adjust to all that has been thrown
at them, Smith said. The offense,
returning six starters from last
season, will need the next tWO
we~!:s before the first contest
against Nevada-Reno to work out
the kinles in the system.

Photo by.lad! SchnIider

Running back Antonio Moore Is tackled by
Inside linebacker Scott Andrews as Darrell
Smith is concerned about a
cuuple of key positions nee,l~:J
for an effective passing offense,

which Smith advocares.
At tight end junior Yogi
Hendersoli will be the only

Crews lookS on during Saturday's scrimmage.
The SakJkls open the season Sept. 2.

veteran returning and is
s::~'l from a knee injury,
Lack of depth and speed at
wide receiver also concerns
Smith. But to combat a lack of

speed the Saluki receivers will
have to run more disciplined
routes, Smith said.
Smith said he had never had a
preseason practice go as well as
with his current squad.

Defense,volleyball's strength Middleton graduates,

.; . _'<2;

By Tracy Sargeant
Sta\1Wliter
A young team and a new coach
- /hat combination spells plenty
of hard work for the 1989 Salulci
volleyball li"am. As the season
creeps up rapidly, the team
already is gearing up for the
challenge ahead.
New coach Patti Hagemeyer
comes fresh from a three-year
assistant coaching position at
Notre Dame.
"The team was a little
apprehensive at first (about
having a new coach). But, they
wanted to see some changes and
were very receptive to the ones I
wanted to malee, " Hagemeyer
said.
With su;:h a young team and
only one Iduming senior. Nina
Brackins, coach Hagemeyer finds
that most of her girls have trouble
concentrating and keeping their
hc-~ds in the game.
"Emotions fluctuate between
poir,ts. They tend to phase out
and phase in," she said. To
correct that problem, coach
Hagemeyer said one yell usually
is all it takes to snap them hack
into the game.
She said she expects the team
to work with and adjust to her
3ame philo::ophy.
"To learn , concentrate on
working hard and be disciplined.
!f they work hard they are going
to win," she said.

.......l!SI;I ....

pro dreams

By Greg Scutt

basketball coach. "A lot of

. people may have"thought that
Steve was just here to play
~Sieve Middleton always
basketball. but he came back

StaffWritar

by Jack Schneider

First-year volleyball coach Patti Hagemeyer ponders the
Salukls' strategy for the approaChing season during
practice at Davies Gym Saturday.

This year's te<.."'" is a defensive
one. "(We) let the other team
make the mistakes and take
advantage of it." she said.
She also said the team is strong
in the middle offensive.
"Physically, we are big and we
can jump which makes for good
blocking and hitting. MentalJy we
don't like to take a back seat 10
anyone," Hagemeyer said.
Ha goals for the season are to
finish with a better record than
last year and above the .500
winning percentage , and to Jailk
higher in
the
Gateway
Conference.

"We've always qualified for the
Gateway. With hard worl:. and
belid in ourselves I hope to finish
better, " she said.
Coach Hagemeyer ::ommented
that hard work and confidence in
the team's ability can make this a
winning season for her and the
team.
"I tell tbem to trust in my
judgment 1 don't tell tbem things
that aren't going to help. I get
right to tile point I don't beat
around the bush," she said.
The team's first game is the
Alumni Match at 2 p.m. Sept. 3 at
Davies Gym.

White Sox retire Baines' jersey
CHICAGO (UPI) - Harold
Baines' No. 3 jersey was
officially retired Sunday in an
unexpected move, catching the
former Chicago White Sox AilSiar by surprise.
Baines, traded to the Texas
Rangers on July 29. thus joins
Nellie Fox (2). Billy Pierce (19),
Luke Appling (4), Luis Aparicio
(II), and Ted Lyons (16) whose
uniform numbers have been
offii:ially retired.

abandon~

Baines becomes only the
second player in major ledgue
hisLOry to have a number retired
as an active player. Baltimore
retired Frank Robinson's No. 20
jersey after he was traded to the
Los Angeles Dodgers in 1971.
Robinson now is manager of the
Orioles.
White Sox management
decided to play the ceremony low
key,
refraining
from
announcements. The story,
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however. was lealc:! to a Chicago
newspapel' Saturday night
The White Sox Chief Executive
Officer Jerry Reinsdorf decided it
would better not 10 try and make
a big deal out of tile ceremony,
keeping the arrangement private
until almost game time.
Baines, selected first in the
1977 draft. is second in RBIs on
the White Sox with 819, third in
doubles with 266. and sixth in
totaI hits, 1498.

. •,dreamed of becoming a
professional
basketball
player. but he wanted to
make sure that attaining a
college degree remained a
reality.
A star on the Saluki
basketball team from 198488, Middleton is listed third
on the school's all-time
career scoring list with 1,710
~il!ts, behind Cbar.lie
" ChiCO" Vaughn and Mike
Glenn.
Middleton averaged 25.4
points and 6.4 rebounds per
game and was a first-team
Missouri Valley Conference
selection his last season.
finishing
second
in
conference MVP voting to
then-Bradley Braves standout
Hersey Hawkins. He also
was
chosen
as
the
Outstanding Male Athlete 01
SIU-C in 1988.
Basketball always has
played a huge role in
Middleton's life, but be knew
what his priorities were.
"From the minute I left the
ghetto in Brooklyn to auend
SIU-C. I promised my mom
that I would gel the degree
for her,~ Middlell.'n said. "I
still love basketball and
hoped to play in the pros
som/'.day. Playing in the pros
was a dream ot" mine; but I
wanted to make sure thal
getting my degree was a
reality."
Middleton's quest for a
degree became a reality in
August. Middleton, a fiveyear senior received a
bachelor's degree in history.
"I am really proud for
Steve and hi~ family," said
Rich Herrin, SIU-C head

his fifth year to get his
degr.:e. Sometimes we hear
negative things concerning
college athletics, but this is a
positive thing."
HerriD recently rewarded
Middleton
for
his
accomplishment Middleton
received his jersey in a frame,
along wjt!l a white stool with
his name and number,24.
"We use this as an
incentive for the players to
graduate and they do not
receive it until they
graduate, • Herrin said.
"Since I bave been here the
graduation rate is high for
players reaching the junior
class. We are in good shape
pescentage wise."
Middleton is quick to
credit Marin for his success
at SIU-C. "I respect Coach
Herrin for Jetting me play
and helping me mature as a
player and a person,"
Middleton said.
"A lot of universities
wouldn't pay for that fifth
year of school. but coach
Henin paid for my fifth year.
He is a good man and I
enjoyed playing under him
for three years."
After playing under former
SIU-C coach Alan Van
Winkle his freshman year,
MiddietonplayedrorHann
during the coach's fllSl three

years.
Herrin has fond memories
of his former star. "Steve is
the best player I've had
during the four years I've
boon here," he said. ··He was
a talented player that won
See MIDDlETON. Page 23

Organization aids Chinese students in America
Tlananmen Square aisis still haunting
students on American college campuses

The organization's national
toll-rree number, al its Colorado
Springs, Colo., headquarters, is

Days after the Jur.c 3 Pl8ssacte
in Tiananmen Squa.-e, a Chinese
student on a campus in the
AmericaD Southwest fOland out
sbe was pregnanL ,
The American father began
pressuring ber to bave aD

Donations to this project will
go into a new fund, not into lSI's
$4.9 million annual budget, Loux
said. Regional commiuees of
students from the People's
Republic of China will be
eligible for emergency fund
assistance regardless of their
religion.
So far, Loux said, about 100
students have contacted lSI
chapters and the fund has
received $20,000 in cash
donations.
Bollt figures are low, but
summer activity in student
~ps is slow, be said. Leaders
an lSI chapters say many Chinese
student have wrestled with their
fears and loneliness all summer,
trying to decK:e what to do in the
fall.

abortion.
At the same time, the young
woman bad to worry about the

effect evCDts in Beijing would
have- 011 her career and her life.
After all, she marched in
demonstrations to back the
pro-democracy movement in
Cbina. If she went home, ber
activism tn the United States
would almost cen&inly come
bact to baultt ber'.
"She had sonething else to
worry abouL She said if she went
home, the government would
~ ber to bave an abonioo,"
Gordon Loux, president of
International
StudeDts
Incorporated (lS1), referring to
China's strict popuIatioo-control
policies.
The young woman decided to

keep the baby and Slay in school.
"So her boyfriend threw her
ouL To say this young lady feels
abandoned would understale the
matter considerably: Loux. who

declined to name the student 01
her campus, said.
This is an extreme case. Still, it
combines many of the harsh
realities that in June led lSI, a
35-year-old Christian group
active 00 108 campuses, 10 stan
an emergency fund to help
Chinese sbldents stranded in the
United States.
In another case, a Chinese
student exchanged her life
savings for U.s. dollars and flew

-

to America as the crisis
developed.
The good news is she escaped
before Chinese government
authorities shut escape doors.
Tbe bad news is a thief SIIBACbed
her shoulder bag, with all her
money, iu the San Francisco
aDport.
As many as 40,000 Chinese
studcDlS and teachers wen: in the
United States at the time of the
crisis in Beijing. Some have
risked returning bome. Others
are attempting to stay in the
United Stales, knowing they face
legal and financial nightmares.

In another case, a
Chinese student
exchanged her life
satlings for U.S.
dollars and flew to
America as the crisis
developed.
"The China crisis may be out
of the headlines, bUl it hasn',
ended for these students," Loux
said. '"They {eel they are DlIlfIred
men and women...
Organizers hope to offer
visiting Chinese students and
teachers:
_ Money for food, shelter,
clothing and emergency medical

care.

_ Technical assistance in
contacting families in Orina.
_ The services of a network of
lawyers, counselors, phySICians
and volunteers willing to provide
tent-free hoor..ing.

1~22-41&l.

Some already ~ struggling to
meet their own needs and those
of their families.
"We're discovering Dew
uncertainties come up every
week. Chinese students are still
very hesitant 10 come forward,·
J..oux said. 'ToIeY still fear Il.at
their name will end up 011 some
Jisl, somewhere, and that it coulcI
hurt them or their families...
It (loesn't belp that lDe
long-range visa status of the
students, beyond a olle-year
grace period announced by
President Bush, remains unclear.
11 doesn't help thal tbe Chinese
govanment has said lillIe or
nothing about the statuS of its
citizens in other lands.
"Things are so murky and
theM: Chinese students are in
limbo," Loul said.

Amnesty International
urges action in China
LONDON (UPl) _ Amnesty
International ~ecried the
-atmosphere of terror- in
China Ltd said Thursday it
had appealed to the United
Nations to lake action against
the Chinese communist
crackdown 00 pm-democracy
protesIeIs.

Sbaun Stilt:s. a spokesman
for the organization in Loodoo

that monitors human rights
abuses, said Amnesty bad
delivered its appeal to a U.N.
human rights convention in
Geneva Wednesday after

"The China crisis
may be out of the
headlines, but it
hasn't ended for
these students. "
-Gordon Loux
weeks of painstaking efforts to
get an accurate assessment of
tbe crackdown.
,
"Il bas been very ditrlCuIt to
get accurate information on
exactly whal bas been going
on there because of the
atmosphere of terror that has
prevailed in China; Sliles
said. "When people have been
killed, hunted, or told 10 give
away their friends it all builds
up an almosphere of extreme
fear. and that is why we hav~
had to talk mainly to people

roming out of China.
-For years the Chinese
authorities have ignored our
inquiries aboul vioiaIioos, and
immediately afler
the
CTcK:kdovm we taised a couple
of dozen documented cases
and have still heard nothing
from them,- he noted.
Amnesty had allered its
offices around the world to
contact
travelers
and
diplomats to assist its report
un the situation. The report
concluded at least 1,000
civilians were lcilled by
soldic..s from June 3 through
the 9 in and Dear TllID8IlIIlen
Square in Beijing, wbere the
pro-democracy prote~~ were
centered. Another 300 were
killed in Chengdu, capital of
Sichu'lll province, after
proteslS June 5.
The report labeled a -gross
underestimate- the official
government figure of 200
civilian deaths. Amnesty said
it also believ{'d the number of
subsequCJIt executions to be
higber than those officially
3I1IlOWlCed and the number of
people arrested to be "much
higher" than the oIii:iaJ figure
of4,OOO.
-They include students,
workers, peasants, teachers,
wrilers, journaliSts, anists,
academics. military officers
and unemployed people." the
organizatiou said.

SN"ipps Howard News Service

You are invited to become a

custo~erof,an,exceptjona)

bank""'

a full service bank providing each depositor with personal banking services at convenient and extended hours.

The Bank of Carbondale maintains the most
extensive hours of any local bank to meet
your Banking needs.

The Bank of Carbondale's "King Tut"
Automatic Teller Machine (AT~1) is
located on 'The Strip' at Bleyer's
Sports Mart, 718 S. Illinois Avenue.
See a receptionist at THE BANK OF
CARBONDALE or call 549-2181 for
information on our competitive
interest rates with quality yields on:
rlCertificates of Deposit
'.NOWand Super-NOW Accounts
.Money Market Accounts
.Savings Accounts
.Individual Retirement Accounts

Monday thru Thursday
Lobby................................................. 9:OOam to 3:00pm
Drive Thm ......................................... 8:00am LO 6:00pm
Friday
Lobby.............. 9:ooam to 3:00pm & 3:30pm to 6:00pm
Drive Thru ......................................... 8:00am to 7:00pm

Saturday
Lobby........................................... 9:ooam to 12:00Noon
Drive Thru .........................................8:00am to 5:00pm

fAmE

of CARBONDALE

Each depositor insured to $100,000

FE!'~RAI.

DEPOSIT INSUIANCE COI?ORATION

549-2181

"A Locally Owned and Operated Bank"
f ______~__~~________________________________________
~
2! 6 East Main Sr., Carbondale, Illinois 62902-2287
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'Oz' video released
for 50th anniversary
When "Tne WIZ8ld of Oz"
was released in 1939, the
HarvanI Lampoon proclaimed
it a bomb, a movie that was
destined to be one of
Hollywood's all-time losers.
Now, SO years 10 the week
aftel" Dtlrothy and TOIO made
their premiere in Grauman's
Chinese theateI", "The Wizard
or Oz" is one oC Hollywood's
grealeSl success stories..
It's initial r-~Iease was, in
fact, disastrous _ it's box
office gross of $3,011,000
wasn't enough 10 breat.. even
and threatened to bllIltrnpt
MGM. Making de picture had
cost $2.17 million, so it was
impossible 10 recover that as
well as promotion and othu
COSIS from the gross.

The video is taken
from newly
processed
Technicolor and
has three added
segments
not released
with the film.
indeed, it wasn't unlilibe
p,iCIUR aired on network
tdevision in 19S6 that it
finally went solidly inln i.he
winning column. Today, '"Oz"
airings combined with its
tbc:aler recanI have carried it
past "Gone With the Wmd,"
. wbich has been !ICeD die most
in Ibea&ers alooe.
To comlllemorate the
anniversary of the film's I
. premiere, MGM-UA Home
Video is releasing a "Goldco
SOth-Aaaiversary Collector's
Edition- videocassette, a
~'1 ~ 'ICrSion 0(

movie.

the

Not only is the video Iaken
from newly flrocessed
Technicolor prints _ me cokr
paleue i... broader and far mae
vivid but at the tail end of
the •
MGM-UA t.a.. added
three special r..ats for "Oz"
bcffs.

The ftrst will prove a.
bonanza for Ray Bolger fans.
In it, Bolger _ the Scareaow _
does a lively dance reprise of
"If I Only Had a Brain....
The second is even more
fanciful. While trekking
through the the Enchanted
For~ Dorothy and her three
sideldcks are attacked by
swarms oCpiok-ancl-blue bugs
called Jitter Bugs.
., think I see a jijik,- sings
the Scarecrow, "and he's fuzzy
and he's furry. I haVCll't got a
brain but I think I ought 10
worry.-

The number lOOk five weeks
and $80,000 to stage,
according 10 Aljean Hannett,
audJor or -rbe Making of The
Waard of Oz.- But the movie
was deemed too Img after its
first preview, and the number
WUCul.

The origin81 footage that
was eGI has been 10SL But
'"Oz" t'OlllpOSCr Harold Aden,
an 8ID8h.'lIr moviemaker. sbot

the number with his own
camera, and it is Ibat footage,
along with the professionally
recorded soundtrack, that
appears 011 the video.
Abo added is a sound
recording of Buddy Ebsen
perl'orming as the Tin Man.
According 10 legend, Ebsen
suffered an aIlergic reaction 10
the aluminum dust nsed as
makeup, and he was
hospitalized after just aine
days of filming only to be
replaced eventually by JacJt

HaIe'J•. , .

. .. _ .._

Eddie & the Cruisers sequel
is a drawn-out music video
Saipps Howa-d News Service .

Although the 1983 (1)ovie
"Eddie and the Cruisers" fared
poorly in theate.:-. it became
something of a cult hit on cable
television.
And with good reason. One of
the stronger rock 'n' mil movies,
"Eddie" had suspense, mystery
alii! Ii sense of mmance. In short.
the movie was as good as its
music.
Obsessed with music, the
fictional Eddie Wilson was a
purist, 8 rocker willing to
compromise his forWard-dtioking
mnsic. When the recordmg
industty's businessmen mocJced
his newest music, Eddie drove
his car off 8 bridge and WIlS

kiUed.

Or was he? Afu2- aII. his body
was neva found.

DOt a gratuitous ad:I-oo. Rather, it

was a vital dramabC elemenl
And. while "Eddie 2" has

Eddie was a classic tyPe - a
brooding. martyred artist. And
John Cafferty's music, which
masqlleraded as Eddie's, was
powerful, grind-it-oot rock..
But pan twO of this swry is the
antithesis of the original .
Contrived and dramatically
transparent. "Eddie and the
Cruisers 2: Eddie Lives!" i: a
compeudium of the negative
.quaIitic:s of movie sequels.

twice.as much music. almost
none of it relates to the story.
Caffeny's music is still
impressive, but now it is the
focus of an overlong music video
instead of one aspect of a
c:ompelling portrait.

One of the strengths of the
original was a fine balance
between music and draroa.. The
music unquestionably made the
moYie more popular, but it was

The only credible performance
iII'the movie is giVCll by Bernie
CouIsoB, lL'l a rocker whose own
drive PfOrels Eddie's return 10
the smge.

Michael Pare is still a fiery
Eddie. But, instead of being
admirable, his compulsion DOW
makes IIim cocky and arrogant.

Forbes magazine ad to include floppy disk
CINCINNATI (SHNS) _
Magazine readers may be used 10
finding inserts in their favoriae
publications, bUl some Forbes'
buyers will find something a
little unusual next month _ a
floppy disk.
DaytoD-based Mead Data
Central _ which provides the
NEXIS business and general
news retrieval service and the
LEXIS legal research service.:..
has placed an advertisement in
ForiJe:s' Sept. 4 issue that fealures
as and one forth-inch computer
disk.
The disks.:.. inserted inlO 7-

incb by 9-incI! mveIopcs that are
bound onlO the two-page ad _
show off Mead's NEXlS News
Plus software for. personal

c:anpuaer usrn.
,.
This Wbelieved 10 be the first

time a major busiDess or
CODsumer magazine will be
delivered with a floppy disk
iI!Sidc.. An aItemative VCISioa of
the same ad.will appear iD
BlL'liness Wcct minus die disk.
James Joseph, manager of
public commUllicaliom far Mead
Data, said 1he disk demoosarates
a typical information search
using 1he NEXIS SCI'Vicc.

-It's for'peopie who aren't
CIlOIJlUICr jocks; Joseph said. "It
MIb you Ibmugb a search..•
NEXIS taps into 650 soun:es
for geoeral and business news.
including the New York Tunes.
The Washington Post, Los
AngeIea TlIDCS, AssociaIcd Press.
United Press InternatioDal,
Reuters, TASS. U.s. News and
World Report. FmanciaI TImes
and The Economist.
NEXIS Plus News is designed
10 make it possible for execuJives
who are casual users of
computers to tailor research 10
their needs.

PUBLIC NOTICE
DIRE~OitY INFORMATION
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT CARBONDALE

ScrippS Howanl News ~ r_~

Under the University policy on the Release of Student In'ormation and Public Law 93380
as amended, the University may make accessbIe to any person external to the University
-directory inforthation- concerning a student. unless that student notifies the office of
Admissions and Records that he or she objects to the release of such information.
Directory information is considered to be public i;1 nature and \\.<ill be released at any lime
upon request without prior appfO\tal from the student. Notice is therefore given that
directory information listed below in respect to each student ervoUed at Southern Illinois
University at carbondale will be availible to any person unless the student files in writing
with the Office of AdmiSSions and Records a request to restrict release of studert directory
information to external sources.

The University has designated as directory information the folowing student Wuflllation:

Take the Zipps Challenge and try our big
quarter-pound all-beef hamburger for only
99f/.. If you don't think it's the greatest
burger you've
ever had. you
can get your
nextZipps
hamburger for
only99f/..

Student name.
Student local address and telephone nunber.
Student home address and telephone number.
Date-of-birth.
Current term hours carried.
Classilicaticn (freshman, sophmore, etc.)
Academic unit.
Major.
Dates ot attendance.
Degrees and honors earned and dates.
The most previous educational agenc-y or institution attended prior to enrollment at
Southern Illinois University.
Participation in officially recognized activity or sport and weight. height and pictures of
merrbers of athletic teams.
Picture.
Any student enrolled for the Fall Semester who does not wish to have released any or all
of the above listed items of information should contact in person, the OffICe of Admissions
and Reoords. Woody Hall by Thursday. August 31, 1989. StuclentsWho elect to restrict
release of student information must sign a statement to the effect. The restriction on the
release of student information will be valid until September 1, 1990 and must be renewed
annually each Fall Semester.
Students who wish to verify or correct the existing student directory information must also
contact in person, the Office of Admissions and Reoords, Woody Hall, Wing A.

709 S. ILLINOIS
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Easterners brave dogs, guards crossing border
East Gennans run for Hungarian border on official 'vacations'
REPCEVlS, Hungary (UPI)_
On a recent bot afternoon, JUS! a
few miles from a HlDIgarian beer
festival held for Austrian and
West German tourists, the sounds
of dogs hunting down refugees at
the ~ could be beard.
It is not an ordinary seasOIl for
Hungary's border patrols. They
have been strengthened 00 the
weakest link in the East Bloc's
crmnbling bonier syssem with the
West which is being crossed by
would-be political refugees, most
of them from East Germany.
It is a oorder the HungariaN
lhemSlllves recently called
"politically ouldated."
Some 1,000 East Germans are
believed to have escaped in the
last monill. But on one recent
weekend, 450 others were
caught, victims of the widespread belief that the 00rdec is no
longer fortified or watched.
On this day a IIlOlhu and her
child disappeared into the
undergrowth within the milewide no-man's land. but a border

patrol, aided by 25 specially
trained Gennan shepherds, was
in bot pursuit
"We will look until nightfall,"
said one guard, who added that
his three-man patrol had already
caught four refuget'S lhal day. "If
we don't find them, we'll just
wait them ouL The YOllOg one
must be getting hungry."

his sister tnd pleaded with
several border offICials 10 re!e;jSC
him. It was his ~nd esc~_pe
auem?l in one day.
The 22- year-old medical
student, like many of the 12,000
other East Germans currently "00
vacation" in HWlgal}', does nOl
inte.Jd 10 go back to his country
when his vacation ends. His

A mother and her child disappearedjnto the
undergrowth,· but a border patrol, aided by 25
specially trained German shepherds. was in
hot pursuit.
"We lei them go the fll'St time
and even the second time they
are usually only warned," said a
young border guard. "But the
third time we send them home
with dr SIanlp in their passports.
They must feel nothing for our
situation. If we tum our backs it
is us who must go to jail"
Two miles down the road, a
young East German !'toOd wilh

objective is to escape into
AU31ria, and from there, join
relatives and friends in Wesl
Germany.

. , .Estimates are that one-third Of
the East Gennans in the counttj
intend to use their vacation as a
pretext 10 escape. .
For· several weeks, a group of
almost 200 refugt".es have been
holed up in the B!lJapest missioo

of the West German Embassy
seeking permission 10 go to West
Gennany. but HWigary does DOl
accept their West German travel
documentsllSvalid.
The East German government
has offered to grant immunity to
the group. But that has failed 10
move many of the more stubborn
who fear their j!'Jvernment will
eventually be a repressive island
in a sea of change in the Eao;~
Bloc, with 8il its borders closed.
WI have to go," -laid Jurgen L a
carpenter who wailed for four
days without shelter outside the
embassy. "If I go back home I
may never get another chance."
"We can't go anywl.ere
anymore except Czechoslovakia
and Hungary. We can't even gO
to Poland under normal
circumstances. I Just can't wail
until they close the borders for
good," he said. Like many highly
skilled, young East German
laborers, Jurgen has a job waiting
in West Germany if he makes iL
Like .be medical sludent, he
has tried twice to escape and

failed. "I wiD Uy agaiD. _ybc
tomorrow by jumpiat': from a
train near the border . . . then
running across.•
The medical stude., at the
border'
was equally ____
"We are going 10 &0 .,.. with
our mother- in StuUgad.-1Ie said.
"We will never go bact to the
GDR (East ~-.oauy). lbere is
nothing then:..•
These would-be refugees
know about inflatioa and
unemployment in abe Wesa. but
cboose CCOIIOIDic unccrtainties
ova the political poIioe If.lIIC that
is East Gmnany lOIIay.
But the escapees ~ posing a
dilemma for Hungary. Since
May, wbeo it began abe two-year
process of IfaiDg dowB iIs 220mile border fence -ud alarm
system facing Austria, the
number of escape at1emplS has
risen into .be thousands.
. Hun~ariaus arc feeling
;.-x:reasmgly sympathelic toward
the East Germans.

Image of Virgin Mary draws
devotees to a shed in Toledo
TOLEDO, Ohio (UPI) _ A
foot-high apparition that some
people claim is the Vrrgin Mary
has appeared on the wall of a
shed in a predominantly Polish
neighborhood on Toledo's north
side.

Butlhe elderly resident who

owns the wooden shed where the
im?ge has been viewed each
evening for the past week said
the apparition was created by a
light shining from the nearby St
Adelbert's Catholic Church.

The 78-year-old man, who
asked DOl to be identified, said he
was tired of people coming to his
backyard on Warsaw StreellO see
the image and posted a no
treSpassing sigri. Thursday night
be placed a garbage can in front
of the image 10 discourage
viewers.
Witnesses said the image looks
like the Virgm Mary, bowing
with her hands clasped. -The
image has drawn crowds of
people 10 view it ~h evening.

Compact Disc
Sale
lQOOO MANIACS
IN MYTR.16E

---""".- ,..

Danc(l Flash
~ock

. . .·.1 .............?

Videos

WTAO 104.9
The Eagle Show
D.). Tom Miller

and
up

$9.95

Gatsby's & Blue Star Lines
presents

Night on the Town

'Wtr
Limo ride giveaway
Dinner for two

S222 - 320% drafts

- LIMITED TIME ONLYII
-HUNDREDS OF DISCS AT A
BLOWOUT PRICE!

_IN_..I\~~\. .-.:~. ,.: .

'--T_H_E_LO_W_ES_T_P_R_I_C_Eb_'"
_ TOWN EVERYDAY!
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Adopted ch'ildren's IQs higher in affluent homes
'WASHINGTON (UPI) _ A
landmark study released
Wednesday proves that adopted
children, no matter what the
background of their natural
parents, have higher IQs if raL<>ed
in affluent homes.
But the study goes on to show
that in less affiuent SUITOundings,
the biological background of
adopted children can play an
important role in intellectual
performance.

Reporting in the BritiSh journal
Nature, French researchers said
they found the average IQ of
adoptees is about 12 points
higher when thP.y are reared in a
prosperous family than in a
poorer home. That finding held
true regardless cf the socioeconomic status of the child's
natmal parents.
In contrast, researchers
discovered that 8Dlong children
adopted by poorer families,

Forecasters
predicting
faU fashions
Fashion experts are forecasting
a variety of back-IO-schooll'.ends

youngsters with well-to-do
natural parents scored about 15
points higher on IQ tests than
those born to less wealthy folks.
The researchers did not
speculate on whether the
difference was due to genetics or
prenatal factors.
The study by Christiane
Capron and Michel Duyme of the
University of Paris involved
giving IQ tesLS to 38 adopted
children who had an average age

of 14. According to records, the
children all were adopted shortly
after birth and were of similar
size and health as newbcms.
In a commentary in Nature, the
University of Minnesota's Matt
McGue praised the "welldesigned" French study, saying it
should help defuse the SO-yearold scientific debate over
whether nature or nurture is the
key to a chilc!'s intellectual
:levelopmeJIL

"The IQ. of children is
influenced by both their
biological background and the
circumstances of their rearing,"
the associate psychology
professor said.

Although the new study found
the effects of p.1ill.,-e :nd !!IIJ'tUre
are each sig-dificanl on their own,
McG,le said it fell short of
identifying exactly how those
influences act_

CARNIVAL OF

this fall. But as every parent
lmows, students have their own
ideas about the AlJCs of tashion
and style.
Here's a crash CO\U'Sf' on fall
fashions, from A to Z. gathered
from both the expens and the
mall SCI. itself:
A is for accessories, which are
hotter thaI} ever. Young women
are Ioadi:tg up OIl big hair clips
and I)\)"'S, scarves. belLS and
clUDky ue.-:kIaces.
B is for baggy. A1thougb the
sIendec pant has returned, teens
contend a "must" for fall is
baggy. pleated panL
C is for COL A popular look is
the waist-length jackeL
D is for denim, as in
stonewashed. Kids doo't waDtto
be caught dead in anything that
~mbles .new jeans. Jeans with
fnnge-d silts and hoies are still
fashionable.
E is. for everything in black.
Dress m black from head to toe is
~~.sidered very chic in many
F is 10[ \eaI.hc:[ fiats.
G is for G~ of course. The
Guess jean label is slill an alItime favorire, along with Lee and

Levi's.
H is for hats, the black bolero
style.
t is {or independent dressing.
The look of today is whatever
they like.
J is for jewelry. By all accounts.
earrings bave to be big, gold

~ for knit as in sweaters,

particu!arly those colorful and

oversized.
L is for leaIber jackets or coats.
M is for monograms, found on
everything from sweaters, sweats
and T-shiC'.s 10 dressier lOps.
N is for Nikes, as in Nike Airs.
is for olive green, a fall color
learned with rich gold, reds and
purple.
P is for Pasta, a fun line of
casual sports clothes in bold
colors, exclusive to Paul Harris

o

stores.
Q is for lapel pins shaped lilce a

question mar:L
R is for Reeboks.
S is for Spandex, the material
used in those body-hgging
sports clothes popularized by
bikers and heavy metal bands.
T is for T-shirts_of course.
U represents uniforms. still
required for many privak>school
saudel.u.
V stands for vest, worn with
jeans or a IlkirL
W is for watches sporting
Swao::h. Guess, Mickey Mouse or
t."lemoon.

X marks the appeal of big
lettering and patches on sweat.:;,
sweaters and jackets.
Y is for the young man's look
for girls, translated into the
ovcrsi:t.ed "boyfriend" jacket. •
Z is for z::bra stripes and other
animal ptints.
Scripps lIoward News Service
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The SIU Student Center's

Annual Open House
An Evening of Wild Craziness,
Live Music, Comedy, Games, Prizes and More

Friday, Aug. 25 7:00cm
$1.99 Admission (cheaplj

Ballroom D MaIn Stage

Special Events

Nicholas Tremulus
24-7 spyz

Oatmeal Wrestling!

Uye Bandw

Jim Skinner Band
Four on the Floor
Tin Pan Alley .
ACUTABUVJazz·
liquid Jazz
Comedy Cellar

Ed Fiala
Ellm.i
SHlandTed's
Excellent Adventure
Texas Chainsaw Massacre

Wacky Catfish Races
Blacklite Bowling
The Dating Game
Human Gyroscope
.
Palm Reader Helen Taylor
Roman Room Stage

Regency Vocal Group .....
Gig Street Comedy
Lip Synch Kids

.........
~Hlghlights

-.p...

-"

Saluki Football Pep Rally - -'.: : .. :': .:. .... ...... '.
Harmless T. Jester
Velcro Wall
." ....... ":- .. : .
The Huge "Pile O· Clay"'" ::. ~: .":' ..
Art Print Sale
- _ : '. :. , - . ' .:. .
Free Bowling and Billiards ..•..~.,::.:.:. ~~':.' :~.,.
Food Specials
.
-..-.:.,:.,
Games, Prizes, Giveaways ~.d.. . .!... . " - .• :
Much More!.
. . ... : ....

:> . . ::,:' .:.,

........

Breast-fed babies affected when mothers drink
Researchers find motht9rs' oonsumption
of alcohol affects physical development
I

1

II
f

I

I

,

BOSTON (UPI) _ Women who
drink alcohol while breast
feeding apparently risk impairing
their
baby's
physical
development. possibly retarding
their ability to walk, crawl and
throw, researchers reported.
In the first study of its kind,
University
of
Michigan
researchers found l-year-old
babies whose mothers 00IlSWlle.d
as little as one drink a day while
nursing teDded to score slightly
lower on tests measuring
physical abiliti~
Although DOne of the children
were disabled and the
impainneot might not have been
pennaneot. the findings suggest
alcobol consumption during
breast feeding may inhib;'. the
deveIopmeot of the infants brain,
the researcbers said.
"The take-home message is that
W'~ need to think about alcohol
and breast milk and its effects on

no link between alcohol
consumption and impaired
mental ability.
Dr. Charlottee Catz, of ihe
National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development. agreed
the study needs to be followed
up. But she s:lid the findings
suggest nursing women should
be cautious about alcohol

aicohol in breast milk may
accumulate in the baby's brain,
slowing its growth.

Previous studies have shown
drinking
alcohol
during
pregnancy could adversely affect
the fetus and animal studies
suggested the fetus may suffer
from being eT.posed to alcohol
through breast milk.
consumption.
But the new study, published in
The New England 10urnal of
"It's not a necessaty habit for the
alcohol consumption by nursing
mothers &."ld child developmenL
University of Michigan researchers found 1The researchers tested the
year-old babies whose mothers consumed
mental and physical skills of 400
year-old
babies born to mother
cne drink a day whfie nursing tended to
who belonged to the Group
Health Cooperat;ve of Puget
score lower on physical ability tests.
Sound, a health maintenance
organization in Seattle, in 1982
and related birth defects of Ibe b.."tith of Ihc mother and it has
spine and brai.", c:'ootr8.dicting the potential of having an effect and 1983.
several previous studies..
00 the IDfant," she said.
The infaJlts whose mothers
..
~ ; , ~wned the equivalent of at
Little saiessed Ihe aIcohol-bnast
The researcbers were uncertain l ! led one glass of ~r or wine a
feeding findings need to be
bow
maternal
alcohol day while nursing scored about 5
confumed by additional research consumption could adversely po;.nts lower on tests measuring
before any recommendations are affect a baby's development but mOl..'lI' !Ieve1opment compared to
made. and nored the study found speculated small amounts of th~.: whose mothers drank less.
the nursing infant.· said Ruth
Little. an epidemiologist at the
Ann Arbor school who headed
the study. WIt's not necessarily
harmless. AnotIle£ new study. meanwhile.
indicaleS taking vitamins during
conception docs nothing to
reduce the risk of spina bifida

The scores appeared ~o dccrca..;cd
as the mother's alcohol
consumption increased.
None of thr. SCLres were low
enough to indicate the children
would have any significant
physical impairment, the
researchers said. More likely
they indicated the children might
lag slightly iii their physical
developmenL The tests could not
determine whether the detected
impainnent was pecmanenL
In tre second study, researchers
at the National Institutes of
Health found no association
betwe.ctl taking vitamins during
conception and a lower risk for
neural tube defects, which OCCW'
in about 3,500 babies in the
United S18tt's each ~.
The findings, which contradicl
prevIOus studies conducted in
Britain and the United States,
need to be foll.:>wed up wllh
additional
research,
the
researchers said.

Alcohol depletes vitamin A;
body's healing hampered
CHAMPAIGN (UPI) - Alcohol
depletes levels of vitamin A in
the liver, hampering the body's
ability to heal wounds and
causing sterili~y and night
blindness, a University of Illinois
researcha- said.
Nutritional scientist John W.
Erdman said doctors have long
thought alcohol affl''::lS the body's
absorption of vitamin A. But
Erdman and his colleagues have
found thal when enzymes in the
liver are called upon to detoxify

•

alcohol. a by product of the
reaction is that viUlmin A is

oxidized. or depleled.
"There was absolutely no
effect of alcohol on absorption,·
he said. WBut there clearly is an
effect on how much vitamin A is
stored in the Iiver."The concluSion with humans
is that when people drink for
decades it can lead to a
signif1C8lU loss of vitamin A.. be
said. "And this manifests itself in
a number of ways.·
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-Over 40
DifferentSuts

All Subs Served With 114 Lb. Meat & Cheese
Each Sub Can Be Made As A Salad

Also Serving :
- Quiche .
- Soup
- Bagels
- IceCream .
-Cheesecake
-Beer -Wine -Cocktails

Want to switch
checking accounts?

We'll do it
for you!
We'll even replace your unused tlXisting checks with
personalized Charter Bank checks plus, a bonus
of 50 additional personalized checks .•• all free.
Pick out the Charter Bank checking a,ccount that fits your
needs and we'll do everything else. Everythingl
ThaI's right. all you have to do is authorize us and we
take care of all the details of closing your existing account
no matter where it is~
• We'll change your "direct deposit" arrangement and
your "direct withdrawals" if you have any.
• We'll take care of changing your "direct loan payments."
- We'Uconsideryour "outstanding checks" and help you
close your existing account.
All you have to do is stop in any Charter Bank and
select one of our six great checking plans ... we'll do
everything else.

OUTDOOR SEATING AVAILABLE
IN THE BEER GARDEN.

:······················COUPON .•.•••.•••••.••••...::

:
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aUIIIIAAINE SANDWICHES

50ft OFF

I~ SUB
OK DELI SANDMCn

·THE PURCHASE OF
ID-5~

. r.tOOCl 011
or delivery purcbases
• 6eerbillSt and dally spedal I'lOllncludecl

• Umlt one per c.:ustoma

I:

~.

Charter
Sank
A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK

i

"Look to Us for Something New"

.

.

•
:

.

; ••..•••••••••••••••••• COUPON ••••••••••••••••••••• :

DELIVERY: 549-3366
406 S. ILLINOIS AVE.

span.,

114 W. Broadway. 443.2'66
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Which college sPort
in this picture
_". . . ,"'. rnns on batteries?

:.IaMSUV
For more infOl1lJation on Zenith's lUll line of
computers, from laptops to desktops contact:

T

t

Micro Support Center
h. ZenUh SupersPort 8088 battery·.......... ,..........

Computing Affairs
Phone 453-5155

1be sPort that goes everywhere you do. Without any strings
(or plug in cords) attached.
On the plane, in a boat, on the slopes, on the beach, at the library,
on the golf course, at the cafe, on {he train ... you name iL Up to 5
bours of battery life on the dual drive model. Or snap off the
bauery and plug your computer into the wall.
Several portable models are available ranging in speed, hard drive
capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive large
discounts. Students, ask about our new loan program!

~.I'H ~::tems
The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.
Get the best for less.
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Commemoratt',,*e Elvis stamp could be OK'd soon
Washington (SHNS) _ Elvis
fans,
take
beart:
A
commemorative stamp of "The
King" may SDOO be approved.
Tbe cbairman of, the Postal
Service's Citizens Slamp
Advisory Committee chairman
said Wednesday die group could
recommend an Elvis stamp to
postmaster General Anthony
Frank • early • next month.
But the stamp might not be
issued until 1991 or 1992,
probably as part of a booklet of
20 2S-cent slamps, including
four other famous musicians

from die last 70 years.

The Postal Service just
a study 00 who -qualifies
and "We have more names than
we can use, - Belmont Faries,
cbainoaD of the Citizens Stamp
Advisory Committee, said.
"We'D probably argue over two,
three, four and five, behind
Elvis.But Faries cautioned that it's
"stin close" for Elvis, who died
12 years ago Wednesday, mainly
because some committee
members oppose an .Elvis saamp
because of his notorious drug
finished

The stamp might not be issued until 1991 or
1992, probably as part of a booklet of 20
2S-cent stamps, including four other famous
musicians from the last 70 years.
use. Others insist on considering
ooly musical ability, DOt personal
background.

After being quoted on both.
sides of die Elvis stamp issue,
Frank assured Rep. Don
Sundquisl, R-Tenn., earlier this
year that Elvis would gel a stamp

sometime.
"Sli1ce the postmasleC said this,
I assume that will be the case,"
Faries said
A spokesman said Wednesday
that Frank c:ontinnes to fal« an
Elvis stamp as part of • series
ccmmemoraling musicians.

The commiuee meets six times
a year _ secretly to avoid

personal lobbying. "The
pressures are tremendous." Faries
explaioed.
The Postal Service receives
30,000 letters a year suggesting
stamps. This number includes
thousands from Elvis fans.
The
committee's
reoommeodations also are secret.
BUl Faries said he "suspects"
Frank
will
make
an
announcemenl about an Elvis
stamp, just to end the pressure
from fans.

'The King' checks out
on first all-Elvis statio'l
Elvis fans signed a long-term
mo.lgage on Heartbreak HOlel
WeOOesday when !he first all-Elvis
radio station, WCVG-AM in
Milford, Ohio, checked out for
good.
On the 12th amivelsarj of Elvis
Presley's death. the radJo Slalioo
that surprised !he OOUIItry by going

,

l,

all-Elvis on Aug. 1 last year
:;eveml a symbolic cable thai kqJt
EJvis alive 00 the air with a Milfoni
Foe Depanment ax.
The all-Elvis Slation., apparently
lhe only one remaining in the
country,·was replaced by the
Business Radio Network, a
24-hour business news and
fcaw es servi(;e that will be
bounced by satellite tl' '.VCVG
flOm Colorado Springs, Colo.,
where the !iCfVICe originaJeS.

"Economics dictated our
decisioo. It was Dire as a cwiosily
buy (for advertisers) for the first
few I1IOIlhs that it was on !he /nr,"
Williams said. He said advertising
revenue didn't justify relaining the
format.
Williams said there was 110 way
to measure precisely how many
lisIenels the statim bad during !he
laslfewlllOlllhs.
"It was a small bI.a failhful, loyal
group !hat was vociferous in its
love roc FJvis," 00 said.

"It was a small but
faithful, loyal group
that was vociferous
in its love for Elvis. "
Rodney Willian:&-

WCVG general
manager Rodney
Williams said the
decision to dump the
format, which was
copied by other radio
stations, was made
for business
reasons.
WCVG

general manaber
Rodney Williams said !he decision
to dump the formal. which was
cqJied by other I3iio SIalims. was
made b business rea<OIS.

Clown's humor
lands her in jail
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI) _
Stinko the clown ran nosefust
inIo the law, and die law was not
amused.
Nancy
Cherrington,
a
homemaker trying to make a
buck as a fn:elance clown. faces
up to 18 months in jail and a
$1,500fme.
Her hobby is wearing funny
noses. Her crime was clowning
around during a drug sweep.
"She was being a real smart
aleck," said arresting deputy·
Jimmie Jones. "It wasn't a
situation to make jokes in...
OM:nington. 47, who prefers
to be called Stinko, was on her
way to visit a friend in an
apartment Aug. 4 as the Orange
County Sheriff's Office was
running a shakedown of the
complex.
As Stinko approached the
roadblock she couldn', resist
popping on one of her favorite
Dl'ses, a bright red beaulY with
au.ached yellow glasses.
•
"I do it for fun. It's a 5eIlSe of
humor," Stioko said.

One of those fans was Jane
RelUOOI., 47, of West Chester, Ohio.
who dabbed her eyes wilh a tissue
as

program

di~cclor

Mike

Monaholleo rook a couple

01

swipes at !be cable wilh the all as
Elvis croooed "My Way" over !he
~.

"Today of all days, I Ihink it's in
bad 1asIe," Rexroat said, referring
to the fact the decision was
announced on the anniver.my of
Elvis' death. "There are other IlKlio

Slatioos. I woo't quit. I think we
dcsa've that moch," she said.
WHOS-AM. in Decatur, Ala.,
ran an all-Elvis formal from
October 1988 to February 1989.
Wby did they change?
"We were just tired of bearing
Elvis," a spokesnao said

Scripps Howard News SDvice

If pizza loaded with toppings is your greatest weaknes5, )UI're ...:ing your
greatest temptations. Meat ~ Pizza is loaded with six 5iMlrY meat
toppings. And Supreme is the petted six-topping bIm.I of hearty meat
toppings and succulent ~ Get them now for an imsistabIe price!

..

Makin' it great!8

GET ONE MEDIUM SUPREME OR MEAT lOVER1S PIZZA
FOR JUST

$8.99 OR BETTER YET, GET Two
4.00 MORE

FOR ONLY

The deputy told Stinko to lake
off the funny fare and gel out of
the car, but Stinko stayed put. So
she was arrested on charges of
wearing a mask in public and
resisting arrest without violcnce.
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One stop and you
are ready
for classes
MORE.
School Supplies

SAve

"'Buy
Textl

MORE
Art Supplies

MORE
Drafting Supplies

MORE
SPECIAL HOURS

Free Parking

Monday, August 21-Thursday, August 24
8:00am-9:0Upm
Friday August 25 & Saturday, August 26
8:30am-5:30pm

Boolt

I

710 Soulf
54~

p,~('
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If saving money
is your bag ...

125%

Used

looks
FROM

710
BOOKSTORE
Supp1ies
Official S.l.U. Textbooks,

, Store

..

Illinois Ave.
-7304

Be Sure You
I-Iave Our Bagl I
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Teachers in Tennessee face Ir------~---------,
611 Special
•
•
•
stiffer requirements in 1994
-:
•

to change the ll:acber training
process 1& been boosted by the
educaIioo reform nmemenl that

State emphasizes
broad academics

has consumed the 1980s.
Tennessee's new teacher
cducaIioo policy grew out of the
General
Assembly's
Comprebensive
Education
Reform Act of 1984.
The latest changes in
Tennessee are geared to produce
Ie8CbeIs wid! the ability to Ibint
quickly, make the right decisions
in a crisis, transfer bigh
expectations to students and
show pride in what they are
doing.
Under Tennessee's new
SlaIIdards:
- For the first time, every
prospective teacher will be
required to have a major in a
specific teaching area such as
math, history, languages or
sciences. No more general
educaIion degrees.
- Students also will be
required 10 devOIC about half of
their course time - more than

-:lie teacher hopefuls who
enroU in college this fall will
spend die bulk of their careers
leaChing in the 21st century.
What should they Imow?
That question undergirds
preparation for the Tennessee's
first wholesale change in teacher

training since the 19508. The
class (If 1994 will be the first
licensed to teach under freshly
designed
standards
and
guidelines set OUl by the stale.

Changes in
Tennessee's teacher
training are geared
to produce teachers
who think quickly,
make correct
decisions in a crisis
and transfer high
expectations to
students.
"It's a unique oppOrlUnily,~
said Connie Smith. director of
leacher
education
and
accrediuuioo with Ihe sale Board
of Educalion. «We're hoping
naturally !haL what we produce is
a bellcr-prepared lcacher who
will SLav."
As Hi oIher staleS, the impetus

Logan starts

faU semester
A. Logan College,
Canerville, will begin its tall
semeSler Tuesday wilh late
reglsualion
lor
classes
conlinumg through Aug. 2.8.
John

Tuition at the comprehensive
community college is $21 per
semester hour.

Tbe college will proVide
"lime-saver" programs for those
who do nOl have time for
traditionally scbeduled classes:
Tuesday-Thursday schedules and
the Weekend College require
Oldy tow days per week on
campus; the Off-Campus Credit
Program will carry evening
college courses 10 high schools in
Du
Quoin,
Manon,
Murphysboro, Trico and West
Frankfort.

most other states - 10 liberal-arts

studies..
- Prospective teachers will
have 10 spend more time student
teacl.ing and stan much earlier in
their college carccn:.
Perhaps
the
key
10
understanding the changes is flfSl
lO lake in why changes are being
made al all.
Smitl: said the goal is "3 more
well rounded. hcllCr·l"'..ad tcacher.
"The research said lhere is not
Ilc.:essarily anything wrong with
ihe way we'\'(, been leaching. l!

says there is a better way."

In January 1988•• newly
streagthened sJ.ate .:.Oard of
Education adtJoted the DeW
Ieacher educatioli policy afu::r a
two-year study. The following
November the board adopted
standards
for
Iiccnsiag
elementary and secondary
teacbers..
The word "Iicense- itself is a
change. Up to now, teacbers have
been "ceniftcd- in 1CmIessee.
The changes are being worked
out undec the watchful eye of the
Tennessee
Education
Association, which Smith said
has been involved in the fonning
of the teacher-efiucation policy_
"We've made mistakes i.J the
past by not involving poopIe who
wil: be affected," he said.
Cavit C. Cheshier, TEA's
executive secretary and treasurer,
says the u:achers' union has had

input. Still. he wonders bow
much TEA is being heard.
A poll of TEA members
showed two-thirds believed they
were academically prepared for
Tennessee classroom, Che8ilier
said. But two-thirds also thought
they were inadequately prepared
to deal willi child psychology,
disciJllinary skills, motivation
and conVer...ltion skills.
~Teacbers lell us students are
vastly different than 25 years
ago. There is sex abuse. drugs,
Iclevision adverti.:.ing. broken
homes, societal problems and
malnutrition. These are more
severe than 25 years ago.
Scripps I {"",'(lTd News Service
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: "One Little Taste
~ Is All It Takes"
~
~
Frozen Yogurt & Soft Serve

t
•~

We also serve tasty sandwiches & drinks
We proudly feature Columbo Frozen Yogurt

~

The Comer of Mill and University

:

HOURS: Monday - Saturday -11am to 10 pm
Sunday·· 12:30 to 10 pm

•
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Vic Koenig Chevrolet IiIllmhi
Preventive Maintenance

~

h---------------a
:~~r~~1
tune-up time

:

I
I
Special
I
I 4cyl - $31.95
6cyl- $41.95 I
IL _____ 8cyl - $51.95 _____ I .
~~~~~

t1I ~~ II
GEHERAL MtmIIIS INlfS

VIC KOENIG

~
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C.trbondale

Call us: 529-1000 or 997-5470
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free 6 pack of Pepsi

• .......
~

...

I

• : _

w/Medium

Deep Pan Pizza
• Item $6.95

free 6 pack of Pepsi
or SIS Chicken (5.15 value)

•

wI large
Deep Pan Pizza
• Item $9.95

I
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WELCOME BACK FACULTY
AND SlUDENTS

Ride the Rails to Chicago
$78.00 Roundtrip
Save on ~ Amtrak Tickets at

Band"-"- Travel
~ Service, Ltd
.'''-!y~
._

701 S. University
Carbondale, IL
549-7347
(restrictions apply)

._--
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Father suing prep school
for son's addiction to drugs U
~\
TRENTON, New Jeney (UPI)
An exclusive prep school dial
boasts such alumni as publisher
MaIooIm Forbes and rock singer
Huey Lewis is being sued by a
man who claims it allowed his
SOD to become addicted to

mar;~f~~t

filed in
TrentoD
against
the
Lawrenceville School, Manuel
Palao of Beth~, Pa., claims
the school and its officials are
guilty of professional uegligence
because thcy knew the
substances were being used by
his son but did nothing to stop
the activity.
The suit seeks repayment of
$33,000 for three years of tuition
at tht school, located in ncar~y
Lawrenr.evillc, and $32,000 for
substance abuse counseling
Michael Palao has subsequcntly
undergone.
The SUil also seeks unspecified
damages for Michael Palao's
mental anguish and loss of
earning power for the two years
that his ordeal will delay his
education.
School officials did 'IIot
respond to requests for comment
on the soiL
Tbe younger Palao began
using marijuana in 1985, the
same y~ he enrolled at the 179year-Old boarding school to
auend its equivalent of the eighth
grnde, the suit said.
W~en he returned home in
Jun~ 1988, his Cather learned of
his drug use when the boy tested
po~itive for marijuana, the suit
said.
The lawsuit charges that school

Daily Egyptian
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Drug extracted from tree bark
helps ovarian cancer patients
Baltimore (UPIL An
experimental drug extracted
from the bark of an evergreen,
has shown promise for treating
ovarian cancer, researchers say.
Taxol, which is extracted
from the bark of a small
evergreen tree called the PacifIC
yew, showed promise in a new
study involving 40 ovarian
cancer patients who did not
respond to other drugs,
researchers said.
The drug appeared to shrink.
by at least 50 percent, th::
tumol s in one-third of the
patients, researchers at Johns
Hopkins University reported in
the Annals of haernal
Medicine. In one case the tumor
di~?IJCared.

"Thirty percent sounds low
but it is rcaly quite remarkable

officials learned of the teen's
addictions in April 1988, but did
not inform his parents.
The presence of marijuana and

alcobol on the campus was so
well known that at the end of
each semester dormitory
housemasters would collect
contraband, including drugs and
a1cobol, "in a form of general
amnesty," the suit charges.
The amounl of contraband
collected from Michael "'.:IIao's
dormitory "would generally fill a

for this type of cancer. There is
110 other drug that has produced
this hnd of rCl>ponse in drug
refactory ovarian cancer," said
Dr. William McGuire Ill, an
associate professor of oncology.
"There were patients treated
who were two to three weeJ(s
from death who are still alive
today because of taxol," he
said.
Ovarian cancer is lhe second
most common form of
gynecological cancer among
women and McGwJC said taxal
is the fIrSt promising new drug
introduced for iL since 197'.
"The response rates wilh
other foons of lherapy given to
similar women with refaclory
ovarian
cancer
arc
approximately zcro to 10
percellL"
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DlRECfORY
For Sale:
AUla

PIItS & SCJ\'ices

Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyles
Homes
Mobile Homes
RealE.Late
Antiques

Books
C..mcras

F...... Renl:
Apanmenl
Houses
Mobile Homes
Townhomes
l>uplexes
Rooms
Roommates

Mobil., Home Lots
Businc .. Propeny
Wanted to Rent .
Suble,,-se

Computers
Electronics

Furniture
Mus",.l
Pel' & Supl'h,,,
SP0rl;r.l: (ioods
~1Isccliancou'!\

Scr\·iL'(" .... (){fcrl'd

KHk ... !\n:d.,.'J
K1der'!. Nn'lkd
Audon & S3ks

Wanta!

Y.ud Sah: Prolll"

Iicil'WalllCU
Empio)ml.-nl \N:ml\.·d

large p'lSlic trash bag," the SUil
claims.
The suit names lIle school, two
housemasters, th¢ school's
personal development counselor
and the dean of students.
The Lawrenceville School is
ODe of the nation's most
prestigious prep !>chools,
nicknamed "Little Princeton"
for the number of studer.!S SCIltlO
nearby Princeton University a.'Id
listed in the "Official Preppy
Handbook:...

Chinese leaders slOWing reform
.BEVING (UPO' _ Chinese to rerum CIIin8'gecoaomy
leaders, prr..ssing on wilh a purge
toward more centtal planning.
of ousted Communist Party chief
The sources identified the
Zhoa Ziyang's supporters, have organizations 2": The Slale
begun to dismantle several Commission for Reform of lhe
prominent policy-making groups, Economic Structure, Th~ Stale
sources said.
Commission f'J~ Political
And in the latest in a series of Restrlicturing, The Central
steps to discourage political Financial and
Economic
activism on campus, the State Leadership Group and lbe Rural
Education Commission ruled that Development Research Center.
The two state commissions,
students wiu be required to P"y
partial tuition except thost: in one C;JUCCnIC(i with the rcform of
technical studies. SiudenLS in the Cbina's political system and the
social sciences were among the other with economic policies, fall
most active in the ,)ItHiemocracy under tile ~liticaI system and the
protest this spring
other with econC!!lic policies, fall
Hundreds and perhaps under the ae.~is of the State
thousands WCA-e killed June 3 anIi Council. The JIOlitical think tank:
4 when troopS rued OIl unarllled was headed by Bao Tong, Zhao's
demOllSlJ1'tors in Beijing to crush
chief a.:cret.ar), who was arrested
7-week-old demonstrations for
greater political freedoill. Three
Since Communist
weeks later, Zhao was stripped of
all his party posts, accused of
Party chief Zhao
supporting the protests and
"7/iv <:Jng's Duster..
placed under house arresL
LjJ'"
S:nze then, hardliners bave
hardliners have tried
been trying to purge the party
and government of any vestiges
10 purge the party
of Zhao's influence and slow the
and government of
pace of reforms. They are,
however. meeting some reistance
any vestiges of
becal!se Zhao's policies were
Zhao's influence.
popular, especially in the
developed areas where local
leaders are not expected to May 28. The economic entit..
willingly give up the aulOnomy was beaded by Zhao himself
in decision-making they enjoyed until mid-1981 when his duties
under him.
as party leader made him give up
Sources knowledgeable about routine supervision at the
party affairs said the four organizatiO/l's work.
organizations to be purged, all
The Central Financiai and
under direct supervision of the Economic Leadership Gro:IP,
Communist Party Central founded in 1981, is an cmi;y
Committee and the State directly under the ruling
Council, or Cabinet, have come Politburo. When Zhao wal'
under attack by hardlin ... r:; for named acting general secretary to
their ties 10 Zhao.
replace the ousted Hu Yaoban~,
The groups have had a
he insisted on having trust,:d
profound affect on China's economists under his control. He
reforms over lIle past decade and organized the group as a
their dismantling is seen as an watchdog entity to oversee !.he
attempt by conservative leaders . wor); of !he SUIte Council,

Ioeaded by c:oasenralive-Ptemicc
Li Peng.
"T.he leadership group
reported directly to Zhao and
monitored policies initiated by
lhe State Council," said Wang
Guiwu, a promincnt Chinese
economist. "In tbat way Zhao
could maintain influence in
govcfl1lent circles even after he
was forced to assumc the
position of party leader."
The Rural Development
Research Center was created in
1984 arid placed under the
directioH of Dunsheng, a vctcrah
leader of the party secretariat's
Rural Policy Research Center.
As head of the center, Du was
widely seen as the driving force
behind China"s highly successful
Mresponsibility system" in the
countryside. This policy
dismantled the commune system,
allocated land to peasants and
gave them some auronomy over
the type and amounts of crops
they could produce. The poliry
resulted in a 38-percent increase
in agricultural yields between
1978-84.
Western diplomats familiar
with Du's situation said that he is
not under arrest, bUI thallhe
research center stopped working
shortly after Zhao was 0USIed as
party secretary on June 24.
The four organizations
wielded significant decisionmaking power under Zhao and
were in the procc.ss of instituting
a stepped-up pace of further
relaxation of price controls and
the establishment of securities
exchange in Beijing.
But lhe democ.acy protests
sparked a power struggle in the
party leadership.
Zhao was criticized for
counseling a policy ofre~trdint ..1
dealing with lhe students, wbile
hardliners pushed Zhao aside and
dctcrmined to declare marlial
la.....
...

2 BDRM5 CLEAN. FURNISHED

anchored and ,kirted. Clos.e
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12X6U Ftl!N. 2 bdrm. I Iwi, bed

WlD'NUUV MUIIIIl: HUMt

51U. ~3000 or be.' offer. Call
457'8638.
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2 SORM MOBILE I1O'me on corner

d
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and more. S29·S331.

I On.

,i,ed v.aleobed. I mile lro";

oIore. Located an Giani Cily Rd.
C'dale. doan, window" skirling,

~:;'::dd.7r:;to~i

9·H19
5750ArlO
METAl. FOR SKlitflNG, .;ding,
etc. Various. colon and sized .
Rea.onably priced. 529-5505.
9-1-89
5Z53Arl0

anchored and skirled. CIOloe to
c"",,"' 529·5505.

=S~EATbar~

9·1·89
5752Agl0
IOX50. TWO 8EDRooMS. new
window>, low urili.i ... $200. cell
549·7039 or 529-A995.
10-15-89
5813Aa20

..1ecIian. Choose hom over 1000
clilf""""~. Rod., Old Mas-.

ana

.hade. SII.OOO. 68A-6813.
8·22·89
568SAo2
2 8DRMS, CLEAN. turni.h.d.

r::;::

~5~89cour1hou.einMus?'5Y'
MSTER

SALE.

8igg8"

19

on3t!"

~1!: ':~Ij~. ~~,r:co:,."d

.2:.::.r=

=t~~:. mu.ic,

landscapti,

skiing,

~liellEiR!lein,.Ja_Deai1,

Marilr.n Manra., and olh ....I.

~~~:8;;&
clark. S mal •• S200 each. 2
IemaIes SISO each_ 50&9-0413 at
457-4J>2?

~NRETRIEVERS.~

sale is spon.......1 by S.P_C. Fi..
Arh Commillee and Siudenl.

8·25'89

4A96Ae1 0

AIR CONDITIONERS, 5000 8TU
11 OV. $65; 11 ,000 8TU 11 OV,
S165; 18,000 BTU 220V, S165;
32,000 8TU 220V, S265.
529·3563 unll19 pm.
8·73·89
d222k3
REFRIGERATOR-COMPACT·
SANYO. New· .......1 in ""all cllice
only 0 lewweeb. $80. 6137·3476.
8·25·89
449/.Ar!>

G3rpeC&'

Laundry fadllties
WaCer, Trash

:::::

I

Appointment
only

I
\

549-66J o~
\..

Houses
For Rent

Office at:

t. Sewer

5~~~;~.

Carbondale
'1 BR 702 N. James $250

Clean,

'4BR 608 E.. Park St. $500

Well maintainl;ld,
furnished apartments

'" 457-4422,)

1'Iol;;II!-------,
-'fum
R.A. Williams
Fa. m + Variety Store
~ On the Elkville BlacktopVergennes, IL.

Illll!.@ a
I
I •.
I
I
1
(613)684-4675
1- - - - - - - - I
I 21 % Protein Dog Food- 50# $6.99 I
25% Protein Dog Food- 50#
$7.95 I
$5.50
I 10% Horse Feed- 50#
114% Horse Ftled- 50#
$6.45 I
Cat Food- 20#
$7.50
I can for special Prices on 500# or more
I

... _-------_ Skill Tools20% off

.J

=;..,~u~ ~.~~h~,:.,f~':'::.'\~

HI93-290J.
9-1-89

fr::':!E~Ii;~!~~v~,:~:I'1

Includes:

and $6 80chl Sa<. UI 01 Half 01
fome Square 1101 "oor soulh
escaIaIor .......1Sludont CenI. on .

bIoodIi_. sha... wormed. SI00.

Now Leasing
for fall

furnished,
one bedroom
and effldencies

~m~h~
.....:::.~Tab::
Gnd
I. Mao! imageo OnIr $5

'Park St. Apt. 2BR fum.
608 E.. ParI< Sr. $345
'Wedgewood Apts.
2BR heat/water fum.
1225 W. freeman $3~5
'Moblle Homes at
6C8 N. 0aIcIand 2BR$295
'M~daIe Homes 2BR
fum. $240

-413 1/2S. Washington
2BR$290
<hateau Ap(5. Large lift.
0., W.arren lid. $2.00
-S10B N. CaI1co 1BR
fum oottage $ 195

c-r croll Shop.

GREAT PRICES ON I and 2 bcIrm
opts & hOUle" fum or unfurn"
carpet~ air, water, in k:Mn .and out,
457·4606,457-6956.
821-89
.4224801

DUNN Al'IS. slui'4t'> t

&

4

=r.

~I~e!"'!o'!;~nnc

.:all 457-7337.

M~'fEDRooM 3 mi:er~t3':S

~~I :"~pi'X~;i~~~s'2t

per mo. Counlry selling. 457·5984.

9-15-89
58320019
£fF1CIENCY·-GCOD
NEIGHBORHOOD. low u~lili ....

~~~~ -. M'boco.68As7":~

C'OALE, COUNtRY ViLLAGE. 2
bdrm lownbouH, pool, (ounlry

~~~~9:z ~"..!~Ik.~~~ bu •.

8·25-89
5830SaS
BONNIE OWEN PROPERTY
ManaBemee:. 816 E. ~

.!:r.i_ng>

~.~

1or~apls.A>ailIarIal.
9

tcTJ Nid ONE bCImi f~

~.j,~::S.8ridge 51. No
'1-\-89

5!!49!!o'0

~.:::;':=-50&9~~.1.3.4

6·28·89
dod34Sb6
I BEDROOM WITH oludy. '1"iel
N.W. {.sighbarhaad, ale. large
shady yord. per fed for couple,
S245. 529·20.3• .457·819d,
S49-~973.

8·28-89
4A5SBb6
3 OR ~ 8EDRooM near Rec.
Cen/.... Ava,lable Aug. 15 lor 12
mon ..... 549-3174. please

I""".

r

~13BhI

EXTRA NICE 1 AND 2 bd""., 12

and 14 widas, CIJ!P8Ied. fum. air.
::~:OOi~. _ o r fall

n~.

~~~~,:'Ig.~

or~·:2663.

9-5-89

8·23·89
5996Sc3
NEAR LAKE 51U: 15 n,in •• nic.

1""'1.

525-1247.

~',t<'i..~, OLDER 2 bdr!.lr!:f.

no pel •. Call bvoio...
549.2792.,_-.457·7692.

~a~~:n.J_~!IId.'2'f;:
m1ikw:xw~..JIM

tAUs
HUGE. G606~t!.
2 bdrms. $275. Appliancei-.

:!.':rir:.h'1.~;;,.h:j~~aI;:!:::S

:iOS'i'CiNMARKET 3 bdrm ilOU...

f\vo~",c,Zer!t

~9a-. $.-I 549=1ibs

nice sovlhw ...1 neighborhood.

Unfum. RaIl $425. Ph: 549-3838.
8·25-89
44898b5
4 BLOCKS 10 CAMPUS. wei
lumiohad, 3 bdrm, 12 mo. 1ecDe,

""PI,

""pds.~·5917.

~1iYGE I MAil .1v~;:I~!

prtIS. No .-,.des parties. Fhon.

~~. 9 -

II> \I

pII'f529Bb3

~ R....... 457·5664.

=~~~~~QII Paul
8'29'89

2 8DRM 611

or 529·

1820.

Pb.~Nid,",,~~

........ 230 HaoacIan, 549

finlandlasi-._.
9·1-89

.tSOSBg! 0

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

• FP.EE LAWN SERVICE

• FREE CITY, WATER &: SEWAGE
• FREE TRASH PICK-UP

• INOOOR POOL

North Highway 51,

549·3000

FOR RENT-Clo~e to Campus .. ·
L-Jlli2BQQM

2-8EPROOM
408 W. Oleny Ct.

3iS§~~Ct.
4OOWOak#l,U
4a'! E. Hester

4-BEDROOM
4-BEDROOM
212 HospItal Dr. 400 W. Oak.l, t2

S14N.oakIand

• Free Cooling System Check
Available
FaD &.. Summer t 989
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5855Bc7

w. wal...... fum. ac,

carpal. No pa1S1529·3S81

• LOCKEt' POST
OFFICE BOXES

410 t/2E. Hestel

Huffs Radiator & Auto Center
550 N. Univ.
529-1711

59828c12

lARGE 3 BEDROOM, 2 bOlii. near

the Rae Center. cdl529·4444.

• CABLEVISION
• LAUNDROMAT

Complete Automotive

Visa/Me
Open Sat.
Until 4:00

c':1i

More For Your Rent Dollar

c................

• Free rides to work - campus· home

~:.~

2 BATH. air
spacious. Will renl or sell.
457-6033.
8-21-89
421!:>1!rl

URNISHED, !>.C. GAS ~al. on
pels, $150 per belrm. Quiel
1o<l..Iicn. Cal 457·7337.

Carbondale Mobile Homes
lots Available

231 W.tMelnlt.

• Radiator Repairing since 1964

NICE SPAO:lUS AU. brick, -sY
ttflicienl,3arSbc:lrm.quialQRIQ.
457·5276.
8-~-89
4359i!b2
AUG", WALK to camp.', ....Ira

=

Carbondale, quial neighborhood,
pel. ok, some utili.j.,. poid, $ISO
per monlh plus .. cu'::y. Call
937-2971 alti.r5pm.
9·1-89
!7.~38010

~;

Repair Center
(foreign & domestic)
• Certified factory trained technicians
With o\,p.r 65 years of combined experience

2 bdrm

=rt,~~.!!':',::.;t2b;s~!

In. 457-2403, M·f
6·29-89
.d095Sa7
2 AND 3 BEDxOOM. Walk 10
compl!$. furn., Gel 5A9 3174
pi""", 1eave11lSlSQge.
8-23-89
5734803
3, I BDRM APTS .• lumi.hea.

529-1082
Office: 703 S. Illinois Ave.

UVE IN NANNY and hou",'"''''
lor 11 yr old boy, room and Ix«d

t~II' ;:t;O~i91t8~%n:ro

~~J:E. SERIOUS STU~~;r,.¥or
room in nice houie. SI SO
ulilitie>.549·2737.

CONTE1AA:>RA.lY PROfESSIONAl
2 bedroom townhome... near the
C'dale Clinic. All appliance •.

~~5N~~D;

ATTENDANT lor

plu. 1/3

ROO~~l1~

~.~DbeS~~~f~Thr::i1ei~

~57·819<1.

Springlield. ILExcell"nt lacalion,
$150 mo., all included. Cati Node.
217-787-7743 or 786-6630.

8·28·89
44538d6
2 8DRM TOWNHOME 3 yr. old,
large bdrms c/o, near Rec UnIer,

~~~~13~f~::9~~n ..truction.
8·29·89

5705Bd7

~I, AfI~I.C~II'~ffi~ 5,;':1s,i

oc
or Matt- Burdette, day 541'·4229
pm 453-3355.

Of

ttM6
GET DIOng wiid;;.t.'!
.hare 2 bdrm houie. W tD, ,!uiet
NEAR CRAB OROiARD Lake. 2

\"td;;.'il'7t;,:' !;.~rr'r=':
5<19-7.0100.

8-22-89
60211112
VERY NICE 2 ilDRM, cenlrol cor,
wa.her/dryer. All new car""l,
$300 a mo. 5<I9-55SO.
9·13-89
.
56518e1?
COUNTRY 2 8E!lROOM, WID

~i1;5'!' In.~6. $.12O/mo.

9-1-89'

<l5268e10

ollenda~I!..

2760.

~:dt i~ ~~dor~;~=~ E:rh~e~~~
required. Call lor detao1. belween 2
ana 5 p.m. 68.4·277.4
82389
~

PING AND WORD proces,ing.
f'q>erwarb, 825 S.• ~noio lbehirid
plaza RecordlJ. Term Paper),
Thesi:s·Din .• resumes~ etc. for

~~;f~:':'6~t

CAR STEREO INSTAllATION 01
yout" local'on. We service all
inal..... SoJe. & ServiCl!. 985·8183.
9·25-89
5778E26
WALTS GREAT PIZZA and po.la,
double decker or dlin au" pizza.

PorI. 51. on Wanen Rd. 529·5331
or 529-5878.
8-25·89
57498h5

alh'.::J

8·25·89

5846C5

...d female nesIecI. Muol have Aa

~~e!ui:.. °'::0 ~~~;:.r:~u~~~

Paik. dc.e 10 SlU, bcaIed 011 01 E.

bodf

~~ :30;""'~

builder Iype

srA:;

currenrlederalli5l.

ELEMENTARY OR SPECIAL Ed
::ifri"5;~6<l9.all hou .... Mon.

t.lf;rMOt'<EY
$30,000 yr. income polenlial.

8 23 89
ST'JDENT

~'~~.~E~~R-!9~:1 C!
REAOIN~ ~11!

~Ia. (1)800-687-6000 8XI. l '
9·27-89
.'34C?7
WAiTRESSES WANTED APPLY .in

Position

C_or_536-3393.
£.30-89
450701

8-23-89
5992C3
l>ANUWt(,H M.'.KI:I!S/UIIDI:R

~~;trln~a~J~:i.

ss:iYCS

AfiPIY

[)fiNERY & f<X)[) PREP.
in
penon, Cultured Cream •. S. 51 •
8·29·89

.rt.rt90C7

8ARrENDRESS~S. WAIIRrSS~S

AND cIaonnon~ ~ musl be
""'''' 6'2, 200 lb. No expo nee.,
will train. Mu.t be 18 or older.
Apply in per50n~ 10 am-6 pm.
~~'" 608 5.1 inoi .. 451900

.

SUBSTANCE

.... BUSE
InOf'a

<15320

5872E5

1i@";!;(".:ij3t'.~1
~;.!'t~~!Jr~
rings, elc. J and J Coln~, 821 S.
d~noi •. .457-6!1J1.

9·26·89

584Of26

CASE

inIonnoIio:J

8-~-89

5II86C<I

Position Open Immediately
(must have ACT on file)

Pro Shop at Midland Hill. Golf
~.3;98. tAon·hi 1-6 pm.

8·25-89

8"is~~-98:.2 Apply in ~~cic5

coorJinalol'. Fr:w
coII5<l9-373.r1.

Advertising Dispatch Clerk

~~ NEEDED TO J~ie

e~;::~iiJ.indCour1

ffMAI.E DANCERS fROM 8pm·3

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

s..o-. 2 and 5 p.....

8-23-89

book" and promote"

Wc/;';7t;:: 1~n.=: ~=

freepeartulsalter .. pm $2011!g

I

('dole. Apply alter 2:00 f-n1.

4523C3

cooc.erb. on ~". t>Ood\ine 'or

~~~~~~.S. 51,

~"; 2 and 5 p.rn.

<lS03C5

PROGJ..~MMING
~~~llo~:..!~:r.!:~i:;:

100,

~n;rrol'xcl:~! ~o~ J~:;r

8·74-89
588301
lADIES EARN CASH lor inviting
ladies. to an ina and ouler wear
lingerie la.hion .how. Apply 01
~n9"'ie .al. Holiday Inn Marion
.A..g. 27, 1-8 pm Of coil 529·01517

~~-1< call 529 272~47E2O

5834C5

DEUVERY DRIVERS ~ car + my

<153-8863 : - - .

GOVERNMENT JOBS 516,040·

LAWN MOWiNG. BAGGING
""ailable. Hedge trimming and

W~l9"''''' quOlity. 529- ~'E3

=~""i:a:==x:r&;i~

on Sis and be awaik& 8-11 am Of

MOBIii HOME M.

~ec.nden. ph. 68.1·~5E4

T

~r~dys!"~~~~

WlOWOOi)

and
9-7-89
5989E13
DANCE: BALLET & MODERN
classes.. Motion SY$tem School.

preI.....d. Exc. v..bal EngIi.h .kiR.,

~!!~~.:;p!!~;'.~E~h..:e

~012Bh3

~~~r!!, &UrJ7~~5J~O$1

8·25·89
5818C5
EARN $5/HR. CAWNG COM
alumni. 6:30·9:30 pm, 9/13-14,
17 21. 2 ... 8usineu stude .. 15

Apply in penon at Rehn II <I lrom
8:30 am to ":30 pm. See Rebecca
or Gor)-.
8·29-89
58290
ANIMAl HOSPITAl. RECEPTIONIST
half-time, afternoon, and mof.f
Salurelay.. Send re... me. in c/o

~

Call 549·35129·5·89
6032EI2
TYPING
SERVICE··M'BORO.
Twenty yean experience typinS
dj~:r.erIalions, t~s. 'erm papen .

=e~ (8~!tbe-::n:;~
El'"~:!1""~ ~~~63QI

HauM Inc. 406 W. Mill, ('dale.

~ta9 calk pIeme.

~~I~ic~fo6"~R~\',.~~~~,:

RECEPTIONIST/TYPIST: MORNING

~!t:::::~~:, blii~~P ti;~~~~';ii

~,r~I~5.t~~;;;t-

I'M;£l!9f1:J!pi e',1

p'",on at

if'f"8~ job de.al>. on ~10

Solary

ROXANNE MOBIlE HOME Pari<.
Quiet ~. Owner ~_ in pork,
_noble rat.... Loundromal in

~~i~,OI~sb~.28~".;OOt°lenliol

8· 25·89
5736C5
6 TO 8 MGR. TRAINEES· Aug
Earning. 101 yr, $25.000. 15% 2rid
yr. pay increor.e. MUlot be oeol~
c~ minded, and wil~ng to -1<.
~ 16181 997-6300 lor interview

resume ood (ilt oul ~CalKm. ~
Houoe Inc . .4e.;, w. Min. ('dole No
phonecolb pIea.e.
8·
5847C5
S
CE ABUSE THERAPIST
II
imel. Ma,ter', degree
preferred.
commenwrale
with credenlial. and uperience.
full banalil package paid b~
employer. Send rewmes anti

8·25-&9

Aug"" 23 EOE
8 22~89
.4504C2
RES,AuRANT
POSITIONS
IMMEDIATE opening, all .hift.
Se, ver:t, di!l.hwoliheJ's, bortender:s.
Mu:.r be reliable, .e~nr.ible and

9~5·89
3791 C 12
AnN· HIRING GOVERNMENT
jobs in your area. SI7,8.dO·
567,485. Call \·602·838·8885
ExI. R1793
8·22·89
6015(2
NOW HIRING FOR 'all w[]ilre~
and doorman preferred. Doorman

~~:,~S ~~:n

degree

9-1-89
.45028910
i ROOMMATE NEEDED. 3 guy.
r-.I 10 lill houie, ce, wa.h/dry,
dc.e 10 ~, $ISO a mo. 529-

and lob
the UFf

01

gri~~~~~bo~:I:# le~i~9Sd~:~

Qgenl:s.,

Je.,.el posilion,. CoD 805·687·6000
ExI.A9SOI.
9·5-89
3480C 12
EARN MONEY READING bOOb!

~:~~=~~r;,~ny

5<19·3930.

lroyel

friday. Application
deKripiion
I~ avaibble

li:~~~~'~(ari~s~:$~~5~KerE~~~Y

;~!r;r~~~euf~~1 ~~~~~:n~an58o

bd,rm hous.e. Air, quiet area and
large room. $135. 529-1218,

Diolricb, new ..,hoof·aS" child care

~~38r;~ :;;~s::Or;:; :;-~~da;r~

687-60'10 Exl. R·9501 lor current
l.derolli51
9-5·89
3479C 12
AIRLINES NOW HIRING Flighl

componie,. Earn S2000·S4000
(alll·8OQ·932-<l528 "'-. 31.
8·21-89
55BOCI
SUBSTANCE ACUSE WORKER
{pari· lime). Bachelor':s.

~8~1f NEE0151!;,~

~hjdr~~bj~ :h~ ~~i~~d:~' p~j

5922C25

~~2~7~E::" ~~~$i:u~~:

enoun"

2527 or 457 ~6<l24.

Agents,

::~~si~,::iC!1i fN)~~5'~'7

working your own hours b.!~ s,1ill
challenging
for YOlt f

:~eS:O~'; 1~~:t7-

Tr«""ve'

6000 bt. A9SOI.
9·25·89

8·238"
5819C3
GIANT CITY LODGE i, a«epting
DpP.i_ for wailer/wcJlre1!te:lo. &p is.
preferred AI", h;rins bu.boY' Qnd
dl5.hwashen., looking lor ~ome
,harp people. Dodo'. need not
apply coil 4574921
8 23·89
582OC2
EARN S2OO0·$4000 SEARCHING
for employment thaI permit~

~.~ NEEDED tor nice58;~

6

Mechonic~. CUI-Iomer Service.

coo'"

-:lioobled .Iudenl.

:~371iable. cdl.457.~~~

;,=r't:ej~:!t.';s~.~8~~:

Altendanl:'

8·30·39
57'1OC<l
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER, ("dole.
!lend rmume Ie Jocque'~ &.ulique,
2.461 W.Moln
8· 25·89
5807C5
EARN MONEY READING ~!
$30 r OOO/yr income potenliol.
Detail •. 1·805·6876000 E...
Y9501
9·20·89
5792C23
CCOKS AND PREP
with e"P.
needed 01 Giani Cily lodge_ We
are a high volume reslaurant w:th
~;J4rzr.lar hard work.rs. Co'l

VEGETARIAN fEMAlE, MATURE.
neal,.hare!g. hor.'ie, 5190 + 1/2
util. 60'j W Pecan, Cdale.
.457·8:.74

PERSONAL CARE AllfNDANT
needed at various t*me~_ Confad
Richard. 529· 267 5
9·1·89
5887'~10
SCHOOL AGE CHILD care a'de

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flighl

arr.c.

Afternoon work block required
(12:00 - 3:00 or 4:(0)

Sunrleepan
SharmaThe hottest
boyfriend ever,
- your glrthiend

Must have reliable, insured auto.
Mileage will be reimbursed.
Joumalism majors preferred,

Pick up applications at the
Communication Bldg. Rm 1259.

I

Un;versily Heigt.~Em

mobile home estat(:,s '~-;;;i"'_
"OW

Re.,tj~a -For Fall

1, 2 '" 3 Bedrooms J:iPar Campus

Located ~~.:res:Shady lot.

CIb'-Mi....
PiWed 5 •. • t.a••dWlllOllSern_
Q.iet" ~..

• A1rColodilio.."S
• F...isIledlU~
• Offia:"tuU--.:e . .
Sony No Pets

ALL NEW 2 &.. 3 BEDROOM

TOWNHOMES

Eari""I1."'.

Off 1:019' ">ark St. on Warren Rd.

CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL IN

Malibu Village
Now Renting
for fall

Close to Campus
Located

1/2!

r"'''TC
.....---..".''''''''.J11111ii

at:

'513,515 S. Beverage

Large TOWO!lOuse Ap~ ••
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes
12 & J 4 wide. with Z & 3 bedrooms,
locked mailboxes, next to laundromat.
9 or 1Z month lease. Cable available.

Call:
Debbie

529-4301

Ben RimdallHope the wife
,and kids enjoy
Carbondale as
much as they did
Kalamazoo_
I'm sure you'll
have a lot to tell
once you get to
Pakistan.

• Microwave/Dishwasher
• Washer/Dryer
• Lighted Parking
• Separate Kitchens &. Dinin
• 3 levels
• Porch &. Balcony
• Extra Large Bedrooms
• Central Air &. Heat
• Ex~d Storage
(at no additional charge)

. Available for Fall

529-1082
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Mother, wife obtains master's degree in blJsiness
Student aC'!TlS degree with straight As
while having two children in five years
Judilh D. Bartels. or Carbondale.

has worked sreadily 011 a IIl8SIa's
degree in business administration
at die University for die past five
y~.

s;;(;:; earned straight A's and

bad two childreo along die way.

Bartels, who received ber
MBA at University's summer
exercises, says
all it took was a little
organization.
r~:nmencement

Judith Bartels
wanted to complete
her degree in two
years, but she
became pregmant.
That shot the two
year plan.
"Some people think they can't
coordinaIe take care of liIe kids,
kcc:ping the house and doing
their books. But if yOil sit down
and manage your time, you can
do it and make itlhrough. "
It was January 1984 when she
dec;~ the time was right to go
back to s.:hool. Her husband,
Tom, had been transferred from
the Chicago area to the Blue
Cross office in Marion. They
expected to spend a few years in
the area, and she thought it
would be a good time to wad: on
an advanced degree.
Her interest in management
theory had been growing for
about a decade as she had moved
up through the ra."1ks in Chicago

area Social Security offas. She
was an administrative assistant
wben the time came to move
south..
h seemed natural to enroll in
the University's College of
Business and Administration.
She bad earned a bacbelor's
degree in anthropology from the
University of Dlinois in 1973, but
still needed about 30 bours of
basic Lt1siness courses before she
could bt'gin gradu:ue wort. That
didn't d~ge her:.
"Moen I started out. I said I
would do it in two years: she
said. "But during the first
semesu:c I got pregnant."
That shot the two year pWL
Aflee Nick was born in January
1985, she decided 10 take only a
few morning courses each
semesu:c. Eventually she enrolled
Nick in the University's Child
Development Laboratory. He
played while she booked it.
Two years later, daughter
KeUey came along. Organization
became cruciai, but Bartles stuck
to her plan. Both children Sj)eDl
time at the campus child-care
facility and the family offered a
University student room and
board in exchange for child care.
Life went smoothly most days,
but it was crunch time for Bartels
when she had to do real-life case
studies. She found she needed to
spend up to 50 hours per case
outside of cbss.
"It was bard to accumulate that
kind of time before a case was
due,· she said..

And what about the straight
A's?
"I don't think I really shot f(X
the 'A' every time. That wasn't
the goal. There was always
something I wanted 10 know. It
just happened..

When she first went
back to school.
Bartels didn't expect
to stay in Southern
Illinois. That
changed, and last .
year they built a
house at Lake
Indian Hills in RUial
Carbondale.
She still lias time 10 be active
. in the community. She plays the
organ at Carbondale's Grace
United Methodist Cburcb and
belongs
to Carbondale's
Welcome Wagon club.
When she first went back to
school, Bartels didn't expect 10
stay in Southern illinois for mae
than a few years. That changed,
and last year they built a house at
Lake Indian Hills in rural
Carbondale.
Although there isn't a strong
demand for MBA's in Southern
Illinois, she's sure something will
tum up.
"TIiings have changed since I
started out, but I will use what
fveleamed."
On Saturday, Aug. 5, Dad,
Nick and Kelly watched mom
cross the stage and walk away
with her diploma.
University News Service

JudHh D. Bartels of Carbondale earned a master's degree In
business administration from SIlJ-C on Aug. 5, graduating
with straight As. She Is pictured with her children, Nick and
Kelly. who stayed In a campus child care center when she

went to classes.

Fall music recitals

Program aids students
\n preparing 'lor college
About 50 bigh schoolers enrolled
in the University'S Upward
Bound program got a taste of life
in the deep South during the
week of Aug. 7.
·We introduced them to the
South. to Cajun living and the
swamp, to things they've never
seer!

before,' K. Donnell Wilsoo,

who oversees the program, said.
Students waIked through the
FRench Quar1el" in New Orleans,
toured a typical Louisiana swamp
and visited the VICksburg, Miss.
NationaJ Military Park, one of
the most important battleground<;
of the Civil War.
But Wilson said the primary
reason f(X the tour was 10 let the
youngsters see oLher uniVCl'Sities.
They stopped at eight, including
Rust College in Holly Springs,
Miss.,
Grambling
State

begin next I'llOI1\I1
Music faculty at SIU-C wilI
present a fall series of free
recilals beginning Sept- 8 with a
performance by soprano Melanie
H. Tomasz at Shryock
Auditorium.
Tomasz's performance starts at
8 p.m. Sbe is an assistant
professor in the School of Music.
The rest of the schedule:
_Sept. 13, Associate Professor
Eric P. Mandat, clarinet; 8 p.m~
Old Baptist FoundatiOil recital
halL
_Sept. 18, Professor Marianne
~; 8 p.m., Shryock

University in La. and Shorter
Coitege in LiuIe Rock, AIk.
Upward Bound is a federally
funded program that helps high
schoolers from low income
families prepare for college. In
many cases the students are the
first from their families to
consider attending college.
For six weeks this summer.
students lived on campus
Mondays through Fridays while
taking college preparatory
classes in science. mathematics
and Englisb composition.
Five scbools are included in
the University's program: Cairo
Higb Scbool, Carbondale
Community Higb Scbool,
Meridian High Scbool in
Mounds, Egyptian Higb School
in Tamms and Century High
School in Ullin.

_Oct. 12, ProfC5S(D WJ1fied J.
Dclpbin and Edwin P. Romain.
=~ 8 p.m., Shryock
_Nov. I, Professor Jervis
Underwood. flute; 8 p.m .• Old
Baptist FounOatioo recital halL
_Nov. 6. Associate Professor
Daniel Mellado Jr., ce1Io; 8 p.m~
Old Baptist Foundation recilal
halL
_Nov. 8, Associate Professor
Eric: P. Mandat, clarinet; 8 p.m.,
Old Baptist Foundation redial
halL

Fonner University educator,
security director dies at 58
Virgil F. Trummer, SIU-C's
direcIor of security from 1914 10
1'183, died Aug. 15 in SL Louis.
Mr. Trummet was 58.
Memorial services were held
Aug. 18 at the Huffman-Harker
Funeral Heme in Carboodale.
Mr. Trummer stepped down as
security director in 1983 10 teach
in SIU-C's Ceotel' for the Study
of Crime, Delinquency and
Corrections. Later be became a
counselor at the University's
PlacemeDt Center.
Before coming to SIU-C in
1970. he was a policeofficcr
with we Department of
Protection and Security at the
University oi Wisconsin at
Madison.
He ca.ned a bachelor'S degrcc
f:om WIsconsin ira 1954 and ..I

master's degree from SlU-C in
1979.
Mr. Trummer belonged 10 the
International Association of
Cbiefs
of
Police,
the
International Association of
Campus Law Enforcement and
the Little Egypt Police Cbiefs
Association. He served in the
U.S. Army Military Police Corps
from 1955 10 1965.
He was born Feb. 21, 1931 in
Fon du Lac, Wis., to John and
Pearl (Bernen) Trummer. He
married JOI'O Heimann Dec. 18,
1954. She survives.
Other survivors include two
sons, John Trummer of Neoga
and Bruce Trummer of Marion;
one daughter, Kathy CaldweU of
Snonomish, Wash.; two brothers
and four sisters.

Fonner librarian
moves to Harvard
CarolyD Clark Merrow, former
PreservatiOIl Librarian at SIU-C,
bu been named Preservation
Librarian at Harvard University
Library. She will begin her DeW
duIies in early Septembel:.

Monument maker
Martin "mson, graduate student In the School or Art and
DesIgn, will exhibit his scuIpIureS Aug. 211hrough Sept. 15 In
Art Alley, IocaIed In the SlU-C Student Center. PAJnson said
his work Is a statemenI of the Ustruggle of man-made versus
organic recIamalion" He is a resident of San Rafael, Caflf.

Morrow became interested in
the preservation and conservation
of library materials wbile she
was a student worker at Morris
Library in the early '70s. She
returned to SIU-C as director of
the lilrary's Conservation Lab in
1979 and lert in 1984 to become
Assistant National Preservation
Officer at the Library of
Congress.

Service scholarships
way to pay for college
CINCINNATI

CaIherine

career

Bell's oolIege
at Xavier
University figures ro be a lilde
different from that d most of
her fellow swdeor!i.
~ cla;es. de fre.<ibmaD-

to-be may find herself
working in a soup kitchen,
I3'ing foe .. ddcrly pencn. oe
working with physically
disadvanlaged studaJts.

In Catherine Bell's
case, her sparkling
grades were
complemented by
several
extracurricular
activites, including
two years as a
candy striper.
It's an part 01 Xava's DCW
"service
scholarships·
program. ill which Bell and
four adler iDcoming fn:sbmca
wiD dcWJIC 15 boon a wcct to
service actMties ill exchange
for a full scbolarsbip. worth
about $11,000.
"It should be intcl'CSting:
said Bell, who livCI in
Fairfield, Ohio. "It's an
experimental program, so 1-

really don't know what to

cxpect.At a lime when the cost d a
coIJege educalion is rising III a
bigber rare Ihan inf1aIioo. such
~ ate weIcomc - if

unusual - alternatives to
financing bigber Icaming.
The Xavier program is
thought ro be the only ooc of
its kind ill the nation.
Dean of Enrollment
Services Jan Jantsen said the
school's primary motive in
dcvelOS;lng the scboolarship
program was "a matter of
pulling our money where our
mission
is. Providing
charitable service is a Jesuil:
ideal that we want to fully
pnlfDOfe at XavieL.The four-year scbolarsbips
arc funded by Xavier - nu
corporate donations are
involved - and will be
awmlcd ro me fresbmeD each

~ aitaia arc c:onsidcral
for the Xavier scholarships:
academic excellence (ACT
scores of 31 or more;
combiacd verbal and math
SAT ICOI'CS d 1,300 or mon:;
pIIciq ill !be IDp 3 pea:c:IIt cl
one's senior class) and a
record of service to the

Asteroid heading for Earth
UttIechance~
will h~planet
WASHINGTON (UP I) _ A
mile-wide asteroid is streaking
roward Earth, but lhere is little
cbaDcc it actually will slam into
the planet next week, scientists
said Friday.
The asteroid, Imown as 1989
PB, will pass within about 2.5
millioo miles of Earth or about
10 disIances 10 the mOOn next
Thursday, said Eleanor Helin of

asteroid bas come since Hennes
in 1931. About 1,000 asteroids
Iargcr than a balf-mile .-e Imown
ro cross Earth'~ paIh. but it is rare
foe any 10 come so close.

Brian Marsden, director of lhe
Minor Planets Center :at the
Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge,

Another clu$f'. encounter
occurred June 3, when an
&Steroid passed within 8.2
millioIl miles dEarth.
HeIiD said it is very nnlike1y
that the late$l asteroid, which
ttaveIing at Ia1S of tbousands of
miles pel" hour, wiD strike Earth
during !be "close~·

Mass.. was even mace empbatic

that people should 00. be
alarmed.
'lbcze is absolutely 110 chance
it c:III get off tract and hit lIS ill
the fom:eable flJlllre." Marsden
said, adding: "Of course. in the

long run _ a few million years _
it might hit us."
4steroids
are
rocky
ellttatenestrial bodies, most of

whd orbit around the ~lm in a
between Mars and Jupiter.
But aoout 1 percent of known

~tt

llSU'roids have orbits that cross
those of planets, including Earth.
It is estimated that asteroids in
orbits dlat cross the path of
planets generally collide with a
planet once in about 10 million
years.
Unlike the March near-miss,
wbicb W-e deu:cled after the fact
by photographs, scientists said
dley wHi be able to track the
latest asteroid as it approaches
Earth.
"If anydling became a real
imminent th..reat. certainly people
would be advised, we hope,"
said Helin, noting dlat II. milewide asteroid bitting Eutb could
have •• disastrous n consequences.

Some scientists believe the
impact of an asteroid 6-miles
wide may have caused the
widespread extiuction of
dinosaur and other living
creaaun:s aboYt 65 millioo years
ago.

SoutllCl'I111linois University
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Asteroids are rocky
extraterrestial
bodies, most of
which orbit around
the sun in a belt
between Mars and
Jupiter.

NASA's
Jet
Propulsion
I...abon>.IOry in Pasadena. Calif.
In March, a half-mile wide
asteroid skirted widlin 50,000
miles of Eanb _ the closest any

~

v

But Ibe NASA scientist addc"'
that "ooc never knows wha! We
ultimate outcome may be"
because die asteroid's course
may be changcd by the
gravitational pull of several
planets it passes before reaching
Earth. The asIeroid is believed to
travel past Earth oooe a year, she
said.

Saturday:
10 am. to 6 p.m.
Sunday:
1 p.m. to 11 p.m.

up to $150 Rebate
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Every day the Chicago Tnbune puts the world

at your fingertillS-..with the Midwest's best

news writing, sports coverage and business
reporting. It's transmitted via satellite to a
printing site near you so that you get up-tothe-minute information on global and
national events,

932-6313 OR 932-6644
FREE DELIVERY

FeelIIIe ..... wta s,.ts. Follow your
favorites with the Midwest's most colOrful
coverage of college, prep and pro sports! Get
award-winning action photography, plus
expert commentary from Bob Verdi, Bernie
Lincicome and Jon MargOlis.
&I-r T..... Every day, enjoy articles about
science, arts, literature, current events and
interesting people, plus comics, puzzles and
the Chicago Tribune crossword puzzle.
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For Only
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Bring
in the

"BIG ONE"

Order MW to have the Midwest's best
newspaper delivered to your dorm or
apartmern at 40% off the regular nettSStand
price!

When it comes to forming an opinion, these
Chicago Tribune columnists have very
definite ideas: Mike Royko, Bob Greene, Ann
Landers and Dear Abby.
Stat ...... tile -a.I wHIt atieIIaI
.... Chicago Tribune journalists cover the
world with the kind of depth and analysis you
just can't get from radio or television.
Track,.. ............. Complete
financial tables and the Midwest's largest
business writing staff enable you to make
sound decisions on your future - from the
career path you follow to the stocks you want
to buy.

Call now to receive the Chicago Tribune at 40% off:
Reno News 457-7631 or 1-800-TRIBUNE.

You get a Large, Cheezy, Deep- Pan or thin
Crust Pizza with 1 topping, 4 1 6 oz Bottles of
Pepsi and FAST, FREE DELIVERY.
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WTAO, 104.9 PM, The Eagle

tHE FOOT ON THE AIR
Unconfirmed reports say Miller
& Carney in the morning are
sear::hing for a third wheel to add
to "h::::ir crazy morning antics.
Along with this, there have been
d?zens of reported sightings of
BIgfoot or Sasquach in the
Carbondale/ Murphysboro area.
Coincidence? Inquiring minds
think not! So be Estening for the
mythical giant along with Miller &
Carney in the morn'.ng on The
Eagle. He's the handsome one.
MORNING SHOW CREW
HAS OUT OF BODY
EXPERIENCE
Thp notorious dynamic duo of
m.>rning radio in Southern Illinois,
Miller & Carney claim to have
C:Hne out of thE'ir bodies after a
confrontation with alien beings.
Miller told the Enquirer "They
looked exactly like Elvis. I just
wanted to thank them for all the.
great music & movies; well,
music." The two were reportedly
leaving one of their favorite
Southern Illinois watering holes,
when the abduction occurred.
Olm'?y had this to say, "When we
walkej out of the bar, there was
scattered light all across the sky."
Keep in mind, it was only 2:00 in
the afternoon.

Paid Advertisement
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EAGLE STAFFERS CHOSEN FOR MARS SHUTTLE
One of the many projects that Force is in the process of intense
staff members of 104.9 The Eagle training for this mission to Mars,
are currently working on is to Falat said, "We have been in
btoCome the first radio personalities training for the last six months and
I guess you can say that NASA
to be shot into space.
NASA has recently been in knows who's the best and we won't
contact with Eagle General let them down." Trefney was
Manager, Jim Trefney, along with quoted as saying, "Who?, Where?,
Ear:le Operation Manager, Steve When?, What?, uh, talk to Steve."
Miller & Carney in the morning
Falat, with talks aimed at sending
The Eagle Air Force into spcce are elated to the fact that they will
aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis be able to finally search for an
which will be heading to Mars in answer to all those voices they have
been hea:-ing in the studi~ and·
early falL
When asked if The E(6)e Air looking forwar~:.t.E: h~aving an

/

TEASE:
In our next issue.....
How to
EARN MONEYIN RADIO
AFfERDEATH

Lose weight with amazing
CHOCOLATE &
B'JDWISER DIET

X-elusive interview:
MILLER & CARNEY TELL
HOW THEY SLEPT THEIR
WAY TO THE TOP.

. encounter of the third, or maybe
even fourth kiad. Carney, howe'ver,
stated, "Gee, I wonder if there are
taverns in outer space?" And Miller
added, "I sure hope so, that way we
can show them that I tr·ulv am a
highly trainro professional::
Keep your eye in the sky, your
radio tuned to 104.9 The Eagle, and
be sure to catch Nightline on when
The Eagle Air Force is shuttled to
Mars on the next space shuttle
launch in early fall.

NEW MUSIC FORMAT
AT THE EAGLE

EAGLE NEWS DIRECTOR,
FORMER VEGAS
SHOWGIRL
Enquirer reporters recently
discovered that The Eagle's
Newsman, John Carney was once a
dancer in Las Vegas. In a revealing
interview Carney admitted to
taking the gig. "The money was
good, the clothes were snappy, and
I met Wayne Newton!" Carney
went on to say, he's glad to be back
in radio, but he still gets to do a
Carmen Miranda bit from time (0
time. Wayne Newton was not
available for.comment.
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MIDDAY MAN MAY GIVE CLUES TO MISSING UNK
31U-C Archeologists are excited by their Ialesl dis.:ovuy. New evidence shows thai the
restively, unknown missing link may in.i""'" be The Eagle·s SIeve Falat. These photos
(above) show thai there may be a correlation. Fdat, when reached for commenl, only
grunted and asked for a banana
.
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, .... LONG AND WINDING ROAD
Last month, Miller and Carney,
Steve Falat, Karin-Anr><;!, Rich
Bowden, and Scott Janelle were
bored out of their skulls and
decided to take a road trip to check
out a movie they heard about on
JOE BOB BRIGGS WITH HIS
DRIVE-IN AND VIDEC TAPE
REVIEW. It was going to be a long
trip. so they hopped. in the Eagle
Van, set the radio dial to 104.9 The
Eagle and went. Little did they
know, the two weeks ahead of
them were going to be ones filled
with surprises!!! First, they forgot
to bring food with them so they
stopped at a CLASSIC CAFE to fill
up and decided to stick around for
the DOUBLE-SHOT HAPPY
HOUR.
About
thir'~y
WOODSTOCK MINUTES later
th",y took off on the road again.
Then, up in the sky they saw
CHICKEN MAN himself!! The
gang was driving along with the

Yesterday morning employees at
104.9 The Eagle had a terrible
shock. The staff was informed by
Jim Trefney, the General Manage~,
that new music would be
implemented on August 21, 1989,
the first day of classes. The entire
staff was assembled at 8:00 a.m.
when Trefney announced the new
German Polka music format. "Our
_mouths feU open," said Operations
Manager and Program Director
Steve Falat. "Everyone knows The
Eagle's Classic Hits format has
been a tremendous hit in this
market, and ratings have increased
substantially..,
During the meeting, an amazing
tum of events occurred. Minutes
after the shocking an:1<)un(ement,
The Eagle staff huddled, grabbed
their portable radios, and TU-,hed
into Jim Trefney's office. With
speakers blasting, they danced all
over the officf; on the floor, on the
walls, on the ceiling, until Trefney
reluctantly rescinded his orders. .
Jim Trefney could not be
reached for comment, but The
Eagle !>taff and their loyal listeners
rejoiced today, another day of the
best music in Southern Illinois on
104.9 The Eagle.

radio blasting classic hits when
suddenly they saw a MIDNIGHT
SPOTLIGHT flashing from behind.
Th~)' were pulledov~r and the
officer stepped from hIS car. The
officer said he had been keeping an·
EAGLE EYE Of\!· SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS on them and had clocked
~em at over 60s AT 6. Next, t~ey TEASE:
round themselves at the polIce
station. The officer proceeded to
.
take their pictures, fingerprint But serIously folks .....
them, and then gave them a· real "Watch for The Eagle at the
ROCK OUIZ. Their records. are to
DuQuoin State Fair
this day on the town's BFI FILE 13.
They were quoted as saying, "This
"At the Apple Festival
is no COMEDY HOUR." The moral
"And always listen for
of the story·is ... don't let anyone
r!\ances to win great prizes
tell you that getting there is half thf"
"Your comments on uur
fun. It's all of the fun. Just asio;
Miller and Carney in the morning,
programming are
Steve Falat, Karin-Anne, Rich
always welcome.
Bowden, and Scott Janelle-the great
air personalities and your friends
from The Eagle.
Call 687-1779

r---------------,

Summer Special

50¢

From:

R. K. RENTALS

r-------------------~~~-~----,

:
I

WASHER'

i
I

$9.95 per week=with.coupon :
L__________
__________ J

:

'.

I

~~~!lli30m!

Stop By And Enter ThEi'$1 ,000 Giveaway

I•
I
L

(No Purchase·N~cessary)
JACKSON SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
Murphys~~o, IL __ ,,::,~._

I
I
I
I
• Good on In-Store or Delivery Purchase
I
• Beerblast and Daily Special Not Included
I
• Limit One Per Customer
I
406 S. illinois
Carbondale
I
549-3368
____________
1IIIIi _'-..i..J

The Bike Surgeon!S'~-

SMITH

BIG BIKE SALE

DODGE

August 1!i,.1989~:. .
Start Exacdf'~ NC.J1!-.·- -• Selling Overdue Bikes
• Parts For Bikes, New & Used
• Mountain Bike, New, ... ,
Srarting at $249.00 ~,

#1

"Shop The Competition,
Then Come On Down!"

The Bike Surgeon
302 W. Walnut
Carbondale 457 -4521

1412

W: Main • Carbondale
457-8155

(Right Below Blue Star Lines)

r-Rent
Ji.i'"vie-a-Receive-j.
2nd Movie FREE!!!

I
I

:
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Ml;~

1322 E. Main
Carbondale

:

AMEBICI S ¥m~¥J r[lg~

.-

Bring In This Coupon!
101 South WaD Street • Carbondale
Expires 9/IB/89
Free Movie Must Be Of Equal Or Lesser Value

, (618)457-2504

r--------------------------,
Save 20 0/0
:

:

I
I
I
I
I

"The Accessory Store"

Aerocovers • Running Boards
Bed Rails • Guards • ~ights • Mats
Roll Bars • Window Louvers • Bug Shields •
Wooden Drink Trays· Consoles· Lebras
Open Monday-Saturday 10-6

.
.
WIth
ThIS
Coupon On Your NI,ext
Purchase At Artworks -- The Only

I

I

I

I

I
:
; Wearable Art Store In Southern Dlinoisl I

L
~
I __________________________
~pires 10/31/89 .
I

Shop With Us TODAY)

I

TRUCK • AUTO • VAN

:

I
I
I
OFF
I
The Purchase of Any Sub
I
or Deli Sandwich
•

I•

----------------,
"Your _Friendly
KROGER STORE

• Brings You Morel"
•
r

Ir

IIVAWA8l..e COm"ON.,

IO-oz PKG.

II
••
I Totlno's PIzza I I
I
49 I I

Rt. 13 West·2 112 Miles
Between Carbondale and Murphysboro
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . . ,j,'
,
.
684-3336
.

(ASSORTED VARIETIES)

IL .

•

13·1 I
<:>1 L

.liAWAU COUPON., .

12-Pak 12-oz Cans

I
I
2 For$ 3 I
I
_ _ _ ...
Big K

f D • k
So t nn S

Limit' with coupoa;l!ffecdve August
Llmlt212.pal<swllhcoupou.ElfecU,,·
thnt August 26. 1989. Good at 60th
Aug.tK .3. thnt Aug_t :'0. \989. Gooo dt
_ _ _ _ _ _ ;:;.a.._~
CarboDdaJeStorc5on1y

BoIhCarbondllleStoresonly

=1,

Bill's New Hill Liquor

1

"Good, honest, low prices everyday on
beer, wine, liquor, ice and snacks. "

4.

1~.

lOam - 10pm
Monday-Friday
lOam l1pm
Friday & Saturday
Noon-10pm
Sunday

Located at the
Junction of 127 S.
and Old Route 13 in
Murphysboro!

0

• RoflinQ..slones tickets
• Allo Guthrie tickets
, • Monkee:tlckets
, ~,Cash &:Prizes

Right On Your Way To The Spillway
or The Little Grand Canyon!

saDlhm illilois book Ind IlpplJ co.

r - - ... ~~.- ~REE- - ONE FREE'MoVIE

~

-

-,

RENTAL

I
I
I
I
I

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!
Limit One Coupon Per Household.
EXPIRES 9/5/89

..

549-7304
710 S. Illinois Ave • Carbondale

I

!

Rent AJiy Movie(s) At Regul~r Price
And Receive Ail Additional Movie

"WhenStudents Compare,
710 Gains A Customerf'

100 N.·Glenview
549-7738

Carbondale
816 E. Main
1
L ______ .FREE _ _ _549-4122
_ _ _ _ .J

r

,
I
I

Back-To-School Savings

11:
0,', :,' 0 I
: ,", 10

Off Any Merchandise
Not Already Reduced! :

I
I

Offer Good Through
August 31, 1989

I
I
I

Bring In This Coupon
And SAVE!!

I
I
L

-

~f$~

710 Bookstore Offers
Used Books To Save
Students MONEY!

I

-

~~\..,

I
I

FISH NET

~,c.
~
More than lusr a fls" store'

_'00

--------------Murdolp ShoppIng Cenler

1
Westone Guitars list $550°° New
I
Save 50% =$225°0
I ..
.....
;..~~
coupon
------.
.10%
---.
10%.
I
..
;10% OFF Any Service
I
I
Ren'tciCStudio, Less9ns, MIDI Sequencing!

549-7211 ~Sat

•

10%

"

...

__. _

' . J ... - - - - " ..

"len Weeks

-

SP'J_RITS LOUNGE
,-------.....,.

937·2448

25¢

Rt. 149 West & 1-57
West Frankfort, IL.

, Drafts
Everyday
3-6 p.m.

I
Special $14.95
I
I
Special Includes Oil. Filter
I
IL ___________
and Lube. Palts and
I
Labor Included.
'
~

-..I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~

Pontiac • Chevrolet
r - - -liIisrUler- - -,

10% I

cou on - - - - - , ' _

On'II1~ Her!it!.~- Colp Blacktop

Call Ahout
Wednesday
Night Pool
Tournaments

988-1599

eoetta/~ 8/tt/CJ.r'cI~ &
Litre 8al(rf~

\

\
1

_ _ .J

,·r'

'~"

$2.99

75t OFF

TWO BBe.

LUNCH BAR or
DINNER BAR

(SMf, Bacon'N Cheddar)

SANDWICHES

With purcha.. of MtMtlum Drink

Please pr-.nt coupon belore Ordering, One COUpOn
per person pel' visit. Not valid in c:arrbINIlion -*h any
otlw oHer. OPt., good ill partlcpting
Au: Ra&\aUranIS only.
~

Please preMnt coupon'before oraemg. One COUpoo
per person per visit. No! valid II CIClIR'OInIIlIo wiIh any
othef offer, 0If.lr good at particilallng
Rax Ae5taurants only.
OFFERGOODTHAU:
~'W
1011.
,'-,
UA,~

(lIMIT 4)

OFfER GOOD THRU:
1011188

- .. --

ax~

CUMIT4) , .

FREE

99¢

$1.99

CHEESE SAUCE

REGULAR ROAST
BEEF SANDWICH

Regular Roast Beaf Sandwich,
Regular Fries & Regular Drink

With purchase of Twisty Fries
(LIMIT 4)
Plaue ptll6ent COupon before ordering. One coupon
per perr.on pet vi6lt. Not valid in comb~ wiIh any
other offer. Oller good at ~ng
Rax Restauranl$ only.
~

OFFER GOOD TIoIRU:--- ,
10/1189

',-

I ~" ~

UA.,_

(lIMIT 4,
Plede pre&ent ooupon belore ordering. One coupon
per pen;on per visit. Not valid In combI~ wI!h any
other offer. Oller good ell ~ng
R::.x Restaurants only.
~'
OFFER GOOD THRU:

ax

10/1180

75¢ OFF

Otter good at partq)ating

1011180

Please pre&en1 coupon belore OIderlng. One coupon
per person pel vi&lL Not valid In combination wIh any
other oftel. Oller good at particPaling
Rax Restaurants only.
iiIJfJiffi,.'"
,~..,.

UA.!

FREE

With purcha .. of Any Sandwich
• Twisty Frie.

(Age 12 .. undet')
(LIMIT 41

PINse prll6en1 CXIUpOI1 ~ore ordering. One COOpor'I
per peI&Of'I per ~ Not valid in conDNilion Wilt-! any
other oft«. Oller good aI pan~ing
Rax Restaurants only.

~

1011188

-:-:-:,'

OFFER GOOD THRU:'

~u~"

~,-UA.!

MEDIUM DRINK

UNCLE AlLiGATORCHILDREN'S MEAL

With purchase of Medium Drink
(lIMIT 41

'''-._

;>'.

~ offer,

Rax Restaurants only.
OFFERGOOOTHRU:

50¢ OFF

LUNCH BAR or
D!NNER BAR

OFFER GOOD THRU:

' -

(LIMIT 4)

Please pt. . . . coupon belore ordering. One coupon
pel pcmon per viall. Not valid in corri)il\8lion wIh any

! ~"

QA.,!

~c::,~ ~derIng.

Plllase pre&ent aMJpon
One coupon
per person per vi5It Not valid In ccmbinllion wilh any
otlw oftar. Of!ar good 111 panlci)ating
RIP Ae6ta.urant& only.
~~

~~GOOOTHRU:

~ax~,

:::::=~iI
CARBONDALE
1120 East Main
( In front of Wal-Mart)

FAST FOOD, WITH STYLE®
c 1989 Rax Reslaurants, Inc

MARION
1135 North Carbon St.
( Across from Peoples Bank)

MT. VERNON

4209 Broadway
(1/4 mile East of I-57 on Rt. 15)

Easing kids' back-to-school fears:
'summer brain' to 'school brain'
For kids, making the ttansition
from summer vacation to fan
classes can be mentally and
physically traumalic.
•
"Schools can be very taxing.
Some children just have a bard
time readjustin~. Their summer
brain is stiU in their bead, and DOt
Ibeir school brain. They just can't
get rid of summer," said Dr. Peter
Zinkus. a pediatric psycboIogist
at Lc Bonbeur Children's
Medical CenIer in Memphis. "h's
beea a problem ew:r sinre Ihere's
been scbooL..
But can anyone help?
Yes, experts say Mom can. And
Dad. Enthusiaw, planning and a
dash of mother's intuition can go
a long way IOwan! ensuring both
pareo1S and children survive the
crises that come sprinkled
through the academic year. crises
often characterized by vague
complaints of headaches and

SUJmaCbacJles.
MC2Sure5 as simple as going to
!led earlier and geuingup earlier,
riJcre reading, less televisim and
outings to buy school supplies
can help the academic year begin
more smoothly, said Dr. Fred
Thomason, a child and
adolescent psychiatrist and
medical director of the SL Joseph
Hospital Children and Youth
Center in Memphi,"Many times, anxiety results
from the unIcnown and a lacy of
preparedness. If a child feels, 'I
am ready,' then he can go back
(to school) wilh a better attitude;
~aid Thomason, who is busy
preparing Ilis own kids for the
annuallrek back to school
11Ie time 10 start is DOW.
"The parent's attitude about
school will influence the child's
frame of mind. If the parent is

positive, the child will be
positive," said Georgia Dawson.
a Shelby (Memphis, Tenn.)
County kinderganen supervisor.
Establishing a routine before
school begins and then
maintaining it can help children
make a smoother lransitioo from
borne to school, she said.
"Remember that school
represents a big change for a
child, so try and keep other
changes 10 a minimum," she said.
Experts said helping children
shift into an academic gear ca..
help prevent more complicated
and serious problems, including
school refusal. Thomason
estimated that about 10 pert'.eDt
of his practice is devoted to

Including children in back-toschool planning also helps them
develop organizational sIcills, he
said.
Dawson also recomrnended
encou.'aging children to be selfreliant about clOOling and shoes;
practicing bow children will get
to and from school; and getting
them used to siuing still by
listening 10 records" drawing or

working puzzles.
Older siblings or preschool
experience give children a beuer
idea of what to expect in
kindergarten and first grade,
Zinkus said. "They pretty much
undetsIaIid what it's all about, so
the transition is really quite
easy; he said.
That is, be said, until the child
thinks the unthinkable. About
age 7 is when children first
.realize their parents could die,

E tabf h'

S • 1S mg a
routme before school

begms and then' .:;.

t

•

maintaining it can
help children make a
smoother transition
~
h
,J.'
I
ITom orne to sc, 100 .

helping children and their
families unravel the problem of a
child who just won't go to
school.
"Some of these kids haven't
been to school in years. It is a
severe problem when it is there.
That's why you want these lids
back in school," be said.
Preventive measures ThOmason
takes with his own children are
built around making the start of
another School a positive
experience. "I try and help them
develop some enthusiasm for it,"
he said.

'=~~~~o~ ~n~~

kids, bu~ in some kids it sticks.
They amve at school and have to
be peelM off the parent's leg.
"The c'~.dd fears being separated
from the parenL The child has
the notion that they can protect
the parent from whatever evil
may befall them," be said, adding
that !he fear can striIce children of
·anyage.
"The rule of thumb is that the
child must go to school, by force
if necessary. We encourage
parents to give the chlld a kiss,
say goodbye and leave it to the
teacher," he said.
Dawson said leachers are adcpt
at gctting such children quickly
involved in classroom activities.
"It's usually not a problem," he
said.

1.25 Stroh's Pounders
1.50 Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum
2.00 Upside-Down
Margarltas
SIGN UP FOR VOL LEYBAU LEAGUES
CHECK our mE -NEW'

S~ETRACKS!

AMTRAK'S LOW FARES

.L~-··!I.~'

Carbondale

to

'.

.

Chicago
$78
Round Trip

..
.

(restrictions apply & subject to availability)

gl~t@;ill

t·E~·'~rd

Carbondale,IL

Scripps Howard News Service

618-457-4135

WEL'COME TO SIU!
.First National

Bank and Trust Company

Carbondale, Illinois

We're your next door neighbor
and we want to be your bank
LET US SERVE YOU!

First National's
Automatic Tellers
Located
• 2nd Floor Student Center
• 509 University Ave.
-Murdale Shopping Center
-American Gas & Wash
·315 E. Walnut St.
Member

FDIC

Carbondale's
largest
most conveniently
located bank

LohbyHours
Monday thru Thursday
9:00am-3:00pm
Friday 9:00am-5:00pm
Saturday 9:00am-noon
Drive In
Monday thru Thursday
8:00am-3:30pm
Friday 8:00am-5:00pm
Saturday 8:00am-noon

~I
-~.
-

457-3381

509 S. University Ave.
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